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Abstract

A close reading study of Austin Osman Spare´s visionary written work, centered upon his “Zos 

vel Thanatos” motto and its Dionysian framing, passing through the “Sexuality and Sleep of Aaos” 

journey ending in the “Dreams of Aaos”, concluding with the consideration and explanation of his 

Art-Sorcery paradigm, here named as Zoetic Art-Sorcery. A further reflection, in the course of the 

dissertation, on how Spare´s work could affect philosophical aesthetics and philosophy of art as 

one contribution to the questions of how art is to be seen, studied, and approached in a theoretical 

setting. Proposing that philosophical Aesthetics, if it is to make a bridge between herself and Art 

cannot  ignore the dreams of visionaries or go against them towards a clarification of what are no 

longer visions but corpses or moral fleshless ghosts. It would have at least to approach them as if 

not possible to be impossible and as  “neither-neither” in the dreaming they border on, also filling her 

mouth with unreasonable sorceries and preposterous barbarous names, eating away its own origins 

as critic or synthesis, for some time becoming (not) sane, and “be-lie”.

Keywords: Aesthetics, Art-Sorcery, Zos, Thanatos, Austin Osman Spare
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Resumo

Estudo pormenorizado a partir do conjunto da obra visionária escrita de Austin Osman Spare 

centrado a partir da significação de “Zos Vel Thanatos”, analisando em detalhe  “Sexuality and Sleep 

of Aaos” e “Dreams of Aaos”, concluindo  com a explicação do seu paradigma original de Arte-

Feitiçaria, aqui intitulado de “Zoetic Art-Sorcery.” Problematizando, com o decorrer da dissertação, 

o modo como a obra de Spare consegue  afetar Estética Filosófica e Filosofia da Arte e a consequente 

compreensão, estudo, e abordagem do artístico num âmbito privilegiadamente teórico.  Propondo 

que a Estética Filosófica, querendo quebrar a barreira entre si mesma e a arte, não poderá ignorar 

os sonhos dos visionários ou contrapô-los através da clarificação do que já não serão visões mas 

sim cadáveres ou fantasmas morais destituídos de corpo. Teria no limite de os abordar como não 

sendo possível que sejam impossíveis e como “neither-neither” no sonhar que desbravam,  enchendo 

igualmente a sua boca com feitiçarias não razoáveis e nomes bárbaros insultuosos, regurgitando as 

suas próprias origens como critica ou síntese, por momentos tornando-se (in)sana em “be-lie”.

Palavras-chave: Estética, Arte-Feitiçaria, Zos, Thanatos, Austin Osman Spare
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INTRODUCTION

Austin Osman Spare (1886-1956) can be dealt as one of the artists who explicitly reflect on their 

art and through that on art itself. From whose reflections overall conceptions on matters at a first 

glance not pertaining to art and its craft  grow into the semblance or analogue of a philosophical 

system. One where action and thought are to  mingle. On this group, in the subgroup of those who, 

while doing so,  consciously appeal to  esoteric and mystic notions, confluences, influences, and 

currents. We can find in this subgroup, among many others, William Blake, Antonin Artaud, Yeats1, 

Georges Bataille,  Kandinsky, many of the surrealists and more recently Philip K. Dick2. 

Similarly he can  be grouped at  large with philosophers whose formal literary expression and 

not just the so called content is nearer to recognizable forms of artistic endeavour and expression. 

As Nietzsche. Thus, Spare could be better tackled by appealing to those philosophers whose work 

explicitly draws from literature or from semiotics and literary theory, besides those who explicitly 

devote themselves to aesthetics and philosophy of art. Worthy of note would be a comparison 

between Austin Osman Spare´s “Neither-Neither” device and the later semiotic square of Algernon 

Greimas.3 But one must restrict the field of inquiry.

Some correlations useful to understanding Spare could be as well focused on convergence of 

goals, convergence of methods and similitude’s  in the pursuit of artistic goals. As an example, in 

Spare´s work word and drawing work together in the artistic object of the book : his self published 

books ought to be taken then as they were let out under his supervision ,  hybrid objects4. One could 

as  such expand references into first person texts and accounts of artistic practice who share the 

same traits. Particularly those that are meant to be works of graphic and literary art combined. Even 

those that are meant as “cahiers” as long as in their form, and for their  understanding, text and 

drawing are meant to be inseparable. 

Explicitly relatable to Spare are, at this light, William Blake´s works.  As those of Andrew D. 

Chumbley5. Others that can be related include Da Vinci´s notebooks,  Artaud´s “50 dessins pour 

assassiner la magie “6 and his cahiers,  cahiers of Valery, works from the Surrealist movement such as 

1   Who was, as Aleister Crowley, a member of the Golden Dawn occult society. For a revised edition of the final version of Yeats´ “Vi-
sion”, expounding his esoteric doctrines see: Yeats, W.B. 2015.  A Vision : The Revised Edition : The Collected Works of W.B. Yeats Volume 
XIV. C.E. Paul & M. M.  Harper (Eds).  NY: Scribner. For a collection of articles on the text see: Yeats, W.B. 2012.  W.B. Yeats´s  “A Vision”: 
Explications and Contexts.  N. Mann; M. Gibson; C. Nally. Clemson SC: Clemson University Digital Press.

2   This became clear with the partial publication, following his death, of Philip K. Dick´s “Exegesis” (Dick, P. K. 2011).

3   See, for example Hébert, 2006: “The semiotic square, developed by Greimas and Rastier, is a means of refining oppositional analyses 
by increasing the number of analytical classes stemming from a given opposition from two (life/death, for instance) to four (for exam-
ple, life, death, life and death (the living dead), and neither life nor death (angels)) to eight or even ten.”. It is curious, even, that the 
two examples given for building a semiotic square are on the oppositions between masculine and feminine and life and death, which is 
coincidently very much in tune with Austin Osman Spare.

4    I will annex to this dissertation some of the original drawings  of Austin Osman Spare, with an emphasis on those that went together 
with his written work, as they are present in more recent editions. They are not to be taken as exhaustive in any means. Spare  produced 
many examples of graphic art besides the ones annexed, and besides the ones that went together with his books. Many works of his 
surfaced only after his death, and keep surfacing until now.

5   See: Chumbley,1992. Azoetia: A Grimoire of the Sabbatic Craft; Chumbley, 2014. Dragon Book of Essex. 

6   Artaud, A. 2004. 50 dessins pour assassiner la magie. 
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Dali´s writings7 . Even Jung´s “Red Book”.8  Many, many others could follow. The list is not exhaustive, 

and is not clearly definable by any practical means.

Focusing on what Spare actually considered as vital  in his own words by closely reading the 

primary literature can better pinpoint his specific character and originality, and thus is my primary 

option. So that Austin Osman Spare´s  very particular work may become of interest to aesthetics and 

to the philosophy of art, bringing with it the germ of a possible  original contribution towards these 

fields. The approach is even more justified  due to secondary literature on Spare being extremely 

scarce, to say the least.9  It is also not easily available and  in many cases tainted by the exact lack of 

systematic close reading. All in all, Spare is mostly unknown and still a quasi virgin field. One must 

start from the beginning.

Somewhat relevant secondary literature can be divided in: exhibition catalogues, accompanying 

texts, and articles on his exhibitions; biographies, only one of them recent and of  extended scope, 

authored by Phil Baker with a foreword by Alan Moore10;  scattered articles on magazines mostly 

devoted to esoteric studies and in a much lesser degree to art and cultural studies;  the works of 

Kenneth Grant, who took Spare as a fundamental figure of what he named “Magical Revival” 

mentioning him throughout his own writings11 as well as birthing two books exclusively devoted 

to his work, “Images and Oracles of Austin Osman Spare”12, and “Zos Speaks”13, collecting in both 

previously unpublished texts of the author. There is only one academic philosophical study per se of 

Spare´s  art and thought that I could track, a doctoral thesis authored by William Wallace14. Worthy 

of mention are also works by Robert Ansell15 and Gavin Semple16, founders of Fulgur Publishing17, 

and by Gilberto de Lascariz18. 

7   See Dali: 1993, 1998, 2007

8   Another recently published gem when it comes to books as hybrid objects of text and graphic art: Jung, C. G. 1914 -1930. The Red Book.

9    Up to 2007, everything related with Spare (with the exception of a book by Gilberto de Lascariz) can be found in the small opuscula: 
Harper, C. 2007. Revised notes towards a bibliography of Austin Osman Spare. London: Mandrake Press

10    See: Baker, P. 2014. Austin Osman Spare: the occult life of London´s legendary artist. Berkeley: North Atlantic Books. Many of the 
works on Spare spend a great deal on biographical anecdotes who have been debunked and are not true in any aspect than the fictional 
or imagetic, such as Spare having been initiated by an analphabetic crone descendant of Salem Witches who could become young at 
will, via teachings and sexual intercourse, going by the name of Mrs Paterson. Baker´s book is thus a valuable resource, and one more 
reason for us to stick to primary literature, not taking things for granted.

11    I refer here to Grant´s “Typhonian Triloges”, nine books organized in groups of three, who make do of the tenets of Grant´s highly 
fictional esoteric doctrine (giving birth to his Typhonian Ordo Templi Orientis), and for whom Austin Osman Spare, Aleister Crowley, 
Dion Fortune, Lovecraft, Michael Bertiaux, among others, are paramount. One cannot avoid feeling, however, that Grant, albeit funda-
mental in letting the world know of Spare, also uses him to his own ends. His work is mostly creative, and very little of a scholar nature. 
But, all in all, the same  characteristics can be said of Spare himself.

12    Grant, K. 1975. Images and Oracles of Austin Osman Spare. London: The Book Service Ltd. This book is an essay on Spare´s magical doc-
trine according to Grant, with excerpts from the at the time unpublished “Logomachy of Zos”, and examples of Spare´s Art.

13    Grant, K.; Grant, S. 1998. Zos Speaks!: Encounters With Austin Osman Spare. London: Fulgur.  An unvaluable resource as it includes cor-
respondence between Spare and the Grants plus the up to then unpublished books of Zos vel Thanatos, comprising the “Logomachy”, 
“Zoetic Grimoire of Zos”, and the “Living Word of Zos”.

14    Published in book as: Wallace, W. 2005. Austin Osman Spare: The Artist´s Books 1905-1927. A. R. Naylor (Eds). Foreword by R. Cardinal. 
I-H-O Books; Mandrake Press. This is indeed a scholarly work and, as such, important read. 

15    Ansell, R. 2005. Borough Satyr: The Life And Art of Austin Osman Spare. London: Fulgur Limited. This book collects articles on Spare.

16    Semple, G. W. 1995. Zos-Kia: an introductory essay on the Art and Sorcery of Austin Osman Spare. London: Fulgur.

17    Fulgur Publishing is devoted, in a major way, to publishing books of Spare and Spare related materials. As well as those of, and on, 
other authors relevant to esoterism and visual art relations. See website at : https://fulgur.co.uk/

18    Lascariz, G. 2000. O Culto da Bruxaria no Artista e Escritor Austin Osman Spare, Porto: Edições Mortas. The only Portuguese author, so 
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By such practical and theoretical reasons turning to the primary literature itself as the largely 

unexplored main source to be worked is the best option in the scope of this dissertation. Spare´s texts 

first of all, given that we are in the philosophical field, and Spare´s graphic art secondarily. With a 

minimal support on the above mentioned literature. The central works are “Earth-Inferno”, “The Book 

of Pleasure”, “Focus of Life”, and “Anathema of Zos”, all self published. Posthumously published by 

Kenneth Grant, “Logomachy of Zos” (a collection of aphorisms) and “Zoetic Grimoire of Zos” are also 

relevant, as is “Automatic Drawing” and other scattered texts Spare writes ( and draws)  on art. Such 

as “The Book of Ugly Ecstasy”.

We will deal with Austin Osman´s Spare motto of “Zos vel Thanatos” and with his “Zoetic Art-

Sorcery” by closely reading his most relevant written works in the articulation and exegesis of 

these two notions. Not taking for granted the view he is often the subject of in esoteric subcultures 

and literature. Introducing the elusive notion of “Art-Sorcery” Aleister Crowley will have to be 

mentioned, as the Dionysian overtones of Spare´s work will also have to be, together with Spare´s 

rather personal take (invention one could almost add) on Sabbatical Witchcraft. Nevertheless, this 

will be done by closely reading his primary literature and not alien sources to it. To understand 

Spare, Spare is in most cases enough and thus should be allowed to speak free.

The first Chapter will examine Zos and Thanatos and launch the overall subject by introducing 

these two notions, supported on Spare´s texts. The second and third will develop it by a close 

exegesis of mostly “Focus of Life” sections on “The Sexuality and Sleep of Aaos”, up until the book´s 

ending with “The Dream That Came True”. The fourth and last will deal with Art-Sorcery and Spare´s 

methods directly, making reference now to “Zoetic Grimoire of Zos” and “Logomachy of Zos”, in order 

to conclude the dissertation. While keeping up with the close reading of Spare´s other works and 

expanding references to other figures who may enlighten particular points of what is being written. 

Such as Crowley, Bonanno, Feyerabend, Lovecraft, Eubulus, Bataille, Mishima. 

I hope to make due of Spare´s richness in style and content by examining Zos vel Thanatos and 

Zoetic Art-Sorcery. While at the same time enlarging grounds for considering relations between 

artistic practice and that elusive activity called “sorcery”. Relations who, after analysis, may help 

philosophical aesthetics and the philosophy of art to better grasp the specific goals, methods, and 

distinctiveness of  artistic practice, artistic process, and artistic thought. Exerting philosophical 

inquiry unto those domains that are, by their nature, extremely hard to clearly think on. And, as 

such, those that maybe a philosophical vocation ought to tackle foremost and with glee.

far, to have written on Spare, and one of the very scarce few in the non-English speaking world.
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1 - ZOS AND THANATOS

Austin Osman Spare gladly took for himself the motto of “Zos vel Thanatos”19. Of the words 

included in this motto he previously invented or redid one, “Zos”, and notoriously identified with it. 

It´s meaning can only be traced with imagination and cunning. Before “Zos vel Thanatos” he used to 

sign frequently as “Zos”, or “Zos the Goatherd”, which is directly a Dionysian reference, or as “Aaos”. 

Alter egos of Austin Osman Spare the social persona. These alter egos were themselves constructed 

by a similarity of sigilization ( see ahead) applied to the letters and names of himself , the man. Spare 

sigilizes his “I” so that the “Self ” may act through the vehicle in which it can eventually manifest, 

his “bios” who results from the “incarnating ideas of women”20. 

From the sound itself of the phonemes, “There are words of everlasting luster, sound sequences 

that may be alogical yet as near to Truth as it is ever possible to get.”21, related to his initials “AOS”, till 

developing the construction of an alter ego, we see the first letter of the alphabet replaced with the 

last in “Zos”. The end of the systematized alphabet´s progression after which silence will ensue as 

there are no more letters. Or, alternatively, we see the first letter doubled in “Aaos”, a first beginning 

before a second beginning. As in the tarot arcana of the fool, akin to the “Aleph”22 that Jorge Luis 

Borges wrote on. Or to the Ayn Soph of the Cabbalists, the negative light before the “Fiat Lux”, itself 

preceded by the first contraction or “Tzim Tzum”23. 

Spare devoted a considerable amount of his time to juggling divination methods based on 

regular playing cards and on tarot cards24. Recently his own tarot was recovered, and published by 

Strange Attractor Press25. And the Cabala, as interpreted by the Golden Dawn group, very much 

based on a peculiar reading of the “Sefer Yetzirah”26, was a privileged tool of study for the esoteric 

19   Grant writes: “When identifying himself with his sorcery, as distinct from his art, Spare used the  name Zos vel Thanatos, or simply 
Zos.” (Grant, 1975: 8). But not a single writing of Spare can be said to be exclusively dedicated to only art or only sorcery. The books and 
texts he signs as Zos contain both elements. Likewise, the books he  authored as Zos vel Thanatos, posthumously published by Grant 
himself (Grant & Grant,1998). Zos vel Thanatos is, instead, the motto Spare begins to use more and more at a point, after “Anathema of 
Zos” (Spare, 1927) and keeps using until the end, authoring his final books under it. As for Zos, it was recurrent in Spare´s art since a 
very early age. As art and sorcery together always were.

20    The Focus of Life (Spare, 1921:53).

21     Logomachy of Zos, Aphorism 770, (In Spare, 1998b:211). 

22    See Borges, 1949.

23    “Tzim Tzum” is a concept coming from Lurianic Kabbalah that roughly signifies the contraction of divinity, that filled all, into a 
single point, thus leaving space for creation. Such space is the Ayn Soph, or negative light, that, when divinity utters the Fiat Lux, is 
to be filled by the light of creation. I refer it here as it is one of the vital concepts in the reformulations of Jewish Cabala that were pre-
dominant in the Golden Dawn group, which influenced Crowley, who in some degree influenced Spare, shedding a certain light on his 
mottos. For the basic tenets of this (very) particular Qabalah see by D. Fortune (1957). And from McGregor Mathers, leader of the Golden 
Dawn group: M. Mathers (1968)

24    See Spare, 1997. K. Grant writes  “These twenty-two letters, though not given consecutively or in their entirety in any of Spare´s 
writings, no doubt equate in some way with the twenty two Keys of the Book of Thoth and the twenty-two paths of the Qabalistic Tree 
of Life; they are, in fact, the primal keys of magic.” We can already see why one must be careful with Grant´s views on Spare and turn to 
primary literature first of all. But Grant goes on, and it becomes painfully evident why one has to do so : “ There is also a possible affinity 
with the eleven stellar foci of cosmic power reflected, or doubled, in the bright and dark fortnights of the lunar cycle. The secret know-
ledge of these twenty-two celestial power-zones, and their connection with the human female periodic cycle, forms a vital part of the 
ancient Draconian Tradition upon which Zos Kia Cultus is ultimately based.” (Grant, 1975:9)

25    Spare, 2016.

26    A central text in cabbalistic magical practice and meditation theory, author unknown, introducing the scheme of the Tree of Life 
and corresponding Sefirot. The date of the work is speculated from 200 A.C. to 600 A.C. It can be found, edited and translated by Aryeh 
Kaplan, in Kaplan: 1997.
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milieu of the age27. Fundamental in Aleister Crowley´s Argentum Astrum28 order, of which Spare was 

a member, albeit reluctant. The former being true, Spare´s alter egos predate his short membership 

in Crowley´s organization. Nevertheless, such metaphors and hints are extremely relevant in the 

study of Spare. He did make frequent uses of them throughout his work, starting with himself and 

his signature mottos.

One part of  the meaning of Austin Osman´s Spare´s “Zos” can be tracked from  “Zoe”,  from “Zoo” 

( Zoion), from  Diony(sos). These stand for Life, for Animals, for the Dionysian God: three strands 

of meaning that are crucial if we aim at understanding Spare. Life, evolution, conception, birth, 

(new) sexuality as creation, are ever present in his written and graphic works. As we shall see, not 

a life of the individualized “I” but something altogether more vast and impersonal, similar to what 

Kereniy so aptly points out  in his opus on Dyonisos, the God29. A force that predates individuation, 

is submersed in defined subjects, and who, for Austin Osman Spare, fully acts, almost as if it were an 

agency. A will to live who manifests timelessly again and again through whatever living organism 

that now exists, has existed, or will exist. In the depth of the vital below the whims of  the conscious 

surface, who is nothing but it´s  temporary container30. 

“Zos” is  thus a word with which Spare aims to  the archetype of indestructible life, ever 

continuous life, and not the  individual existence (bios)  per se. A never ending living even if each 

individual creature manifesting it will certainly end31. As such, it is  one way in which to understand 

the  archetype, or  experience, of the Dionysian . That experience who stands for the God32. A bodily 

passion of living that  exceeds the subject who acts as a completed and individualized being, tending 

to annihilate  the “I” in  experiences of ecstasy  and orgy. Of milk and honey pouring from the soil, 

purging ordinary language into scream or song,  punctuating it with pains and pleasures. Or, as 

Spare puts it, Zos is the “the body considered as an whole”33. The whole of life in the whole of the flesh. 

Ever an uncompleted whole, but through the flesh: “However great your reach ,whatever you touch, 

shall touch flesh”34.

27  For an introduction to the Golden Dawn occult society see: Regardie, 2002 and Howe, 1972.

28   For an introduction to the Argentum Astrum ocult society see Eshelman: 2000.

29  See, in Kerenyi (1996:xxxii): “The significance of zoe is life in general, without further characterization. When the word bios is ut-
tered, something else resounds : the contours, as it were, the characteristic traits of a specified life, the outline that distinguishes one 
living thing from another. Bios carries the ring of characterized life. Correspondingly, bios is in Greek the original word for biography”. 
And  “ Bios does not stand in such a contrast to thanatos, “death”, as to exclude it. On the contrary, to a characteristic life belong a cha-
racteristic death.” (idem: xxxiv).

30   K. Kerenyi (1996:xxxv), on the relation between Zoe and Bios: “If I may employ an image for the relationship between them, which 
was formulated by language and not by philosophy, zoe is the thread upon which every individual bios is strung like a bead, and which, 
in contrast to bios, can be conceived only as endless.” This is almost exactly the same image Spare will use. The formulation from lan-
guage, instead of from philosophy, enlightens as well Spare´s relentless focus on language itself.

31    Still, in Kerenyi´s words: “Zoe seldom if ever has contours, but it does contrast sharply with thanatos. What resounds surely and 
clearly in Zoe is “non death”. It is something that does not even let death approach it”. And, page xxxv : The Greek language clung to a 
not-characterized “life” that underlies every bios and stands in a very different relationship to death than does a “life” that includes dea-
th among it´s characteristics.” As we shall see, Spare´s Zos is, nevertheless, still ultimately under Thanatos´ claws. (Kerenyi, 1996:xxxiv)

32    K. Kerenyi (1996:xxxv-xxxvi) : This experience differs from the sum of experiences that constitute the bios, the content of each indi-
vidual man´s written or unwritten biography. The experience of life without characterization- of precisely that life which “resounded” 
for the Greeks in the word Zoe - is, on the other hand, indescribable. It is not a product of abstraction at whuch we might arrive only by 
a logical exercise of thinking away all possible characterizations”. Or what Spare called the “I Was”.

33   Spare, 2001:120.

34    Aphorism 23, in Spare, 1998b: 165.
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Animals enter in these strands of meaning via atavistic resurgence, “The soul is the ancestral 

animals. The body their knowledge.”35. Atavistic resurgence is a process and practice of, according 

to Spare, calling up into action strata of evolution buried deep in one´s biological organism, yet 

available in one´s subconscious. A point is to be reached where, beneath these strata, what he calls 

the primal atavism is made operative in life, in art, and in ritual. Such primal atavism merges with 

a primordial sexuality, an “ancestral sex principle”36, whose simplicity is not yet tainted by division 

or duality. A state of unmodified sexuality where nothing yet lacks and everything is yet possible 

of be-coming: “The progenitor of itself and all things, but resembling nothing, this sexuality in its early 

simplicity, embodies the everlasting. Time has not changed it, hence I call it new. This ancestral sex principle, 

and the idea of self, are one and the same, this sameness its exaction and infinite possibilities”37. 

This state is what Spare names often, and sometimes confusingly, the “Self ”. Distinguished 

from the “I” (or “Ego”), which is nothing but its limited present tense. The “I” reaching the “Self ”, 

that Self who in time will be millions, who was millions, who is millions, and who seats the life of 

the Zoetic, is the first and foundational ecstasy. For Austin Osman Spare probing this Self with the 

flesh, and from it creating the idea of a transcending self, “ at the extremities of his own being”38, whom 

no man has ever seen, “no man has seen self at any time”39, is the base of all his ecstasies. 

Atavistic resurgence leads to,  as much as it is directed by, an atavistic nostalgia towards such Self, 

threading through the beads of the millions of forms of I, causing the emergence of the “millions of 

forms excreating”40. The same relation between “I” and “Self ”, of absorption, of dissolution, of ecstasy, 

is further present between “Self ”, whom “no man has seen”, and the pinnacle “Kia”, that nothing,  and 

not just man, has neither seen nor touched. “Kia” is the ultimate un-expressible vector of Atavistic 

Nostalgia, “The absolute freedom which being free is mighty enough to be “reality” and free at any time.”41.

Atavistic resurgence  already connects Austin Osman Spare, in a most original way, to the 

mythology of sorcery via familiars or  companion animals, the set of which is present throughout 

multiple factual accounts of such an elusive activity. But also more precisely to animalistic 

assumptions in dreams, in visions, in rituals, and in art: “ only the animal in man dances”42, or “when 

art is wanting beasts are superior”43 he says. While ceremonial magicians of the Golden Dawn, Aleister 

Crowley included, were engaged in assuming God Forms44 in ritual practice so called demonic or 

so called angelic (with a great scission between the two fields but God Forms none the less), Spare 

was engaged in assuming animal forms via his atavistic resurgence. Bearing no moral or ethical 

35    Spare, 1921: 55.

36    Spare, 2001:46.

37    Spare, 2001:46.

38    A. Moore in Baker, 2014: x.

39    Spare, 2001: 35.

40    “Zoetic Grimoire of Zos - The Formulae of Zos vel Thanatos”, Spare (1998a: 228).

41   Spare, 2001: 32 

42   Spare, 1921: 75.

43    Aphorism 53, Spare, 1998b: 166.

44    Crowley, 1994b:  602-615.
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considerations whatsoever and prescribing no ritualized barriers for containment.

 A retro-progression inwards via multiple positive death states (aka the “Death Posture”) is how 

Spare hoped to tangle the cords of this atavistic resurgence, with art as the music that such  retro-

progression tangles in the present. There would be a point, a locus of being, where according to 

him time and space vanish. Where the transcending Self the “I” (Ego) has merged in, or blossomed 

in, dances to the tune of “Kia”. And, as much as words can express, is “Kia”, “not potential or manifest 

(except as it’s instant possibility) by ideas of freedom or “means,” but by the Ego being free to receive it, by 

being free of ideas about it and by not believing”45. Such is the endgame of his “Zos Kia Cultus”: “Something 

is causing Pain and something energizes the Agony: may it not be caused through the latent Idea of Supreme 

Bliss?”46.

Different possible meanings of Zos may stem from myriad sources, all extremely hard to trace 

and clarify. For Spare “once a thing is named it becomes nothingness to its meaning”47. A meaning of Zos, 

thus, can be no more than Spare´s own un-naming  of himself to further aflame himself, “Certain 

sequences of sounds and signs, all of which have untrue meanings—could set this world aflame.”48. As such, 

Zos could be a personal incantation primarily working via vibration and sound. The uttering and 

repeating of it appealing to memories, to mental states tasted, to childhood nostalgias. Purposefully 

to a lack of clear and fixable non ambiguous meaning, as a controlled stroll to the realm of the 

arbitrary that Austin Osman Spare held so dear. A grown up nursery rhyme, a babbling, a glossolalia 

as those of Artaud.

Robert Heinlein wrote “Man is not a rational animal. Man is a rationalizing animal”49. Zos used 

as a name by Spare could therefore turn out to be no more than an un-rationalizing tool to un-

man himself as  man. To un-will the willing of man, “Man has willed man!”50. We would, thus, be 

compelled to seek the hows and whys of his Zos in the buzzing of insects long associated with 

demonic invocation, in the humming of the Dionysian bees,  in the hissing of snakes. Even in the 

“rushing winds”51 that Spare says one listens when death is breaking her way into the body. In the 

sounds of the “body considered as an whole”, so. Names of Power, Cabalistic Names of God, Mantras,  

were known to him via literature, via esoteric endeavours, via the general occult milieu of the age. 

This family of meanings is not clearly traceable. But points to a particular vision on what language, 

and civilized speech, is for Spare. On how to un-language language, aiming for languages of birds 

and of beasts. Similarly, they offer a rope into Atavistic Nostalgia relations with infancy. 

Recovering infancy is key in Spare´s art and personal  sorcery. The moment of not yet knowing, 

or of almost knowing, as related to learning how to speak, to learning how to see, to learning how 

45    Spare, 2001:32.

46    Ibidem: 53

47    Idem

48    Aphorism 771, Spare, 1998b: 211.

49    Heinlein, 2000: 59. 

50    Spare, 1927: 19.

51    Spare, 1921: 100.
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to relate with the outer by positing a distinction between I and Thou: “You remember in your youth 

the thought “that this world is a curious place” in the emotion when you felt “why” as to whether this life is a 

reasonable development? What was the cause of this and of your summarily dismissing it from your mind?”52. 

The crucible moment of experience to recover is that borderline when spontaneous sound is not yet 

language. Where sight does not yet know what it is seeing. Where the distinction of the ego is not 

yet active. The all sensing relation to the outer and the other via touching, via groping, via biting, 

via tonguing. Grasping the initial driving passions directing the survival of the bios “Sensation...

nutrition...mastication...procreation”53. When not yet socialized and not yet shaped in complexities 

and disguises. 

Austin Osman Spare´s search of an ancestral sexuality, “ancestral sex principle”54, refers both 

to a primeval philogenetic regression to increasingly earlier stages of evolution and to a personal 

retrogression to its first manifestations in the subject as an all sensing desire. The ecstasy of the 

creation of the idea of self both refers to a putative stage in evolution and to the moment when, in 

each one´s consciousness, such creation is experienced first. From there onwards language, sight, 

touch, will serve other ends than those of merging with  “Kia”. Past and future  project back and 

forth, beliefs and interactions ensue to whom an illusory split ego will progressively respond. “This-

ness” falls into “This and That”. Sin is born, the law becomes, man is willed by man, the polis follows 

its course of  “contracts”. The Dionysian (child) is pushed away or managed in organized festivals.

That the nostalgia of infancy follows deep layers is evident in a plethora of creation myths. 

These deep layers can be more precisely dealt for our goals by associating Zos with madness and 

literary practice, particularly with denial of thought itself in artistry. The “body considered as a whole” 

that Zos as undying life stands for does not think. Thought is denied as a by-product of the ego 

and of the I. A superficial by-product who fosters oppositions and dualities, solved or unsolved but 

always accepted, language itself and truth conditions. Spare´s advice is “Live like a tree walking”55, 

proclaiming at a point: “Farewell antithesis! I have suffered, all is paid. Now for Reality!”56. Artaud 

would describe a similar pursuits in his “Tree Man”57 poem. Not unlike Spare he got involved in 

esoteric endeavours. Not unlike Spare he  progressively interjected expressions of pure sound in his 

writings. Not unlike Spare he also had an alter ego “Le Momo”58. The correlation with Artaud is useful 

for understanding. 

Clinically, also, spontaneous disruptions of language and thought are reported in the mentally 

ill, when socialization crumbles down. Spontaneous disruptions are also reported in mysticism, 

together with transformations in the perception of the body59. Last but not least, they connect to 

52    Spare, 2001: 114.

53    Spare, 1927: 13. 

54    Spare, 2001: 46.

55    Spare, 1921: 54.

56    Spare, 1927: 35

57    See Artaud, 1970.

58    See Artaud, 1947a.

59    See Yvanoff 2002.
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the Dionysian experience and accompanying myths that Zos revives and rides upon. The unwilling 

of man by man among beasts, among gods, among women, in  intoxication and in frenzy. In Austin 

Osman´s Spare case, in literary works as in drawing and painting, as in ritual, the focus is to fulfil 

the nostalgia now, in the present tense.  This is the “Focus of Life”. Of Zos. One has to make do of 

the non discursive, non wordy character of the  Dionysian and ritualistic experience, of the artistic 

experience, as it appears in Spare´s work, projects, and overall goals. It is a distinctive characteristic 

assumed and downright desired. 

This is particularly evident in the form and content of his writings, finding  its home in 

paintings and drawings. Even the more naturalistic portraits are filled with allusions to experiments 

in the disruption of thought, of language, and of perception. Going full throttle in his proposed 

methodology and guidelines,  if such words  apply,  for artistic development and ritualistic practice.   

We find over and over a corruption of language in its orderly syntactic aspect. A guised  play with the 

expectations of syntax in favour of a semantic richness, a multiplicity of meanings in complexity 

that could not be hinted at if syntax were not tainted. If forceful and unexpected stops were not being 

produced in the reader´s mind60. It goes hand in hand with the world-ordaining role of syntax, “Our 

entire means of expression (of agreed meanings) is semantical, an ambiguous method, whether conveying 

ideas, values, facts or fictions, which has ever-variant meanings to the recipient; there are few ‘one to one’ 

meanings of words. Therefore, although I may transfer by a short sentence a meaning similar to both of us, I 

do not so convey it to my subconsciousness–there is conjunctional confusion.”61.

Such outpouring of ideas in non regular forms near to Surrealist ways of approaching text often 

sketches doubts on Spare´s knowledge of plain English grammar, turning the hermeneutics of 

the texts into an ordeal. We cannot be certain as well of which traditional style the writings report 

to. They can´t be simply seen as fictional. Or just as poetry. Or just confessional as in a diary of 

experiences. Or aphoristic, though particularly in his later work this would seem to be the more 

obvious approach. Or even as just philosophical, though at many stages he is clearly trying to argue 

a point for some time.  One has further to add the free play with grammar. The deliberate role of 

noise in the bosom of what one would expect to be a clear communication. The latter is not in 

Spare’s world.

We discover instead an appeal or a similarity,  a family resemblance, to such practices or 

experiences as  glossolalia, gift of tongues, grommelot, inarticulation, primal scream, song, ecstatic 

laughter, “Heaven´s loud guffaw”62. These are taken as acoustic symptoms of emotional paroxysm. 

Of rage, of pleasure, of the obsessive erogenous impetus, “Go where thou hast seminal affinities”63. 

Undermining the spoken  word, the articulated voice, from its foundations of conformity. Very 

much in accord with the Dionysian procession experience, through the borders of being possessed 

by sexuality, and of being possessed by death, by a “positive death state”: “Of belief, a positive death 

60    Up to  the point of Chignall deciding to re-write the Book of Pleasure “in Plain English”. ([Spare, A. O.] Chignall, C.  2014)

61    Spare, 1998a: 229.

62   Spare, 1921: 52. 

63    Aphorism 209, Spare, 1998b: 175.
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state, all else as sleep, a negative state. It is the dead body of all we believe, and shall awake a dead corpse”.64. 

Language is to be broken and whipped as a constraining apparatus that does not allow expression of 

the vitality underneath which is Zos. The “body considered as a whole” engaged in being possessed by 

the whole of life while precipitating such life against the certainty of death, pleasure after pleasure. 

The speech of Zos who can be expressed through art and ritual does not stand without turbulence 

with both  form and content of civilized speech. With words, “The language of fools is words”65. 

What can be expressed by words, as they are, is not of the domain of art or of ritual. If it can be 

told and expressed thus, the conclusion is that neither art nor ritual are needed for it to be realized 

and lived. We find then in Spare´s Zos the search for a domain of what cannot be told, of images 

that are not seen, of sounds that are not heard, of movements that are not patent except when the 

body crumbles. Or is fully aroused, possessed by ecstasies and rages that free it. A search whose 

detonating point is a borderline phenomenon, condition, or mental state, from the point of view of 

the ego and of the social. Art starts there, and is the main instrument to deal with it.

Spare´s texts are filled with drawings, as has been said. Some of these are pictoric reconfigurations 

and fragmentations of the alphabet and of words  who make do of  another way to address language 

as written and drawn. A first step to this practice is the building of Sigils, and the automatic drawing 

of “letters” through hypnagogic possession of hand and eye:  “An “automatic” scribble of twisting and 

interlacing lines permits the germ of an idea in the subconscious mind to express, or at least suggest itself to 

the consciousness..”66. 

Alphabet letters are drawn, if written by hand, with the same bodily tools used to draw works of 

art: the hand and the eye. Before printing, times were when the hand writing of letters was a work of 

art. Still is for calligraphy artists. Spare aims to approach the hand and the eye, by feverishly using 

them, before they physically learned how to write and how to draw. Up through that moment where 

a sharp distinction between drawing and writing was not yet as evident as it afterwards is: “The 

curious expression of character given by handwriting is due to the automatic or subconscious nature that 

it acquires by habit.”67. The basic units  to unravel both the  “curious expression of character” and “the 

automatic or subconscious nature” are not, in accord to what was mentioned on Spare´s approach to 

wordy language as spoken, complete words but individual letters,. By these and other reasons is for 

Spare the language of fools that of words, “Salvation shall be unsay all things”68.

The use of Sigils is paramount in Spare for accessing “Zos” ritualistically and artistically. Sigils 

serve as an axis to un-lid the methodologies he proposed: “By Sigils and the acquirement of vacuity, 

any past incarnation, experience, etc., can be summoned to consciousness.”69. For now, we worry only with 

how they relate with an overall approach to written language and to the alphabet. They depend on 

64    Spare, 2001: 68.

65    Spare, 1921: 53.

66    Spare & Carter, 1916: 27.

67    Ibidem: 29.

68    Spare, 1921: 53.

69    Spare, 2001: 124.
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fragmenting words into letters, on re-drawing individual letters, on reconfiguring and combining 

them in new glyphs used to form composite drawings with no similarity with the original words and 

sentences. “Sigils are made by combining the letters of the alphabet simplified”70 and “Sigils are monograms 

of thought”71, condensed thought.  Still, their ultimate goal is three fold. First, to free Belief and to 

use such freed belief. Particular beliefs as much as the foundational belief in an “I” distinct from a 

“thou”.  Second, to free Desire from responding to such particular beliefs, “sexuality labours so that 

death may harvest by desire”72,  making use of Desire as contained in the full scope of Zos, “ Are you ever 

free of desideratum? Belief is eternal desire!”73. Third, to access the subconscious, below the I, where Zos 

is found.  Where for Spare art and ritual are paved along via “Magical Obsession”: “MAGICAL obsession 

is that state when the mind is illuminated by sub-conscious activity evoked voluntarily by formula at our 

own time, etc., for inspiration. It is the condition of Genius.”74. 

Magical obsession is to be distinguished from “The Cloudy Enemies Born of Stagnant Self-

Hypnotism”75, any obsession who is not magical, any art who is not magical and any ritual who is not 

magical. As Spare puts it: “Magic, the reduction of properties to simplicity, making them transmutable 

to utilise them afresh by direction, without capitalization, bearing fruit many times. Know deliberation, 

over consciousness and concentration to be its resistance and sycophancy, the ultimate acquirement of 

idiotcy”76. Freeing Belief, freeing Desire, achieving Subconscious and Magical Obsession, with 

intimate distrust in concentration and deliberation, are thus key elements in Austin Osman Spare. 

An apparent contradiction seems to lay in the fact that those are to be achieved “voluntarily”, at 

“will”. Merging these three goals with the denial of thought or with the denial of non vital thought, 

beyond language spoken and written, we begin to step on strategies and conceptual devices that 

predate ritualistic and artistic pursuits. Pertaining to the universe of psychology, “The Book of 

pleasure (Self Love) - The psychology of ecstasy”77. Or of philosophy, where it implies insatiability for 

wisdom. But Spare would integrate them more in the domains of mysticism and sorcery, of what 

cannot be articulated, of what happens in the inner, “Where is the mystic Symposium, the hierarchy of 

the necromancers that was?”78.  

They are to be understood as what can be said regardless  and as no more than just strategies 

and devices. Not to be taken as mandatory or needed. Spare demands one to not trust in logical 

consequence of any sort, to not place trust in the logics of any needed  if-then reasoning. Such 

mistrust is overtly suicidal, “Brutally shall I teach the gospel of soul-suicide”79,  even delirious, when 

70   Ibidem: 128.

71    Ibidem: 127.

72   Ibidem: 81.

73    Ibidem: 83

74    Ibidem: 109.

75    Ibidem: 73

76    Ibidem: 103. 

77    Ibidem: 26

78    Spare, 1927: 16.

79    Ibidem: 18.
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applied to daily survival, to the dealings of the polis. However, this is an intended deliria who opens 

the relations of Spare with the shady areas of the esoteric and the mystic from where art would then 

spring forth as an impossibility fleshed. Those areas that ritual inhabits and where ultimately the 

riddles are to be solved. Survival  may demand increasing clarity but, as Saint Jean de la Croix said: 

“Il doit donc fermer les yeux pour voir le chemin par lequel il faut aller; il doit marcher dans l’obscurité pour 

se défendre de ses ennemis domestiques, qui sont ses sens et ses puissances.”80.

The “ gospel of soul -suicide” is to be achieved with and through pleasure in the ecstatic Dionysian 

(Zos). It is not to be seen as tragic or tragedy inducing. In fact it is an answer to the tragic lament of 

the goat. It is not  to be pessimistic, as it was in Schopenhauer for example. Neither is it ascetically 

asking for withdrawal after withdrawal. It is meant to start us in the road on how to achieve 

voluntarily at will. Apparently, though, there is here a second contradiction. An affirmation of life 

is sought that demands death to be sought after. “Zos Vel Thanatos”, where as a matter of fact the 

whole expression  counts as a single noun.

Whatever the contents of the Dionysian experiences, or of Zos experiencing, Spare builds and 

advises strategies to not attribute reference to their contents. Constant anathema and blasphemy 

turned inwards are methodological guidelines,  “Break thy commandments, be lawless unto all 

dogma”81. Reference as is, is to be discarded for the “soul-suicide”. Then, dispensing with the object 

goes hand in hand with the dispensing of the subject as an I. Spare shall extend  this approach to 

the whole of experiencing, and not just to those parts of it who might be Zoetic. The accumulative 

learning from experiencing amounts to no more than duality refurbished, “most aged man who grows 

no wiser”82. Purposed synthesis just an illusion bred from referred fixed subjects and referred fixed 

objects: “Experience is ignorance. The necessity of reoccurrence”83. Spare compared experience to eating 

one´s own excrement again and again. One becomes poorer while believing to feed on more and 

more.  The advice is, still,  “Retrogress to the point where knowledge ceases, in that law becomes its own 

spontaneity and freedom”84. The contents of any experience amounting to nothing by themselves, 

subjects and objects not being, even the zoetic experience (of Zos) is validated in two ways only. 

The first, outwardly, through a work of art with a given nature birthing through  it. If it does, “The 

highest creations are those that harmonize the most incongruous things”85. A work of art precisely of what 

cannot be ever experienced, assumed as impossible, assumed as incomprehensible. The second, 

inner, if experience is what he calls the “great experience”. Proved by the ecstasies and bliss that stand 

as its surest sign, the merging of the I in the Self of the Zoetic through Self-Love: “Experience is by 

contract. The great experience: Seduce thyself to pleasure. There is only one sin-suffering. There is only one 

80   Jean de La Croix, 1999.Libre II, XVI- 12.

81    Spare, 1921: 64. 

82    Spare, 2001: 50.

83    Spare, 1921: 70. 

84    Ibidem:  67.

85    Ibidem: 70.
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virtue- the will to self pleasure”86. Famed will to power becomes here will to self pleasure. The goal: 

“Finality is reached when ye have learned to digest everything”87. Inclusively, as if now. Not in succession. 

The means: “Dispense with all ´means´ to an end”88. 

Not attributing reference to whatever the contents of the experience turn out to be is particularly 

stressed when it comes to the beliefs it might induce. Most of which the subject is unaware of, “Belief 

is ever its own inconsistency”89. And to any action following up from those beliefs, “Actions are the 

expressions of ideas bound up in the belief; they being inherent are obscure, their operation indirect, easily 

they deceive introspection”90. Given beliefs entangle and imply ideas or other beliefs whose bundle is 

then expressed in actions after actions. Whose experiencing will again repeat the same process: “He 

that is ever servile to belief, clogged by desire, is identified with such and can see but its infinite ramifications 

in dissatisfaction”91. They are inherent, meaning that they work under and not over ground. 

To Spare beliefs inevitably aim to reify what is believed, regardless of awareness from the 

subject, and will do so via actions. One way or the other, either by what is done or by what is left 

undone. Beliefs constrict desire into a desire of something, for something. Beliefs will themselves 

to be -lived. Thus he says: “De-hypnotize yourselves from the poor reality you be-live, and be-lie”92, so 

that belief “implies only itself”93. Given beliefs tend to exclude their opposites in a logic of “either...

or”, effectively diminishing for Spare the scope of what is possible,  of what could be. Inducing a 

necessity of choosing between this or that, a “law” he calls it. Demanding a “if ...then” reasoning. A 

deliberation through time, analogous for Spare to trapping the self further and further in duality, 

complex repetition of an ever unsolved oscillation: “Belief is ever its own tempter to believe differently”94. 

One never arrives to the promised land, to the completion of belief: “Belief is the fall from the 

Absolute. What are you going to believe? Truth seeks its own negation.”95 and “We are what we believe and 

what it implies by a process of time in the conception; creation is caused by this bondage to formula.”96. Given 

beliefs and the actions they need or demand in order to be achieved constrain the self in necessity. In 

desire for coherence and congruous things. And are doomed to fail unless “belief implies only itself ”97. 

As much as the living dies, and needs to die for other livings  to become, given beliefs also fade into 

opposing beliefs and death. How to overcome this took most of his energy: “The chief cause of genius 

is realization or ‘I’ by an emotion that allows the lightning assimilation of what is perceived. This emotion 

86    Ibidem: 63.

87    Ibidem: 64.
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is immoral in that it allows free association of knowledge without the accessories of belief. Its condition is, 

therefore, ignorance of ‘I am’ and ‘I am not’ with absent-mindedness as believing “98. “Zos”, or the bracketed 

“I” in the quote above, believing, will imply only itself in “Self Love”. The resulting gold is to be art 

and magic touched by the philosopher´s stone of the Zoetic: “Its emanation is its own intensity, but 

not necessariness”99. 

Liberating belief (un-believing) begins with Spare´s Neither-Neither process who is as much a 

device as what can be said with words, regardless, of the (transcendental) Self and of Kia, “The Kia 

which can be vaguely expressed in words is the ‘Neither-Neither’, the unmodified ‘I’.”100. Let us follow him in 

his first concrete example of it : “Man implies Woman, I transcend these by the Hermaphrodite, this again 

implies a Eunuch; all these conditions I transcend by a ‘Neither’ principle, yet although a ‘Neither’ is vague, 

the fact of conceiving it proves its palpability, and again implies a different ‘Neither’.”101. Dualities are to be 

transcended by the operation of a “Neither” who is affirmative. More than just a denial of the truth 

of the exclusive disjunction. It would not suffice to say  there is an entity  who is  neither a man nor 

a woman. One is asked the effort of putting forth an entity, pointing to it, imagining it, dreaming 

it, that illustrates so. Such entity does not replace the previous two. You still have men and women 

around, and hermaphrodites who are not to be seen as  a synthesis of the previous two. 

The scheme is not vertical or triangular but horizontal. Not as if in the base of a triangle you have 

“man” and “woman” and in the apex, or vertically, you have “hermaphrodite”. The transcending 

operation is horizontal, happens in time, one thing after the other. What has been transcended 

via the first “Neither” is still there, acting through to the present. Applying a second “Neither” to 

the outcome of the first “Neither”, as a matter of fact to the three previous entities, you arrive at a 

fourth entity. The “Eunuch” in Spare´s first example. The outcome of a second “Neither-Neither”. 

This boundary pushing exercise in conceiving with the mind follows through with a third “Neither” 

applied to the outcome of the second. In reality to the whole of the four previous entities : “But the 

“Neither-Neither” principle of those two, is the state where the mind has passed beyond conception, it cannot 

be balanced, since it implies only itself. The “I” principle has reached the “Does not matter- need not be” state, 

and is not related to form.”102. 

The process needs not stop here. But it will eventually come to an halt, “In that moment beyond time, 

a new law can become incarnate, without the payment of sorrow, every wish gratified, he (the ego) having 

become the gratifier by his law.”103. Surprisingly: “ In that day there can be deliberation”104. This Neither-

Neither device is to conduct the Ego to that Self who is only negatively apprehended, if thought is 

used, by a series of successive denials. A Self who is never seen or heard or conceptualized but who 

98    Ibidem: 114
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can be in some sense felt by engaging in Self-Love and by willing Self-Pleasure fleshed. Belief can 

then be made new and un-reactive. Used to manifest desires at will, art or ritual worlds to explore 

through the Art-Sorcery paradigm. 

What was once believed is to give now room to what is to be “be-lied”, the fundamental starting 

block in be-living and procreating art. Such process asks for conjoining the Neither-Neither with 

Self-Love. Self-love he first defined as: “A mental state, mood or condition caused by the emotion of laughter 

becoming the principle that allows the Ego appreciation or universal association in permitting inclusion 

before conception.”105. Neither-Neither is to be accompanied by increased laughter at each discarded 

belief. Laughter rising is what will cause one to be in the “mental state, mood or condition” where the 

Self is felt. Where for a while nothing is that is not laughter. There we can begin to “Steal the fire from 

heaven”106 by sexually burying beliefs in unconscious substrates of the desires of Zos, “riding the 

shark of his desire he crosses the ocean of the dual principle and engages himself in self-love”107, birthing be-

lies.  It has to be sexually as for Spare such is the driving force behind any sort of procreation, be it 

the life of organisms mutating,  or of works of art, or of the magical. For Artaud “the hunger”108 was 

to be diverted into art. For Spare the sexual, the “procreation”. A procreation who if left to its own 

guiles  turns the laughter into cruel unfulfillment when it comes to art and satisfaction of desire. 

Procreation is to be diverted at the precise moment when laughter ceases. When beliefs and not 

be-lies will again reify. When possibilities become necessities  and the impossible will no more be 

able to fleshen. When the conscious and thought step in again in dualities over and over. The fleeting 

silence after laughter , the moment when the joke ceases, has to be used  for a new procreation with 

“New Sexualities”, so that  “In the ecstatic condition of revelation from the subconscious, the mind elevates 

the sexual or inherited powers (this has no reference to moral theory or practise) and depresses the intellectual 

qualities.”109. A whole set of strategies, pertaining to Art-Sorcery, is  called upon at this stage. For 

their description, the addition of  “vel Thanatos”  to Spare´s main motto “Zos” is a fortunate one and 

will help us in enlightening the labyrinth. 

First,  it appears a disjunction is what we have with this addition. Exclusive, forcing the choice, 

or the incompatibility, between each of its elements, the Zoetic and Thanatos. Natural order 

demands that life keeps sacrificing the vehicles it travels through. Even when such life is the one 

understood as “Zos”. No immortality but in reproduction and fading memories, death is a given 

and mortality is apparently never able to be transcended. Second, this complex expression is to 

be taken as a single noun. It is in fact the magical motto of Austin Osman Spare. Not just one alter 

ego among others, a character to dress in and eventually discard. But  his authentic chosen name, 

the one that as the apex of a pyramid sums up all virtual directions in a single point of intent. By 

being a single noun that who is a disjunction (or a fall) becomes in fact similar to a conjunction who 

105    Ibidem: 32.

106    Spare, 1921: 96.

107    Spare, 2001: 36.

108    See Artaud, 1938. 

109    Spare, & Carter, 1916: 29.
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contains as its elements, almost as in copulation, two different and opposed entities. United via 

unexpected affinities and associations, “A thing only has reality and meaning when it has affinities and 

associations, however implicit.”110. By the Neither-Neither device we already know the general rule or 

way to approach seemingly exclusive disjunctions. 

The elusive duplicity in the motto, as one single entity and as a disjunction, is to be kept present. 

Applying a neither to Zos we  have come to face Thanatos who opposes it and denies it. However, 

the whole disjunction is as much a fission  as a noun, an union. To both yet another neither will 

have to applied. There will have to be  the transcending of the disjunction and the transcending of 

the single noun. “Zos vel Thanatos” will, consequentially, be neither a noun neither a disjunction 

but something else altogether. Neither it stands for unity, neither it stands for duality. Further, the 

Zoetic is bred out by confronting the life of the Bios (and conception) with death. As if a Neither 

was applied to “conception/procreation or death”, “if conception/procreation, then death”. A second 

Neither applied to “Zos” will place us face to face with a different manifestation of what death is 

and/or can be, “Life is desire, Death is reformation . . . I am the resurrection . . . I, who transcend ecstasy by 

ecstasy, meditating Need Not Be in Self-love “111. There is more in Dying than just death as there is more 

in Living than just life, “Let others await involuntary immolation, the forced redemption so certain for 

many apostates to Life”112.  A third Neither will have to be applied to “Zos vel Thanatos” itself, Art-

Sorcery coming from it.

The “Thanatos” in Zos vel Thanatos directly appeals to a mythological figure. Zos only indirectly 

calls upon the experience of Dyonisos as a mythological figure. Further, the inclusion of “Thanatos” 

(the  God)  will  transmute such an experience into a going forth by night. Changing the focus from 

life unto death and the dying. Introducing the mythic Sabbath of the witches in the equation. The 

God figure Thanatos is irreducible to just the concrete and physical death  of organisms. It pertains 

to a frame in which death in one way or the other is neither seen as an ultimate end nor is necessarily 

unavoidable. Where there is a two way communication, extolling difficulties, hardships and pain, 

between realms of the living and realms of the dead. Where by means of cunning the representation 

of the God of Death can be eventually tricked, as is patent in the story of Sisyphus.  Death´s kiss can 

be delayed and it is not a necessity that it cannot be denied. Thanatos is not just death. Thanatos 

seems to unite as a Nemesis forms of attempting ultimate hubris: the achieving of immortality 

(escaping death) conjoined with the full satisfaction of pleasures and desires.  No longer the path of 

dust to dust but that of ecstasy to ecstasy is then in check. 

The be-lie to be be-lived is expressed by Spare in a rather cryptic and long sentence: “I believe: ‘I 

become the potentialities where I made effort… the funambulatory way between ecstasies: The acceptance 

of all things, in entering all doors and the by-passing: Unto myself only the law I make–the good and evil I 

affirm: The relatability of all things to ego, the apotheosis of Knowledge in ecstasy: In the Gods and eternal 

110    Aphorism 231, Spare, 1998b: 177.

111    A. O. Spare in  Grant, 1975: 197.

112    Idem.
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flesh as all truth “113. 

The first task is to untangle this Death who is not just the dying of the organisms, of the bios. 

This death where the Ego and the I  may still die while  relating to “all things.” Sysiphus is relevant 

given the role of summing up the human condition he is associated with. We need not, following 

Spare´s proposal,  be content with imagining him smiling when rolling the stone up the mountain. 

Spare´s proposal is that a slim path exists to being sure that he actually is so. Similarly, we need not 

conform with Tantalus unquenchable thirst, “If fate is life, then death is the hazard to alter fate! For 

most, death will hold mainly blank pages, but were we ever treated all alike? Study your dreams in this life, 

it may help you in the death posture.”114.

Thanatos is consistently paired with Eros when both are respectively assigned to the 

innate, universal, and unavoidable death and life drives (Triebe in german), the sexual drives of 

Psychoanalytic theory. The subject is taken as powerless to escape such drives, “An instinct differs 

from a stimulus in that it arises from sources of stimulation within the body, operates as a constant force 

and is such that the subject cannot escape from it by flight as he can from an external stimulus. An instinct 

may be described as having a source, an object and an aim. The source is a state of excitation within the body 

and its aim is to remove that excitation”115. These drives come from within. They often interchange one 

with the other. They stand both as the most obscure component in Psychoanalytic theory as the one 

which, according to Freud, landmarks a postulated (to be proven) frontier where Psychoanalysis 

and Biology would overlap, “The deficiencies in our description would probably vanish if we were already 

in a position to replace the psychological terms by physiological or chemical ones”116. Nevertheless, “ The 

aim of all life is death...inanimate things existed before living ones”117. 

Such Eros who is  paired with Thanatos , conjunctively, is of a life preserving sort. Not dissociable 

from life creation (procreation), and from socially acclaimed virtues who go along with it. We can 

say that it is a society preserving drive whose goal (satisfaction) demands a stabilized social order 

in harmonic overtones. Such an Eros necessarily will come to face the death drive of Thanatos that 

will feed on it. One and the other go hand in hand. This is the Eros that is just life and the Thanatos 

that is just death. Quite far from what Spare places as the Zoetic of the socially disruptive Dionysian 

experience. The “Thanatos” in Austin Osman´s Spare  motto is thus not just the one who goes hand 

in hand with Eros. It relates mainly with “Zos” forming a pair that, as we have seen before,  is as much 

a disjunction as one single entity. It is not chiefly the Thanatos reported to  the bios (and at this light 

the intended overlapping reduction of terms in Freud´s writtings is relevant). But  is that Thanatos 

to whom Zos can be applied, who can stand in a disjunctive relation with it, not conjunctively. It 

is not just death as much as the aim of the life of Zos is not “inevitably death” but, possibly, the full 

satisfaction of pleasure in pleasure.

113    Spare, 1928a: 220.

114    Spare, 1921: 101.

115    Freud, 1933: 88.

116    Freud , 1920: 60. 

117    Freud, 1957: 311.
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Thanatos genealogy as a God, as stated in Hesiod´s Theogony118, is enlightening. His mother is 

Nyx (night), whose father is Chaos. His Father is Erebus119 (Darkness), who also comes out of Chaos.  

The going forth by night is here set. His twin (his most immediate alikeness) is Hypnos (Sleep), who 

abides in a cave where the river of forgetfulness (Lethes120) passes by. A positive first association out 

of this genealogy would be of Thanatos with Hypnos. Not with Eros. An association with a certain 

sleep and a certain forgetting. In such sleep and such forgetting, hypnagogic and hypnopompic 

trance are revealed by the association of both Thanatos and Hypnos with poppies of deliria. For 

Spare, certainly, both would associate with the threshold states of consciousness in the onset of 

sleeping and the onset of awakening.  

Other Hypnos´s and Thanatos brothers (or sons according to Ovid121), themselves included, are 

known as the Oneiroi (Dreams122). All born via parthenogenesis, asexually. We now have Thanatos 

associated with Sleep, Dreaming , of which there are several deities, the most relevant or known 

being Morpheus, Phobetor, and Phantasos, all their singular meanings traceable in Spare´s work. 

And with birth without external fertilization, in itself a viable metaphor for Spare´s “Self-Love”. 

Other figures-Deities taken as brothers and sisters of Thanatos, some of whom do play a vital role 

in Spare´s understanding of it are Geras (Old Age, the defeat of experience for Spare) and Oyzis 

(Suffering, the counter figure of Spare´s Pleasure  and will to Pleasure). Daughters of Nyx for Hesiod 

are also the three Moirai or Fates123. Which is rather coherent with Spare´s “Need Not Be” dismissal of 

necessity. For Plato these Moirai were the offspring of Ananke124, or Necessity. Again an association 

that extends the thread of Spare´s Thanatos. 

Such constellation of mythological figures in and out of the genealogy of Thanatos is much 

more likely to help us grasp its role  as  used in Spare´s Motto and work, both of nemesis and guide.  

More  than any appeal to Psychoanalytic theory, or any later views. Even when such views claim to be 

directly inspired in Spare, as is the case of the “Illuminates of Thanateros”. Those were a twentieth 

century magical order or group who inaugurated the vastly famous current of “Chaos Magick”125. 

Chaotic loosely referring here to mathematics of Chaos, the science of Chaos. Strikingly different 

from how Spare viewed the Chaotic, “The more chaotic I am the more complete I am”126. Who is much 

more in tune with Chaos ‘nature of primordial source in the Theogony. An entity or state who despite 

the quote is in itself never completed. An almost contradiction in terms, a paradox. Not a Paradox as 

a statistical improbability but as what is ultimately unsolvable. Fuelling the overcoming of dualities 

through both ruptures and raptures. Their chosen name calls upon  an Eros that would both come 

118    See Hesiod’ s Theogony, particularly from  verse 747 to 766. (In Hesiod, 1914)

119    Hesiod’ s Theogony, Op. Ct., verses 116-138.

120    Hesiod’ s Theogony, Op. Ct.,verses 1-25 and 404-452.

121    See Ovid, 1997.

122     Hesiod’ s Theogony, Op. Ct.,, verses 211-225.

123     Hesiod’ s Theogony, Op. Ct., verses 211-225 and 901-906.

124    See Plato’s Republic, Book 10, section 617 C. 

125    See Carroll, 1987 and Carrol, 2008. 

126    Spare, 1921: 55.
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after Thanatos and together with Thanatos. A death thriving Eros. 

Such naming could nevertheless make some sense if the Eros in question would not be the one 

Psychoanalytic pulsions speak off . If the Eros in question would be the primordial god127 and not just  

the son of Aphrodite engaged in romantic misfeats and sexual loving likewise, “We who are about to 

partake of each other, shall walk past all amorous sickness and deaths, for we are within the magical equinox. 

“128. This is not the case in the “Illuminates of Thanateros”  frame. The practical use of Thanatos and 

Eros is via assigning life depressing qualities to the first and life exalting qualities to the second. 

Acute introversion to the first and acute extroversion to the second. Much in tune with what  was 

written on the Eros-Thanatos drives.  

Crucially, though, Eros is not a part of Spare´s Motto. Thanatos is. Also, if there are Dionysian 

overtones in Spare´s work, the Dionysian is only there indirectly as “Zos”. As a given experience of 

the Dionysian which is mostly a creation (or re-creation) of Austin Osman Spare. On the contrary, 

Thanatos is explicitly present as it is. This makes him the fundamental pre-existing figure to be 

stressed. The Dionysian (Dionysos) having been explicitly mentioned,  relating it with  Eros (and or 

Apollo) would be mandatory. But it is not. 

Thanatos is the central God figure in Austin Osman Spare´s chosen name. Calling upon the 

myth of the Sabbath of Witches via the role of dreaming that the Oneiroi stand for. To be applied to 

the Dionysian experience of Zos. Also to be  applied to ordinary  life and ordinary death. To the Eros 

and Thanatos dichotomy as a conjunction or as an opposition. And to itself: the main dichotomy 

on Thanatos for Spare will be within itself. That of a negative death state, a negative Thanatos 

relentlessly linked with Eros, opposed to a positive death state: the Death Posture or voluntary 

death to be achieved here and now regardless of physical death, “The death posture is its inevitability 

accelerated, through it we escape our unending delay by attachment, the Ego is swept up as a leaf in a fierce 

gale- in the fleetness of the indeterminable, that which is always about to happen becomes its truth.”129. 

This negative death is a necessary outcome of procreation and evolution, of conception in the 

flesh. Demanded by it,  preying upon  desires and beliefs to move its course along. It is needed death 

with the full force of necessity. The positive death  is a non-necessary death. A death that “Need not 

be” the case but that can be the chance, “Death is named the great unknown. Assuredly, death is the great 

chance. An adventure in will, that translates into body”130. It is a death who can backtrack and divert 

conception via liberation of belief. Stripping the multitude of desires from their particular objects, 

and desire from any object whatsoever. A death who denies dying, or just dying, a death who is not 

death, “Know the death posture and its reality in annihilation of law- the ascension from duality. In that day 

of tearless lamentation the universe shall be reduced to ashes “131.

Among the multitude of Thanatos meanings, in a deep twinning with his relations with Hypnos, 

127    Hesiod’ s Theogony, Op. Ct., verses 116-138.

128    Spare, 1998a: 221. 

129    Spare, 2001: 68

130    Spare, 1921: 100. 

131    Spare, 2001: 68.
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such death for Austin Osman Spare can be understood first via sleeping and the falling into sleep. 

Falling into the threshold. As if such death, for Spare,  stood first  in osmosis with sleep to further 

become Neither sleep-Neither awake. Sleep is as inevitable as in the long or shorter run physical 

death is. It is biologically determined and goes hand in hand with the amount and forcefulness 

of daily activity and  of waking life. One can understand Spare  by contemplating that there are 

threshold moments in falling into sleep and sleeping who make due for a sleep who is not only 

unconscious slumber into oblivion. As in Thanatos there is not only physical death. Within the 

onset of sleep properly (Hypnagogia) visual and auditory hallucinations do arise. Sleep paralysis 

may occur. Dreams it is said can be made lucid and in some degrees controlled. Experiences come to 

be whose relations with waking life and with a coherent ego are all but directly given. 

Spare mentions twice, sidestepping, that death is accompanied by “Rushing Winds”132 whom no 

one will escape.  Rushing sounds together with sounds of humming, roaring, hissing, are reportedly 

heard at moments when sleep paralysis ensues133. Non verbal sounds that predate human language 

as expressed via words. Shedding a possible straightforward  light on his atavistic nostalgia via their 

relatedness to the sounds of animals. Fully fledged speeches are also often reported in hypnagogia 

as in dreams. Or fragments of speeches. Or nonsense speeches. Or imaginary words who combine 

parts of existing words into made up names. Human language as expressed via words can be 

turned upside down while the subject is in the seemingly passive state of falling into sleep and of 

sleeping. Incongruent connections and conjunctions become present to the inner eye. Even to a not 

physical touch. Body limitations or its forms and consistence are challenged in the gaps of sleep and 

through sleep. Mimicking the transformations of the whole body image associated with mysticism, 

witchcraft134 and with mental disorders.  

The whole plethora of the senses joins in at these threshold moments, as it surely does in 

dreams. Under the waking reality (cf with surrealism), lacking easily recognizable coherence 

patterns, evading consequential thought, contradicting the waking steps of the “I” in deliberation, 

“Deliberation egotized, except in the refraction  of the ecstasy, is exposure and death, becoming a presiding 

obsession, control having been given to a prior experience“135. Thanatos, then, within “death”, and in 

Spare´s work,  stands as well for sleep, “Onwards and ever more weary-till sleep-then backwards.”136. 

Within Sleep, Thanatos particularly stands for a specific sleep that would follow a specific death 

mimicking exhaustion. That exhaustion after pleasure is repeatedly consummated and desire is 

over satiated, until it fully rests. Thus turning  the exhausted subject inwards in absence of ego, “The 

death posture in the reduction of all conception (sin) to the “Neither-Neither” till the desire is contentment by 

pleasing yourself. By this and by no other are the inertia of belief; the restoration of the new sexuality and the 

132    Spare, 1921: 122. 

133    See Blackmore & Parker,  2002: 45-59. 

134    See Yvanoff, 2002. 
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ever original self-love in freedom are attained.”137.

If desire is satiated by autoeroticism with the Self, “Now let him imagine an union takes place 

between himself (the mystic union of the Ego and Absolute). The nectar emitted, let him drink slowly, again 

and again”138 or under the guise of other bodies real or imagined, “If it becomes physical, let him imagine 

another’s body, he has that sigil or its emergency.”139 is a further detail. As much as if the satiation 

demands sexual fluids to be spent or to be retained during the process, “Hindering belief and semen 

from conception”140.

 Exhaustion during waking activity already is for Spare a tool to be used in achieving  magical 

obsession,  that in-creative state where art and sorcery unite and make do of art´s promise. Exhaustion 

is, when totally engulfing the individual suffering from it, a practical similitude of death in it’s own 

right. Thus, another technical crossroad in his assimilating of the God Thanatos as the nemesis of 

insufficiency who terminates individual desires. Spare  mentions this exhaustion as one of the seed 

definitions right in the start of  “The Book of Pleasure”. It works as  an up the ladder degree from just 

physical exhaustion. Later he will dwell on its ramifications, implying  both emotional upheaval 

and using it as a fifth column within the procession of repetitions and repetitions  that methods 

demand as if they were needed. 

Of exhaustion he says: “That state of vacuity brought by exhausting a desire by some means of 

dissipation when the mood corresponds to the nature of the desire, i.e., when the mind is worried because 

of the non-fulfilment of such desire and seeks relief. By seizing this mood and living, the resultant vacuity is 

sensitive to the subtle suggestion of the Sigil.”141. Means of dissipation are not alone of a sexual nature at 

this stage, do not just report to sleep threshold practices and the incubation of dreams. Exhaustion 

is not just physical exhaustion itself but a heartfelt state that may or may not subside in it. A state 

where the Sigil can bypass conscience and unwillingly act in “subtle suggestion”. The relevancy, 

however, of pleasure through (sexual) pleasure and pleasure through (sexual) pain, in exhaustion 

prior to sleep, is primordial. It would lead to a sleep that is death of  vigil and death of day,  death 

of the sun into night who calls for pleasures “ honest...bloody... grotesque!”142, as in the going forth by 

night in the witches’ Sabbath  flight. 

Joining denial of conception with sexual paroxysm and sigil incubation in such practice, states 

are to be produced where dreams are to roam free. Dreams-as-true to which realities are said to follow 

through in the perpetuation of Zos. That “body considered as a whole” who Thanatos if  just biological 

death does not destroy, “What are dreams but unsatisfied desires striving to foretell their possibility in 

despite of morals? Life is but will, that has become organic after satiety; its further desires striving for Unity. 

137    Spare, 2001: 68. 
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Death is that further will incarnating in body”143. Cannot even for Spare destroy, but merely  changes,  

transmutes, and/or  is  transmutation itself, “My belief has created the more beautiful body and desires 

of rebirth. Fear I the transvaluation called death? Knew I not death, when time was born?”144. The Thanatos 

who is not just biological death is in fact nothing but a momentary sleep of Zos, death to the ego or 

I. The end of the god of biography, “There is no Atheist, no one is free from auto-biography “145. 

But not the end to the unwavering procession of the “body considered as a whole” as indestructible 

life, “May not this “belief ” in death be the “will” that attempts “death” for your satisfaction, but can give 

you no more than sleep, decay, change-hell? This constant somnambulism is “the unsatisfactory.”146. Within 

sleep Thanatos stands then as guide for the awakening and anamnesis of Zos, bridging the path 

from ego to the “this phenomenal I is noumenal and neither-neither”147. The Self to be loved in Self-

Love where necessity is no more, “And what of “I,” most unfortunate man! In that freedom there is no 

necessitation, what dare I say more?”148.

Of such Dreams where Zos is awakened and remembered, and of such pleasures “bloody ... 

grotesque!” we have striking examples both in Spare´s graphic art ( almost its entirety travels through 

such landscapes) as in his texts, here the main focus of analysis. Contained in “Focus of Life” there is 

a sequence of Dreams reporting to the sleeping and falling to sleep practices of Austin Osman Spare 

under the character or name of “Aaos”. “Focus of Life” is radically different in style to the “Book of 

Pleasure”. The latter attempts to be a somewhat ordered exposition of ideas and themes, that slowly 

but surely diverts into poetics. The former is from the start already on the shores of the poetic and 

prophetic. A first person account within a first person perspective. But, as is usual with Spare things 

are nevertheless not that clear. 

The “Book of Pleasure” is easily taken as authored by Austin Osman Spare, an essay where he 

aims to directly present his philosophy to interested readers. An exposition, that starts as ordered, 

of what his thought might be. “Focus of life” seems very little interested in exposition. In lecturing, 

as in the underlying logic of an essay. It does present a first person description of dream events  as 

if they are happening now to the hero, in literary terms, of the book. But such first person account 

is not that of Austin Osman Spare, or of AOS, but is signed and reported to “AAOS”. The “author” 

would not just be Austin Osman Spare but his alter-ego or sleeping persona in the journeys through 

pleasure and dream among Thanatos and the Zoetic. The whole of “Focus of life” can be seen as the 

labyrinth description of the going forth by night of Austin Osman Spare the man into sleep, death, 

pleasures, and dreams where he becames Aaos and Zos. To finally emerge at dawn, towards reality, 

awaken as the Zoetic ready to fully engage in Art-Sorcery. 

In the first lines of the book we read “ I bring a sword that contains its own medicine: The sour milk 
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that cureth the body. Prepare to meet God, the omnifarious believing,-Thyself the living truth. Die not to 

spare, but that the world may perish.”149. The perishing of the world having occurred, via the “glad 

death of all things”150 we read in the very end of the book, and I would particularly emphasize the last 

sentence: “ When ecstasy is transcended by ecstasy, the I becomes atmospheric-there is no place for sensuous 

objects to conceive differently and react. Verily, greater will has no man than to-jest in ecstasy: retain thyself 

from giving forth thy seed of life.” Aaos rising from his couch-threw away his sword and exclaimed aloud: 

“Now for reality!”151.

A subset of Dreams is presented in a final succession in the book. The immediately previous 

stages go from the “Sexuality and Sleep of Aaos”152 where a soliloquy is set on the book´s stage filled 

with the double nature of the Thanatos we have been describing, a speech of Aaos to the Self, 

passing through the “Dead Body of Aaos”153 where in another soliloquy Aaos prepares himself for 

death and either dies or his dead body is born, and ends in the “Heaven of Aaos”154, where Aaos raises 

from the dead and from sleep, within sleep. Only after these three stages we enter in the “Dreams of 

Aaos”155 properly. Not just those of Austin Osman Spare, but a sequence of Dreams pertaining  to Zos 

vel Thanatos assumption. The final dream is named as “The Dream that came True”156. In this whole 

sequence what we have is a step by step juggling from Zos vel Thanatos as a disjunction, where the 

juggler´s rope is in fact Austin Osman Spare being threaded by Aaos, up to the final “Dream that 

came True”157 where Zos vel Thanatos as a disjunction is no more. A single entity who is neither  or is 

both in unexpected ways ( but is “ONE”) begins to trot “reality“, “now”, in Art-Sorcery. 

In Spare´s next book after “Focus of Life”, the last published in his life, “Anathema of Zos”, he fully 

impersonates “Zos the Goatherd”. There, he appears to be harshly dealing with the clash between the 

“reality” beyond ordinary sexuality and ordinary death, or the reality of the Zoetic who transmuted 

Thanatos from nemesis unto guide, and the reality of the abandoned “blind mortuary”, “valley of 

tears” and valley of fears. Where everything who is awake is death, with sexuality and conception 

at the fore front. Where pleasures are dishonest, curbed with morals and sentimentality. Dishonest 

pleasures much in the line of those Artaud, a kindred spirit, felt himself raped by at night and 

mentions in “Artaud le Momo”158, and in his “Van Gogh”159. Or we could even add, much in line with the 

declining of Nietzsche’s Zaratustra precipitated by going down the mountain. Spare writes: “Honesty 

is unvoiced! And I warn you to make holocaust of your saints, your excuses: these flatulent bellowings of your 
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ignorance. Only then could I assure your lurking desire-easy remission of your bowdlerised sins. Criminals of 

folly? Ye but sin against self.” 160.

“Anathema of Zos”, after a plethora of such attacks and advices to  fellow men wanting to learn 

of the Zoetic without going through the thumping of Thanatos in its nightly Dionysian face of 

violence who amasses the “I”, willing pleasure through such destruction, ends with Zos refusal to 

down himself from the mountain to the cities: “And turning towards his light, Zos said: This my will, O 

Thou Glorious Sun. I am weary of my snakes descending-making slush. Farewell antithesis. I have suffered. 

All is paid. Let me go forth to recreate my sleep. “161. He withdraws forwardly into the sleep, as Lovecraft 

could say in his tales of alien gods, “Dead but Dreaming”162, or “That is not dead which can eternal lie, 

and in strange aeons even death may die”163. Going down the mountain is nothing but the out breath of 

the in breath that is climbing it. The mountain is not to be abandoned as the valley is unavoidably 

of fears and of tears. The only solution, for Spare, in the riddle, is to die in the Zos vel Thanatos 

disjunction recreating sleep and recreating death. Making it neither a disjunction and neither its 

denial. 

The only solution is in particular vision of Art-Sorcery. Not just art and not just sorcery, neither 

a dialectic synthesis of the two. Something that cannot at all be thought  or understood. A gap. 

Something that shuts thought up in shouts. Even dismisses the natural world, the paradigmatic 

view of nature as the inspiration and summit of artistic practice. A wholly unnatural view of art´s 

ethos in which nature comes just as conception refurbished where death necessarily reigns. Such 

solution can only be done, acted on by being it. If communication with other men is to come out 

in any way it will have to be brought out from such Art-Sorcery. From neither to neither until the 

Self is felt alone in Self-Love, “At that time of ecstasy there is no thought of others; there is No Thought. 

Thither I go and none may lead.”164. Such (sexual) Self-Love is linked too with making woman out of 

man, “Inconceivable women am I”165. The pregnancy of unnatural dreams, unnatural creatures, the 

pregnancy of Art-Sorcery. But indeed a pregnancy. 

Spare published no more books in his life after “Anathema of Zos”. What we have left of his written 

work is posthumous. In a sense he died to the public too. From posthumous publications we chiefly  

have “Logomachy of Zos”, a wide collection of aphorisms whose individual dates are very difficult to 

access, tackling a large array of subjects. And “Zoetic Grimoire of Zos”, a composition directly dealing 

with the Sorcery aspect of the Art-Sorcery equation and with the mythology and practice of the 

Witches´ Sabbath. However, he did draw and paint profusely after “Anathema of Zos” and during the 

years right before and right after. And did exhibit in private showings in the most modest of places. 

Pubs were a favourite choice, as was his own room. The “Zoetic Grimoire of Zos”, albeit posthumous 

160    Spare, 1927: 25. 

161    Ibidem: 35. 
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and probably helped in its writing by his relation with Kenneth Grant, has some key points to better 

understanding how the Thanatos who is just death, and who is suffering, is vanquished, and how 

art-sorcery comes from it.

But even if the posthumous texts are highly relevant we can, before turning back to Thanatos 

in the “Focus of Life”, quote in full Spare´s re-doing of the Our Father prayer in “Anathema of Zos” as 

anecdotally leading the way in the  understanding of Spare, at this point wherefrom he vanished 

from the public eye: 

“Cursed are they who supplicate. Gods are with ye yet. Therefore let ye who pray acquire this manner:- O Self my 
God, foreign is thy name except in blasphemy, for I am thy iconoclast. I cast thy bread upon the waters, for I myself 
am meat enough. Hidden in the labyrinth of the Alphabet is my sacred name, the Sigil of all things unknown. On 
Earth my kingdom is Eternity of Desire. My wish incarnates in the belief and becomes flesh, for, I am the Living 
Truth. Heaven is ecstasy; my consciousness changing and acquiring association. May I have courage to take from 
my own superabundance. Let me forget righteousness. Free me of morals. Lead me into temptation of myself, for I 
am a tottering kingdom of good and evil. May worth be acquired through those things I have pleasured. May my 
trespass be worthy. Give me the death of my soul. Intoxicate me with self-love. Teach me to sustain its freedom; for I 
am sufficiently Hell. Let me sin against the small beliefs.-Amen.”166

166    Spare, 1927: 29.
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2 - THE SEXUALITY AND SLEEP OF AAOS

In “Focus of Life”, that part of the book who is named “The sexuality and sleep of Aaos” launches the 

path of dreaming through death that we have been equating with the role of Thanatos the God in 

Austin Osman´s Spare motto. It begins with a questions ridden soliloquy where a daily awakened 

Aaos both asks and  tentatively answers himself, after having “pondered in his heart long over the 

geometry of the world of senses”167. By this process he puts forth submission to necessity (to Thanatos 

as suffering, death, decay) and non satisfaction of desires (ever engaged in conflicting beliefs) as the 

end all of  ego within nature, “What is man-this feeder on dead bodies of Self ? . . . A mole, a carnivorous 

plant, a disease of himself, a conglomeration of-”it was” and a cause, effecting the miscarriage of his desires-

ever creating his future necessities”168. He further asks, “What is there to believe that is free of belief ? What 

is there to will that is safe from reaction? Why is belief always incarnating?”169 and “ What is this unpleasant 

Thing, necessity-suffering?”170. 

Suffering and necessity go hand in hand. They are but two faces of the same reality. Necessity 

is the “law” that promotes suffering. Both by conforming and conditioning to its accomplishment 

as by the underlying need to escape from its determinations, “Everything becomes necessary. Man is 

subject to his own law: All else is an obscene jest and a lie”171. Such necessity is conditioned belief over 

time fuelled by the overwhelming and complex set of desires that amount to the very desire of 

overcoming it. The ever present claws of hubris who promote “the re-ocurring sub-division of I”172, 

dualities over and over again. Aaos probes deeper still, “ What is it we eternally desire and say, through 

disease? Verily, directly a man speaketh-he suffers. What is Self and I? And all these myriad forms called 

creation-all so essentially like me? Who can realize this Self-portraiture of all Things?”173. Overcoming 

suffering (Thanatos and his kin) is achievable only by claiming the arbitrary once again. This is 

the main rupture and rapture in discontinuity that the awaken Aaos proposes himself to ensue, 

“Everything was once arbitrary”174, and “ Where is the magic to revitalize the mouldering words? Everything 

is again eventually arbitrary!”175.  The crucible to do so is sexuality. The rawest manifestation of the 

conception leading desire, “ Man must regain his sexuality”176. 

It must be regained as to free desire from morals, from beliefs,  and to escape conception as 

procreation, “Yet they who spoke: their power has ended in common sexual practice-abnormal only with 

167   Spare, 1921: 90.

168   Idem.
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170  Idem.
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jaded appetites. They who knew were rightly crucified, scorned, ignored and their mouths sealed with their 

own excrement.” 177. Common sexual practice is seen as abnormal, as misery producing. The conclusion 

Spare advances at this stage is “Verily, the sexuality has no limit in conception.” 178. Conception is more 

than just physical procreative sex, and sexuality more than bodily sex acts. Spare takes it instead as 

the key to all desires and to the reification of all beliefs. A pan sexuality who rules the alternating 

procession of life and death and  traps the self into a multitude of forms who repeat themselves again 

and again, “Eternal re-occurence would seem necessary to greater multiplicity!”179. Eternal re-occurence 

of death. 

The awaken Aaos ends his soliloquy here to enter sleep for the first time. And  will do so alone. 

In sleep he is faced with nightmares qualified as vile and repulsive, “Quiescent are my depths, who 

could realize They contain such criminal abortions of the cosmos?”180. Awakening from the descent into 

nightmare he says: “What is all body but materialized desire? What are dreams but unsatisfied desires 

striving to foretell their possibility in despite of morals?”181. The body as a whole, or Zos, is the freed 

desire behind the materialized and entrapped desire who are ordinary bodies, the bodies of the bios. 

The all of bodies is not the body as a whole. Ordinary dreams are desires not yet alive, or desires long 

dead waiting to surface again. They pay no respect to our morals. To the whims of the current body. 

To the whims of the Ego and the I. 

They bring out the “criminal abortions of the cosmos”. That who is not in the present realized but 

aims still or again to be. Unsatisfaction defined. They are what in any given moment we are not 

anymore, not yet, or never will be. Thus, offering no solution to ever becoming the whole who is 

the Self and the whole of the body at once. Desires behind these dreams will breed beliefs who will 

breed attempts at incarnating them. Ever in enslaving conflict. The now awaken Aaos speaks to 

three parts of himself that he must evoke in order to proceed. The first is his “growing beard”, his 

“goatish beard”. A metaphor for the Satyr, for the Dionysian frenzy Spare often uses when aiming 

to become Zos and entering in the Zoetic. To, and with,  his “growing beard” he utters: “Destroy O, 

my Self, these hallucinations of I am not by knowledge of pleasure.”182. The hallucinations mentioned are 

of the I, and not of the Self, which is crucial. The Self is for Spare that who by destroying “I am” 

consequently destroys “I am not”. One depending fully on the other. Beyond denying that I am this 

or that, or that I am not this or that. As long as there is “I am”, a distinct I,  hallucinations of I am not 

will necessarily  follow. 

For Spare , more than simply stating that any particular predication on it is erroneous, the 

feeling of the I am is a lie. It is tempting to say that “I am” is to be replaced by a  becoming with 

no I attached. However tempting, this seems incorrect. There is a definite sense of the fullness of 

177   Ibidem: 91.
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being when Spare describes the Self. A fullness voided of the progression through time becoming 

appears to imply. All his project, and the Self as he speaks of it, seem to demand that becoming, and 

conception, are ceased. Something that can be described as the whole at once, “What is experience, 

but denial? What is the centre, but belief ?”183. Of the Self he says in the “Book of Pleasure”: “The ‘self ’ is 

the ‘Neither-Neither’, nothing omitted, indissoluble, beyond prepossession; dissociation of conception by its 

own invincible love is the only true, safe, and free. The desire, will, and belief ceasing to exist as separate. 

The belief no longer subject to conception by conceiving ‘self ’ as such by loving”184. The hallucinations of I 

are destroyed by “knowledge of pleasure”185, which translates as Self-Love. The “completion of belief ”186, 

when beliefs stop successively implying other beliefs. Addition, numbers, complexity,  equate as a 

radical evil, or the root of evil itself. 

The use of the word “Knowledge” is to be noted as for Spare thought, consequential reasoning, 

even the proper possibility of knowing, are constantly dismissed. The “knowledge” here is of 

pleasure. Of pleasure in and through suffering (Thanatos). A bodily knowledge of the body, sensual 

and sexual. Not any epistemological definition of knowledge under usual criteria. 

If such body is what is subsumed in “Zos”, “the body considered as a whole”, at once, such knowledge 

of pleasure would be liberating, “Attraction, repulsion, and control self contained, they become the original 

unity, inert in pleasure. There is no duality. There is no desire for unity. At that time, it (the dual principle) 

rests in its unmodified state”187. If not, if of the I, such pleasure would stand for the sensuality and 

sexuality not yet regained. Further entrapping in conception, in law after law of necessities arising, 

“At other times, it creates a centre, becomes its environment, identified with its ramifications, conception 

created, subjection to law and the insatiable desire for unity, inasmuch as the duality is unity. Servitude to 

law is the hatred of Heaven.”188. There would be no knowing in the sense above. Instead, lie after lie 

growing  ever complex from a centre who is hallucination, “Self-love only is the eternal all pleasing, by 

meditation on this effulgent self which is mystic joyousness”189, and “Beyond law and the guest at the Feast 

of the Supersensualists“190.

On accord, Aaos’ convocation of the “goatish beard”191 (Zos and the Dionysian “ sun-satyr of Chaos”192)  

follows with “ Thou mighty ecstasy that willeth Thy pleasure in suffering! Make my consciousness reality of 

thee in body! What is Self but Cosmos? What is I but Chaos? Eternally creating its pleasure, everything could 

become arbitrary.”193. Zos vel Thanatos as a single entity is here shown via the appeal to a pleasure, 
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Self-Love, who is willed by an ecstasy among and through suffering, through death and its kin. 

Further stressing the central role of Thanatos in Spare´s work and of necessity as what has to be 

surmounted.

His “goatish beard” dully addressed, Aaos, “After a long suspiration”194, which is worthy to take in, 

will subsequently speak aloud to “his I”. That I who is Austin Osman Spare himself as the man who 

has to be unwilled. What we see  is “Zos vel Thanatos” as an unity starting to emerge out of the clash 

between Zos and Thanatos as a disjunction. Via the two figures of Aaos (a middle ground on the 

journey) and Austin Osman Spare. That Zos alone is not enough, as Austin Osman Spare certainly is 

not, we see it in the overall relevance of Thanatos, death and suffering. We also see it in “Anathema of 

Zos”, his final life published book, “O ye whose future is in other hands! This familiarity is permitted not 

of thy-but of my impotence. Know me as Zos the Goatherd, saviour of myself and of those things I have not yet 

regretted. Unbidden ye listened to my soliloquy. Endure then my Anathema.”195. In “Anathema of Zos” Spare, 

fully as awaken Zos and only as Zos, Thanatos recessed in his spirit, falls prey to herding goats, to 

wanting to change the living, to teaching even. To speaking to more than his Neither-Neither Self. 

Being ridden with doubts in the process of such actions and beliefs towards others and for others. 

The life enhancing Dionysian “relationship” appears as not sufficient to attain liberation from 

suffering and to birthing the impossible. Drawing back on itself, necessarily, as just life meets just 

death. The same could be said of Art alone, which is why Art-Sorcery as a single entity who is both 

and is neither gradually enters Austin Osman Spare´s realm. In the end of “Anathema of Zos”, this 

Zos who is a “goatherd” will once again dwell into sleep, twice, dwelling into Thanatos, twice. Saying 

upon awakening from the first:”Not yet have I lost relationship and am thereby nearly asphyxiated! 

Caught up am I in the toils of sentiment, the moral hallucinations within the ebb and flow of hopes and 

fears?.”196 The second falling into Thanatos is the last sentence of the book and no awakening from 

it is described or spoken off “Let me go forth to recreate my sleep”197. From then on Spare will, as was 

already mentioned, publish no more. His posthumous beginning to end text, besides the aphorisms 

in “Logomachy of Zos”, will stress not the Dionysian procession but the Sabbatical witchery through 

death. 

But, to “his I”, in “Focus of Life”, he begins by saying : “Awake, my Self-love! Leave this hour of cow-

dust, I am all things to pleasure. Too long have I lived the nightmares of others in my sleep . . . Arise!”198. The 

“nightmares of others” lived in sleep again recall similar words of Artaud in “Artaud le Momo”. The  

morbid curiosity of sane obscenity or the abnormality created by standards of what is normal. Holes 

of death through forced restraint and orderly goal oriented calculus. Through “asking”. Through 

the  if-then of  hoping for release. Through the good behaviour of morality in creation.  

Self-Love would step up and deny all of the above via the Neither-Neither in pleasure willed. 
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Feeding from “ the mighty udder of life”199. The end of Aaos´ address to “his I” reads as “Didst thou not 

create God, teach nature all secrets and crowd the spaces with cows of desire, unknown and manifesting? 

Didst thou not create and destroy Woman?”200. 

The I is related here with the creation of God and with the creation and destruction of woman. 

Two connected evils throughout Austin Osman Spare´s works. The first, on God, is radically 

negative from the start. Already in “The Book of Pleasure” we read “The idea of God is the primordial sin, 

all religions are evil. Self-love is its own law, which may be broken with impunity, being the only energy 

that is not servile, serving its ever-ready purpose.”201 and “Probably Almighty is he who is unconscious of 

the idea of God.”202. Spare´s take on God and religion is in many aspects  inherently Gnostic. The God 

he speaks off has all the characteristics of the lesser God Gnostics aimed to overcome, identified in 

the human persona as a projection of the I or Ego. The lesser God, created by man willing man, who 

traps and obscures the Self.  

Still in the “Book of Pleasure” he also writes “ May the idea of God perish and with it women: have 

they not both made me appear clownish?”203. The connection with women is far less clear. At a first 

glance the feminine could be taken as the epitome of procreation and of negative otherness. But on 

the other hand this equates exactly with what he considers the destruction of women. Regaining 

sexuality is  also becoming woman and regaining women. His first book “Earth-Inferno”, starts with 

“The desertion of the ‘Universal Woman’ lying barren on the parapet of the Subconscious in humanity; and 

humanity sinking into the pit of conventionality. Hail! The convention of the age is nearing its limit, and 

with it a resurrection of the Primitive Woman”204. In “Automatic Drawing”, another relevant role is given 

to women, “Out of the flesh of our mothers come dreams and memories of the Gods.”205. Spare will refer to 

women many times and in many other conflicting ways, “Man is dead. Only women remain”206, ending 

in women as the sigils living form of desire itself.

This will have to be explored further ahead. Much of it will be clearer on his posthumous 

writings, and on the increasing turn from the Dionysian to the Sabbatical. For now, his speech to 

“his I” calls attention to becoming unconscious of the idea of God, to the un-learning of nature as 

being the source of secrets and of the secret, to the central role of the creation and destruction of 

woman, and above all to the awakening and arising of Self-Love.

Aaos next speech is to his “lidless eye”207. In the “Book of Pleasure” such “lidless eye” was already 

present. Not as lidless but as “sleepless”. And not of just Spare but of the universe, “silent watcher, 
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thou sleepless eye of the Universe, watch over the beginning of all my ideas”208. The eye now has no lids. 

It cannot sleep not because of any given volition but because it is forced to stay open without the 

ability to shut itself and rest. It cannot avoid pain, it cannot avoid misery,  it cannot avoid suffering. 

And the eye is his, of Aaos. It sees through the sleep, through the Hypnos that is Thanatos´ twin. 

It sees through the death. An eye who has no lids is an eye  always in tears. Always showing the 

triumph of  Thanatos. Of death, of decay, of suffering, “Behold thou hoary, white headed, thou silent 

watcher of night and day: thou death-clutch on the smallnesses of Time! “209.  

Aaos speaks to it after having spoken to “his I”, and to his “goatish beard”. After awakening his 

Neither-Neither I and Self-Love. With these in mind, the next step forward being hinted is “ self-

creation”, or Art-Sorcery. The answer that can be given to suffering via Zos vel Thanatos as neither a 

disjunction neither a single entity, “This neither-neither I, shall transvalue ennui, fear, and all diseases to 

my wish. Dead is my misery in suffering! How could it exist in my Zodiac, unwilled? I, who transcend ecstasy 

by ecstasy meditating Need not be in Self-love! Verily, this constant ecstasy I indraw from Self-creation”210. 

Such ecstasy is Art-Sorcery applied. Forced to see everything and forced to transvaluing everything, 

“By castrating ‘of,’ my belief is balanced: my arbitrary automatism serving its diverse self-pleasure.”211. 

Where Oedipus blinded himself, Aaos cuts off his eyelids instead and arbitrarily contemplates what 

arbitrarily will lay in front of him.

After these three speeches, Aaos is again alone with himself. No longer asking unanswerable 

questions after questions in soliloquy, but, as the text says, meditating and murmuring. The first 

conclusion “murmured” from such meditation is: “All things exist by me: all men exist in me”212. The 

totality of what was, is, and will be, passes by him, crosses him, tangles him through the zodiac of 

the atavistic resurgence of life itself. And, all men, the next of kin, exist within him. Nothing that 

is human can, by that reason alone, be alien. Further, he is not just one, a single entity, but is in fact 

millions. An all that must become an whole. 

The second conclusion is thus: “All desire is for unity: thus my vision seeth through mine ears. Let my 

unity be realized sufficiently, thus shall my sexuality be convenient unto itself and escape the conceivable...”213. 

Unity must be realized sexually. In the freeing of desire, in the freeing of the Zoetic from conception 

and evolution. The all must become the whole, now, “convenient unto itself”214. Not to past, not to 

future. No otherness may subside. Desire and lust must will pleasure through the faces of death and 

through the faces of division. Lust is not to be allowed to wither in decay. The ugly and the repulsive 

to cease it. Zos and Thanatos have to become one. 

Lust has to be sought in those places where it runs away from, and this has to be done bodily, 
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sensually, “Where is lust when the tests wither? Verily these senses have a further purpose beyond their own: 

thus shall thou steal the fire from Heaven. All things return to their earliest functions.”215. All things would 

be sensually regained via what looses them and makes them be, desire and lust. As he puts it: “All 

men are servile to the great unconsciousness of their purpose in desire.”216. 

At this stage Aaos is interrupted by “a voice” who asks “Hast thou no fear?”217, a voice who 

dismisses the illusion that he was fully alone in his Self and to whom he answers “laughing”. The 

voice  is presented as the resurrection of dead lovers, “ Can it be possible that dead wives resurrect?”218. 

“Laughing”, his first answer to the question is: “There is no salvation from desire, neither day nor night 

does it cease its lengthy procreation of cause and effect: penetrating all things inexplicably. Endless are its 

elements and nothing whatsoever escapes its embrace-but its own Self-love”,219 and “ What man can prevent 

his belief from incarnating? Who is free of filth and disease?”220. 

The central role of laughter is here again shown. 

Laughter is crucial in Spare´s Alphabet of Desire and  intimately related with Self-Love since 

the “Book of Pleasure”. Laughter is the physical expression in which the answer is given to the voice 

of dead loves emerging when Aaos is alone. For Spare laughter, and loud laughter for what it counts 

(“heaven´s loud guffaw”) is the only emotion, with its corresponding bodily and sensual movement, 

that implies only itself. Reason enough to turn it into the privileged banishing tool in any ritual. As 

much as to make it the fundamental emotion and bodily movement to call upon when dealing with 

Thanatos.  

Though Spare repeatedly mentions laughter, one should note that he does not do so with irony. 

The laughter is meant as total, releasing, and surprising. Not as mild, distanced, or witty.  At the 

same time, it is a laughter of hopelessness. A last resort laughter embodying  face to face with the 

“glad suicide”221. 

The central role of desire is also asserted with little doubts, predating both belief and will in 

Aaos´, and Spare´s, private ontological hierarchy. From biographers we know that he was heavily 

drawn to Buddhism in adolescence. I am purposefully avoiding to resort to biographical anecdotes 

in the explanation of Austin Osman Spare, choosing instead to focus on primary literature.  But, 

at this point, the starting connection with the four noble truths is too evident even if the way in 

which Spare deals with desire, and with the relation between desire and suffering radically diverges 

from the one exposed in the four noble truths: “Quietism, Buddhism, and other religions, everything 

which denies the flesh—is the great inferiority to God in ourselves, an escapism seeking sanctuary through 

fear of life and inability to accept ‘this reality’. They were hurt? Or was the odalisque unsatisfactory or too 
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expensive? They expected too much for too little, or were too mean to pay—therefore: “All is illusion””222.

The quote above shows well why desire comes as pivotal  to the question the “voice” poses 

regarding  fear. Mentioning a Buddhist influence serves as well to say that his take on desire does not 

come primarily, or at all, from psychoanalytic sources, Freudian or derived from Freud. In his first 

book “Earth-Inferno”, self published when he was eighteen, what this voice may be is already hinted, 

as is his reframing of Buddhist solutions to end suffering,

“Strange images of myself did I create, 
As I gazed into the seeming pit of others, 
Losing myself in the thoughtfulness 
Of my unreal self, as humanity saw me. 
But alas ! on entering to the consciousness 
Of my real being to find fostering 
“The all-prevailing woman,” 
And I strayed with her, into the path direct. 
“Hail! the Jewel in the Lotus.”223

The final answer of Aaos to the voice, “Should I fear my I?”224, follows closely the two conclusions 

arrived at when meditating and murmuring. The I, or Ego, Spare is not as precise in the terminology 

as one would wish, is the only thing to be feared, in fact, birthed out of desire via wills and beliefs. 

In the “Book of Pleasure”, he writes: “By scores of incarnations, our eventual “self ” is derived from the 

attributes with which we endow our God, the abstract Ego or conceptive principle. All conception is a denial 

of the Kia, hence we are its opposition, our own evil. The offspring of ourselves, we are the conflict of what 

we deny and assert of the Kia”225. Simultaneously, such I, Ego, or “self ” in commas,  is what may never 

be feared, what is to be banished and answered to with laughter. Not disguised or sublimated in 

escapism, ascetics, or denial. 

The abstract  Ego is cured and made concrete by excess in the flesh if the excess is of the body as 

a whole, “Ideas of Self in conflict cannot be slain, by resistance they are a reality- no Death or cunning has 

overcome them but is their reinforcement of energy. The dead are born again and again lie in the womb of 

conscience.”226 . Neither I neither not I via the desire for and in Self-Love who wills Self-pleasure and 

believes in no alien other. Including all others in the whole Self, sexually and “dreaming true”, lidless 

laughter in the sleep. After such laughter and in accord with the primal role of desire the last and 

final speech of Aaos in “The sexuality and sleep of Aaos” is  to “his body”227, to the body of man that has 

to be unwilled to become the “body considered as a whole”. 

He says of man: “Man is something that has resurrected from an archetype, a previous desire gone 
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to worms. All conceptions predetermine their degeneration or supersedure by degrees of morality.”228. 

Conceptions predetermine, necessitate, death and decay. Or the sublimation of death and decay 

via moralities, costumes, rules of behaviour, fears. The amoral, even non human, even non-natural 

“body considered as a whole” - as nature is in fact conception itself- is the endgame of calling upon 

“goatish beard”, “His I”, and “lidless eye”, through “the geometry of the world of senses”. Zos vel Thanatos 

from a disjunction to a single entity and then to neither is where sexuality and sleep may make 

Thanatos not a Nemesis but a Guide. 

Aaos says, thus, to his body: ”Verily a new sexuality shall be mine,-unnecessary to degenerate or 

surpass. To give it a name, I call it the Unmodified sexuality; without a name it shall be conscious of all desire: 

thus no ecstasy shall escape me. Its wisdom shall be dreams of Self-love vibrating all the manifestations-I am 

he, who self pleasures non-morally”229.  Aaos, the middle ground, is established and  ready to engage in 

the bossom of Thanatos. Aaos is ready to die the death that is not just death. 

The next step in “Focus of Life” is, in fact, “The Dead body of Aaos”. The “Dead body of Aaos” is the 

pregnancy womb of Zos vel Thanatos. First as a single entity and eventually as neither one or two. 

Death here is the positive death  state mentioned earlier. An act of sorcery who drinks in the supposed 

witches ´ Sabbath mythic death. From a positive death, or a positive use of Thanatos and his kin, 

it will become a full and ultimate transvaluation and inversion of both death and life. In “Book of 

Pleasure” such positive death use  is mentioned as the achieving of the death posture, “By doing it, 

now”230. Sets of instructions are given to its accomplishment. In “Focus of Life” it is presented as if in a 

first person account or first person drama of Aaos, who is supposed to have already practiced  it over 

and over, until. There is no mention of the technical ritualistic aspects of the death posture itself.  

In “Zoetic Grimoire of Zos”, posthumous, it will be integrated completely in the sorcery mythology of 

the Sabbath and of witchery. As Spare saw it, in a way much of his own by himself composed. Art- 

Sorcery is thus in tune with this transformation where Thanatos the God is slowly replaced by the 

black man of the Sabbath, the devil, the opposer, with whom Aaos will dance in one of his dreams. 

This gradual but ever-there shift from a Dionysian and classic framing of Zos vel Thanatos to 

a witchcraft mythology is where Zos vel Thanatos  is born as neither a disjunction nor as a single 

entity. But as something else altogether who may only be expressed via that indefinable Art-Sorcery. 

Somehow, the Christian cross was needed, the so called divine entering in history. The dual nature 

of matter simultaneously divine and human, in its total absurdity,  “We who do not crucify–nothing 

shall hurt us that is of the ‘Nature’; neither our comings and goings from the womb, for we have the Key to 

all aesthetics.”231. The Dionysian Goat intertwining with the Black Goat of heretic withchcraft. Art-

Sorcery will lie somewhere in this in-between’s ontology where worlds collapse one into the other 

stepping outright into the delirious. The footmark and late remains of such collapses being works 

of art themselves.
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“Dead body of Aaos” initiates with a soliloquy once again. Aaos is “preparing for death”232. This 

soliloquy, however, is now being spoken by a “knowing mouth”233 and aims to call upon death itself 

to speak through to Aaos. Even for Aaos to teach something to death, so that death too may be 

redeemed. The Christian God nailed on the cross did so, as the story goes, to redeem the living and 

the sins of the living. Aaos is set upon to redeem death and not the living, or what is currently and 

now alive. He holds no fascination for the living. Life is death repeated over and over. He trods away 

from the procession of nature and from nature. Redeeming death and growth-decay is freeing it 

from its role of perpetuating nature and conception. The “knowing mouth” is the mouth of one who 

has made positive use of death over and over in its own flesh. One whose body has been dead over 

and over. His speech to death, while preparing for death, starts with “O, thou inconceivableness that 

transcends human desire; thou magnificent incongruous Face.”234.

What he addresses is inconceivable. It is not a conception, it does not come  from conception, 

and is beyond conception. It thus transcends human desire, does not prey on it and does not depend 

on it. It is not the death of me, the death of you, the death of this, the death of that. It is a death who is 

not the certain death known by all the living,  incongruent by any standards of the living and of the 

dead. And it is or has a Face. It can be seen, observed, felt. These are exactly the characteristics or the 

demands that will be placed in works of art coming from Art-Sorcery. Aaos addresses a death who, if 

called “death” will be “nothingness to its meaning”. The death who has a name is only understandable 

in accord with life. Life or death, or even “Zos” or “Thanatos”, Zos (vel) Thanatos. 

The following ensues, spoken to the death who can be named “death”: “For millions of years thou 

hast not wearied of my body. What would Thy pleasure be but for my wantonness?”235. Named death happens 

over and over again in repetition. It´s small pleasures depend and breed on the wants of conception 

that make sure it will re-occur over and over. Death itself follows a Sisyphus trail and is tired, locked 

in the same circle and repetition of what is living. To this death who is not transvaluation but simply 

time´s march, decay´s march, suffering´s march, Aaos proposal of redeeming, while preparing for, 

is “I teach you the glad death of all things.”236. The glad death of all things implies the end of death, 

or the death of death, as no more things will remain to be cut away from the realms of living. The 

glad death of all things, making the whole of things emerge at once now, turns death, it´s function 

dismissed, into a transvaluation. The transvaluation  lost when we call it death and when it is just 

physical death of conceptions, of natures, of things. When it is just death: “My belief has created the 

more beautiful body and desires of rebirth. Fear I the transvaluation called death?”237.

Belief after belief, desire after desire, the I, or Ego, aims for the more beautiful “body”. The more 

yet more and more and the again ever again yet ever again repetition of “rebirth”, re-conception. 
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Simply as for fear of just death. Aaos´ “I” already knows at this stage via the continuous use of the 

death posture that death is a transvaluation who is “called death”. Searching for the beauty and for 

the immortality in conceiving, death denial by such means, will not be the role assigned to art in 

Art-Sorcery. It is in the ugliness and in the glad mortality that one is to dive through and there will 

pleasure, “Knew I not death, when time was born? Arise, old memory! And tell my consciousness of this 

frequent experience-once again!”238.

Death then speaks to Aaos: “No stranger, nor enemy to me is Aaos, we are too ancient friends to come 

to blows. What hast thou come to take from me this time? What fresh associations for thy new body?”239. It is 

the first and only time in the text where death is given a voice. Where death speaks. Aaos has taken 

from her before, via the death posture, as one can take from the slumber of sleep when one dreams 

and remembers the dreams. Or when one dreams with lucidity. Or when one stays present in the 

hypnagogic threshold of sleep arising. Aaos now is face to face with Thanatos. “Fresh associations for 

thy new body” refers to magic as Spare developed it in the “ Book of Pleasure”, the practice of incubating 

dreams via sigils and signs to access the subconscious and to let it act in “magical obsession”240. As 

a means of ritual this is one of Spare´s main innovations. But something of a different nature is at 

stake at this moment where death itself is given a voice, “No self-denial has Aaos! Thou hast not come to 

rap tables. To awake the disembodied Astrals”241.

In the “Book of Pleasure” Spare wrote “Total vacuity is difficult and unsafe for those governed by 

morality, complexes, i.e., whose belief is not entirely self-love. Hence this desideratum of Sigils, etc.”242. But, 

having spoken to “his I” Aaos awakened the all inclusive Self as a whole. No longer he comes to try 

to modify waking life step by step. Nothing is denied, nothing needs to be changed via the play 

of conflicting desires and conflicting beliefs. Thus he does not come to “rap tables”, or to “awake 

the disembodied astrals”, the procession of unsatisfied desires, the procession of what is not, the 

changing procession of those things that are at any given moment lacking. He does not come in 

hope. Aaos´s answer to death´s questioning   shows that what he is aiming at now is final. The final 

body who needs no more bodies in nature´s dance. The “Alpha and Omega”243 of his wisdom who may 

redeem death itself. So that Thanatos becomes the guide, and not the Nemesis one must “come to 

blows” with. Day in day out, night after night. “Total vacuity” has been achieved. Belief is “entirely 

self-love”.

Aaos´ answer goes in several layers. The first is “In my life my memory lived numerous remotenesses 

which were once me.”244. This refers to the atavistic nostalgia we already mentioned. To the millions of 

bodies that were and that active imagination is able to, according to Spare, bring back at will. Aaos 
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claims to have trotted that road widely, the road of the indestructible life of the zoetic from creature 

to creature in evolution. 

The second is “My belief reached associations that out-stripped all morality and rationalism.”245. 

He claims to have, via increasing the scope and width of his beliefs and via the anathema of each 

singular belief taken, freed belief of conditioned moral rules, and of what he calls as rationalism. 

Consequential thought, logical guidelines and truths that would stand in opposition and 

contradiction with untruths. Via relentless application of the neither-neither as a device he claims 

to be able to believe at will with no constraints from costume and from any sort of fiction versus 

reality distinction, “my will conquered faith and sincerely laughed at every righteousness!”246. Again, 

laughter comes into play. Sincere laughter being the proof he accepts as apt to move on. 

The third is “My I chanced much with the Self: certain it is, I come not to repent . . nor seek a wife.”247. 

The play of his I with the Self is to be resolved. That is the crucible of the entire pursuit. The coins 

he is sure of possessing are not repenting, “O time, of nothing now am I ashamed to admit parentage”248  

and, mainly, that his sexuality is no longer engaged in conception and in the desire of the other, 

“Inconceivable women am I”249.

The three layers described act as if a negative confession is being uttered by Aaos. Setting 

the ground for the actual request and game plan with death, proving the worth of the hero of the 

narrative, “Now that my individual consciousness dissolves, to saturate again with its furthermost desires, 

to form the new body”250. In the forming of the new body of desire incarnated again he wishes for 

something new to arise and become complete. The new sexuality fully winged in Self-love and 

only in Self-love. That death itself may become the transvaluation “called death”. The new body is 

to simultaneously end the interplay of Zos and Thanatos, not just the interplay of I and death, not 

just one more “phenomenal I” who would be different, but something new. The new body is to be the 

manifestation of the “noumenal” in the flesh, the cornerstone of Art-Sorcery via a “new sexuality”, 

and not just a different body. 

Aaos advises death on what she must be aware of at the time of the now transvaluation to be, 

“remember at the time of incarnating-my utmost immorality, my frightening madnesses, my jesting sins, my 

satyr carouses, my grotesque concubine of chaos! Remember O death, my frenzied longing that has no name.”251.

The longing is for that who is nameless, “Man’s living virtues are those unfamiliar with names”252. The 

same longing to which Art is to respond, mounted on immorality, madnesses, jesting, satyrs, and 

grotesque chaos. The Dionysian horse of Zos for Thanatos to transfigure, “Make this my sexuality 
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complete, all knowing, so that I may again procreate the lusty Self-love in isolation!”253. Such procreation 

is the procreation of Art-Sorcery. Complete, whole knowing. In isolation both from death itself and 

from nature. 

What follows is a speech to the “Ferryman”. Not to death. Death is no longer a voice in the equation. 

Or at least it no longer is the death who is “called death”.The “Ferryman” inevitably appeals to Charon, 

brother as well of Thanatos and Hypnos. And to Lethes, the river of forgetting who passes along 

Hypnos ´cave, murmuring. Aaos speech to the Ferryman will address what is to be his payment to 

him for the crossing over, “The Alpha and Omega of my wisdom is-glad suicide: it has become inevitable 

and shall be my payment to thee”254, and refer to what him, Aaos, has achieved and done beyond the 

possibility itself of forgetting, “My knowledge is but the murmuring of a few words with ever changing 

intonation and meaning. For I have suffered that which shall never be forgotten or spoken: Thus much have I 

realized of Life.”255.

Glad suicide is the beginning and end of the circle of death and life. The neither-neither of but 

life and but death and of Zos vel Thanatos as a disjunction. That what stands beyond forgetting leads 

to few words of changing meaning and intonation is perfectly aligned with Aaos´s, and Spare´s, 

view on language. Intonation and meaning are co-dependent, ever changing. Those few words that 

remain are themselves “nothingness to their meaning” when not intoned. Words who demand no 

faith neither in truth neither in lies, neither in affirmation nor in denial, “Hard has been my faith and 

denial”256. Such words are to be murmured, whispered, secret. They are not of a language constrained 

by reference and rules. But of a language of birds, or of the spheres, or of beasts, or of tongues of 

fire. Words not spoken who are as able to change as desire does change and change through the 

conceptions. And as individual creatures do change and change, die and are born, through the life 

that evolves in them. 

That stands as the only knowledge able to withstand the forgetting clash with death´s crossing. 

Thus, the only one Aaos has and shall pursue to realize his “hyper-commands”257. A neither-neither 

applied to both learning and unlearning, ceasing their oscillation, “What I generate is future, body to 

become. I have learned and unlearned in equal labouring this universe.”258. It is the only knowledge useful 

to will at will, to be desire at will, to believe at will, “Old sentiment is my body, germinating afresh: again 

to exist and change by the command, ‘I’ desire.”259. Such germinating afresh, ever future, and body to 

become always, never forgotten, and never to be spoken, is the criteria for Art-Sorcery and what 

can be realized for Aaos of Life. The cross road of Zos vel Thanatos as neither a disjunction neither 

a single entity. 
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Death-redeeming death is the path along to it. Incomprehensible, incongruent, and intrinsically 

voiding understanding through the hypercommand of desiring it, “That which is incomprehensible 

have I made,-have I impelled inwards to make secure for reaction.”260. The payment to the “Ferryman” 

sums itself as Art-Sorcery, the making of the incomprehensible “impelled inwards”. What is not 

germinating afresh, not ever future being generated, not body to become being it, what can be 

forgotten, and what can be spoken and spoken off,  what is not all of the above in a single face, is not 

of Art and not of Art-Sorcery. It does not pay. 

Thanatos is thus justified in Austin Osman Spare´s “Zos vel Thanatos” motto and his Zoetic Art-

Sorcery launched. The end of his speech to the “Ferryman” reads as “Steel and poison are my friends. 

Steel for Self, poison for vermin-for myself diseased. I will this fruitful violence, my death kiss, thus to realize 

my hyper-commands”261. The confusion in terms may be daunting, but the I here  is no longer that of 

Austin Osman Spare, the man to be unwilled, but already that of Aaos, the one who is to die. Who 

already is a middle ground in the neither-neither interplays of Zos and Thanatos, more than just life 

and more than just death.  

Having adressed the “Ferryman” Aaos´s glad suicide is finally  consummated “With his belief 

firmly fixed, his full red lips smiling, with bright eyes”262. The firmly fixed belief is in Art-Sorcery. A belief 

at will of Aaos and not of just Austin Osman Spare. That it is consummated by regaining and freeing 

desire, via applying his hypercommand to the universal command to desire of life and conception 

together and by regaining a new sexuality, is shown in the last description “Aaos clasped his sword 

saying: ‘Greater love hath no man than Self-destruction in pleasure.’”263. The sword  is a metaphor for 

the phalic organ. Aaos is in fact ejaculating his own death in the face of nature and of suffering, in 

pleasure and willing pleasure. Not only is I is thus banished and destroyed, but also his Self. Self-

love amounts ultimately to “Self-destruction”, or more correctly to neither-neither one or the other. 

Were Aaos just a mystic and contentment and contemplation in Self-love would eventually 

suffice. Him being on both roads of Art and Sorcery, of Art and the Mystic, the Self is to suffer 

destruction in pleasure as much as any other thing. The neither-neither that can be said of the Self 

has no escapism. Even the Self must be destroyed in greater love, and for a greater love. That of 

“Kia”, whose epitaphs are not words but art here called as Art - Sorcery. Or that transvaluation who 

is erroneously called art. At this point a narrator, another presence, enters the picture with an ironic 

remark “ No new experience for Aaos! And thus he died.”264.

The section ends with reflections and advices to the reader much in line with the tone of “The 

Book of Pleasure”. As if it is a temporary pause in “Focus of Life”: “Do you know what happens to the 

body at death? Exactly what changes take place? Well, so it happens to your beliefs, desires, etc., that make 
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consciousness, for all things seen are incarnate desire, the unseen; Ideas of the past and future bodies.”265. 

Also, “For most, death will hold mainly blank pages, but were we ever treated all alike? Study your dreams 

in this life, it may help you in the death posture.”266.

The following section is “The Heaven of Aaos”. In it we have Aaos resurrecting from the dead to 

again enter waking reality. Singing and smiling his recently acquired condition from the perspective 

of his resurrected I. His last sentence on this section is muttered to “his goatish beard” : What now is left 

all hope is dead? For I have buried my illusion and dishonesty. Thus my body is now all inconceivableness!”267. 

“Zos” is no longer sufficient to express his present state, as no longer is “Thanatos”. The body is now 

inconceivable and there is no hope, no illusion, no dishonesty in it. Three things that are vital if 

quotidian living is to carry on, regardless. What is left to be lived is in fact his Zoetic Art Sorcery, or 

what remains in inconceivableness. 

His first sentence “on rising from the dead” is the only one in the section that is spoken and not 

sung: “All things are subject to resurrection” thus spake smiling Aaos, on rising from the dead”.268 He does 

not resurrect as the single living among a multitude of dead things.  His resurrection follows instead 

the possible death and resurrection of all things all along, now in waking life, “now, for reality”269. 

It is such reality that is to die and resurrect with him. All other utterances in this Heaven of his, 

which is now waking life and waking reality, are not expressed via the spoken word, but via singing, 

ecstatic singing. Painting a picture of excess, of an overflowing fountain, to paraphrase  William 

Blake. 

The singing is the new born shout of his resurrected I coming into being. And in it, while 

still being his own self description, there is a mistress, a woman. An universal woman to whom 

several lines are addressed, “O my mistress, I am unutterably drunk striving thy depths. I am the great 

cypher of love and hate knotted”270, “O, L.C.O’ CS!! thou insatiable thirst of my self-love, with none but thee 

will I procreate!”,271 “ Ecstatic laughter that reverberates and awakens . . . I am the shuddering heights and 

suffocating depths of ego, slipping and becoming. Inconceivable women am I”272. Simultaneously possessed 

by insatiable thirst and by drunkenness, this mistress who is also himself opens the role of the non 

procreative feminine in  Zoetic Art-Sorcery. The “inconceivable women” where “I” and “Thou” meet. 

The non procreative feminine who procreates and conceives not conceptions but art and sorcery 

together. The female bodies to be absorbed within. 

The mistress is the “Thou” of his singing, standing  for Art-Sorcery, “O Thou whirlwind of desire, 

thou drunken breath of ribald lightning! My vampire chalice of ecstasy! Yea, as my rapacious flame reareth 
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before thee, thou escapeth from me with the laughing whisper of thy wonderful pleasure!”273. The I of his 

singing is his resurrected I, ever in pursuit of it, in “reality”: “What now am I after resurrection? The 

sinful despair of magic? I am the Iconoclast of Logos: The sun-satyr of Chaos!”274.

Transfiguring words is ever a theme, “I come! the changing word that destroys religion, a vortex wind 

that shall jest in Temples! Again! A reveller in the marshalled order of the sexes, the mad anarch of desires, 

the wild satyr of wolfish kisses!”275. 

“Inconceivable women” is the meeting place of such I and such Thou. The zenith point of Art-

Sorcery, “A clouded vista of abyss, wherein to visit naked, my vampire Self.”276. The vampire self is thus 

called because  it feeds through the whole of nature. Consuming it, devouring it even, redeeming it 

without compassion. Art-Sorcery is the farthest away from nature´s imitation or nature´s appraisal. 

In fact, it goes against it, counter-current wise. It is “The bitter purgative, called death”277 of the whole 

natural order, “Moon turbulent waters am I: the frightening black Albatross of unashamed women-where 

men are. I am the over mature breasts of a child: the virgin womb, hidden by nightmares. Constant in 

metamorphosis, permeating creation without compassion. The unexcelled impulse that has never failed.”278. 

The “Heaven of Aaos”, of Art-Sorcery, is for the purpose of Art-Sorcery: “My kiss is a sword thrust! 

For whom, am I, this insatiable fountain in the hot deserts? Only for thee, O, L.C.O’CS! Thus sang Aaos, the 

blasphemer, throwing off his grave shroud.”279. For all other purposes it is hope, illusion, dishonesty. 

Just suffering, just death. Just misshapen  desire. A grave shroud.
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3- THE DREAMS OF AAOS INTO REALITY

What follows in “Focus of Life” are the “Dreams of Aaos”280 properly. 

A report on experiences of Aaos throughout Thanatos as sleep and as sleep threshold. These 

dreams call upon various stages of this process, not all are equal in length or relevance, some are 

nearer to the inconceivable body expressed above than others. Nevertheless, they all share the 

characteristic  of being non ordinary dreams. Both in their content as in the methods used to arrive 

at them. They all arise from the procedures of the death posture and show relevant conclusions 

thereof,  being the result of experiments and operations in it. Re-telling the journey from Aaos to 

Zos vel Thanatos as Art-Sorcery. They combine dream landscapes and characters who interact with 

Aaos in the Dreams, together with Aaos´s reflections and reactions to them. Before new immersions 

in the death posture to dream again. 

The first dream is “The I and the Arcanum”281, that starts thus: “One day the time drew near for 

the experiment and Aaos was watching the waters, to make arcana by arbitrary projection into the utter 

void of his isolation. And this was his wish-”In future my dreams shall interpretate themselves as will [i.e. 

reaction].” For, he reasoned: “Why not live asleep all suffering?””282. It is clear that we are in face of a 

dream incubation. A ritual of the “dreaming true” that was so dear to Austin Osman Spare. One 

whose foot is set upon the elusive activities called sorcery. And that such incubation is to change 

the future nature of all his dreams so that they become “will”, “reaction”, Self fulfilling almost. Aaos 

is projecting in the land of Hypnos and of the Oneiroi. Juggling with Thanatos as Zos would have 

juggled with the Dionysian. 

The suffering to be lived in sleep, thus not just dreamt in sleep, will be lived via the “lidless 

eye” we already discussed. Secrets will be made. Arcana, works of Art-Sorcery, via this living of it 

through “arbitrary projection”, meaning the “Need not be- Does not matter”283 state. Be this it as it may 

in that shady sorcery arena who could be easily dismissed as delirious, the dream´s ritual starts 

with a speech on what Art is for Austin Osman Spare, and for Aaos the dreamer. Placing us face to 

face with the Art-Sorcery duplicity. Quoting it will  help us to understand what Spare is against, 

what Spare is for, giving us the foundation blocks of an aesthetic. Aaos says: “I have created art [lived 

belief ] that surpasses all evolved conception. I have incarnated that which I-need to rationalize: Verily-not 

the ever present portraiture of experience to satisfy the ovine: No obvious allegory of asses-thinking God: No 

still-life group of empty bottles and old maids commonplaces: Nor the gay-tragedy of song. But strange desires 

of stranger arcana.”284.

The immediate point to stress is that creating art is equalled to living a belief. Art´s nature is 

determined by which beliefs are lived, as much as art is in itself belief. The perspective can be applied 
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indifferently to artists, to objects of art, or to the receivers of art.  Belief-living, or belief-incarnating 

is art as Spare sees it, but it is also the fulcrum of the game of conceptions and evolution. There is 

no distinction or discontinuity, mild or radical, between art and the whole of life. Changing art is to 

change life. For such aim, just art, just the aesthetic, is not enough, “In life I have realized possibilities 

not contained in heaven”285. 

Art, as it is,  is just life re-furbished. As sorcery, as it is, is just delirious, a dream, but not “The 

dream that came true”. The waking life is where the heaven of Aaos will ride in “possibilities not 

contained” or, in a nutshell, the miraculous, the impossible, “infinite possibilities of freedom”.  What 

his sorcery is to accomplish, fused with art, via freeing belief and desire, is to unravel “strange desires 

of stranger arcana”286 by  surpassing the life and death conjunction in conception, “I have made known 

[opening his book] something that is different to the muck of retouched photography which men call reality: 

although it has been the evil habit of thousands of years.”287. There is at the stake a radical evil, a constant 

sin, who has been made habit, “I have nothing to forgive or repent . . . Alas! what fears this I but its own 

conditions?”288. The dream, and the wish behind its incubation, is the taking over of this I, who is 

trapped in its own conditions, by the “Arcanum”, both secret and remedy, via the “transvaluation 

called death”289. Secret and remedy have to be Art-Sorcery, who applies strategies and methods not 

directly related to art as craft. 

The waking life to be transvalued is described, as seen by Aaos´ lidless eye in the dream “The I 

and the Arcanum”, in the following terms: “he observed-a phosphorescent morass crowded with restless 

abortions of humanity and creatures-like struggling mudworms, aimless and blind: an immense swamp 

of dissatisfaction; a desire smashed into pieces.”290. The scattering into pieces is reminiscent of many 

myths where the body of gods is thorn and scattered in matter. Again of the gnostic myths of a lesser 

god who creates a world where sparks of the pleroma are split apart into each material being. This 

landscape in the dream is changed “with his will”291. But such changing leads him only to another life 

showing, muck reality landscape, “he became in vast warehouse-cum-brothel.”292. From such swamp of 

dissatisfaction who “becomes”, the word is relevant, in a vast warehouse cum brothel, he follows 

on: “Such is life, an endless swallowing and procreation, morally, man is a bastard.”293.

It is tempting to see in this bastard origin of man yet another connection to the myth of the 

Gnostic demiurge whose half descendency, as the other half is bred of the Alien God,  is man as much 

as nature. Evolved conception. Albeit tempting, this is pushing the boundaries of interpretation, 

for now. The conclusion, however, does push to the introduction of morality and ethics in the Art-
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Sorcery conundrum. Which is odd, considering the at first view amoral stances of Aaos. We find 

that art would be mere aesthetics. What he calls sorcery, the ethical aspect of the equation. But what 

is moral here, positively taken, is the denial of “endless swallowing and procreation”294. The ceasing of 

the “swamp of dissatisfaction”295 and of its becoming in a “warehouse-cum-brothel”296. To be replaced by 

the ecstasy of pleasure in pleasure and by Self-love. Thus, Art Sorcery is not just the aesthetic and 

not only the ethic. It is in fact the applying of a neither-neither to both, as usual in Austin Osman 

Spare. Excluding none with it. Banishing the bastardry. 

What is not moral to Art-Sorcery, or is morality negatively taken,  is the morality that fathers 

yet more dissatisfaction, “Verily I have fallen in love with a new belief and become moral! This I reflects 

itself differently.”297. The Self-fulfilling wish who begins the “I and the Arcanum” dream has to do away 

with falling in love with beliefs, “The I, to be self prophecy-without a conglomeration of old clothes-is by 

a deliberation previous to will-to be noumenal; is anterior to time.”298. “This I” is the I who becomes Self, 

and not the recurring over and over I after I. Bad morality is a consequence of the “evil habit”. A result 

of the radical evil and the constant sin. Thanatos, and the death posture in dreams, destroys the 

consciousness that fosters negative morality and allows for that state where consequential thought 

is no more, “Forgive? [i.e. to free from consciousness]. Yea, a thousand times! so that the desire become 

large and insane enough to self-will. How can memory forget-when we invented reaction? What is all bad 

memory-but morality? What is will but reaction-impulsed from the accidents of I?”299.

The wish in the beginning of the dream will not be fulfilled if coming from the superficial, and 

ornamental, impulses of the I. The conditionings over time bred by giving relevance to what the 

I was, its “accidents”: “Alas! that which is ornamental reacts its uselessness-the symbol ‘I was.’“300. The 

memory of the I is merely ornamental, contrary to the  atavistic ressurgence of Zos and the Zoetic 

who tackles the vital through each death of the I. For Spare the I is a demiurgic lesser god who has to 

be blasphemed upon ,”O thou I, vice versa-my God. I at least shall not be thy jest.”301 and “The law I make 

while thinking God-and will smash and remake again: so that I may commit every conceivable sin against its 

word.”302.

Utility, as much as the “I was”, has to be transfigured so that Self-love and ecstasy may unveil  

the reality who is not muck, the reality not condemned by the “evil habit”, radical evil, constant 

sin, that bad morality creates and necessitates. Utility lies solely in willing pleasure and servicing 

pleasure, “My utility has been-my pleasure-that alone is my service to man and to heaven, in that I am 
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the Goat”303. Of which “Goat” Aaos is speaking here is not that clear. This is the place in fact where 

the “goatish beard”304 of the Dionysian procession is being changed into the goat of the Sabbath. 

The opposing adversary or nemesis of  the devil, seen as positive and guide for the good morality 

against willed man and willing I. In “Anathema of Zos” Spare will identify with the Goat Herd, and 

suffer accordingly. Here, when the Art-Sorcery of Zos vel Thanatos is being birthed, he assumes the 

Goat, as it is. This goat, as the dream “Aaos and the undertaker”305 will show, can no longer be seen as 

merely Dionysian. Instead, it is a counter figure to the Lamb. A god beast, or beastly god, nearer to 

the demonic and to Spare´s mythology of the Sabbath´s going forth by night. 

Utility then, if other than pleasure, is the entrance door to the epitaph of the Zoetic Self-love, 

“The necrologue of love-is utility.”306. The “I And The Arcanum”307 postulates from the onset that  “What 

is true, is pleasurable Self.”308 Such truth is not related with thought, utility, and personal history. It 

is not accessed by any of the three. It´s point of ingress is  clear in the following sentence: “Where 

there is desire-there shall be found the desired sleeping partner.” 309. It is to be sought in the omnipotence 

of desire and in its freeing from the conditionings in time and in I, “Then Aaos remembered he had 

conditioned his realization by thought of time and remarked: “So ends in the part sexuality-all asses’ magic 

that premeditates time. Much thought destroys the nerve”310. It is to be sought in the  whole new sexuality 

fostering unpremeditated time, tangling through the “nerve”. This recalls the later Artaud in his 

poem on the “Man Tree”311, as much as Spare´s own “Live like a tree walking”312.

The dream “I and the Arcanum” resolves with “The arcana knows more than the I wills: and thus 

should I have it”313. The method or strategy to “have it” is the singular junction in neither-neither  of 

Zos vel Thanatos, the “transvaluation called death”314 with the whole sexuality of Self-love who wills 

pleasure from the omnipotence of constant desire , “Then Aaos laughed aloud and spoke: “Up! Up! my 

sexuality! and be a light unto all-that is in me!” For he had-while contemplating-eluded his I and knew he 

would shortly obtain . . . And thus he found a new use for his righteousness.”315. So he solves the moral 

difficulty of bastardry: New Sexuality, fleshing non conception, is the way of knowing and acting, 

the nerve who destroys thought, who destroys the I who was, who makes time unpremeditated, and 

opens arbitrary impossibilities to coming true by living them in the creation of belief,  “I have created 
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art [lived belief ] that surpasses all evolved conception.”

The next Dream of Aaos is “Self-Love and map making”. The crucible of the dream is that mapping, 

remembering, sketching, is not an artistic pursuit. Or a methodology for arriving at it in the scope 

of Art-Sorcery. The dream reads as: “He had been exploring an unknown country and having returned, was 

busy making maps from his rough sketches and memoranda. He was surprised how fresh was his memory of 

every questioned detail, at the ease with which his hand drew the mountains and contours of that unknown 

country.”316. The activity of mapping induces a focus on technique that becomes in itself distracting 

while reinforcing the constant conditioning through time of the I, “His dexterity became too pleasing 

and threatened an event long ceased and then forgotten”317. Art-Sorcery will not be about diving in the 

technical aspects of the craft gaining increasing ease in a given task. It is not a remembering or 

making clear of the unknown territories that were, in the past tense, explored. 

This merges nicely with Spare´s distrust for concentration, for rationalized step by step methods. 

And with his preference for automatic drawing and hypnagogic states for producing works called 

of art, as much as for ritual practice. It is in tune with “magical obsession” as the privileged state for 

art to become objects who aim at being so. Distinguished from the obsessions of the I who are no 

more than “blind leading the blind”. What is crucial is the “event long ceased and then forgotten”318. The 

one that time´s march ceases and the I constantly forgets, be-living it in lack. Art-Sorcery implies 

be-lying the making and constraining of the unknown into the known. It implies be-lying map-

making. Going from the unknown into a further unknown whose only possibility of expression is 

in Art-Sorcery itself. That is where the knowledge that only art can give is made actual, and nowhere 

else. Such knowing is the opposite of “map making”.

This obsession of the I, contrary to the magical obsession of the Self, is understood by Aaos upon 

awakening: “What new deceit is this? Must I be forever solving the changing symbolism of the wretched 

morality-called ‘I’? Do I still need a loin cloth for my passions? Verily, to be alone and map drawing is now 

an unsafe art.”319. Sorcery is key  for Spare as it is the means for awakening the magical obsession. For 

dreaming it true. But a sorcery who is not art simply promotes deliria of the sort mental hospitals 

are packed with. As much as for spare quotidian living is packed with it. I after I. Art-Sorcery is thus 

the crossroad where insanity is obsessively made sane via willing pleasure in Self-Love and dreams. 

The Self, as Spare sees it, can never be “alone and map drawing”320. In its womb lies the multitude 

of the Zoetic life. Removing the “cloth” from the loins is laying the Zoetic bare, experiencing it in 

neither-neither. Differently from just drawing and dressing it up in maps over maps of different 

orders, with its details amassing complexities of memory and comparison. Abstraction in Art-

Sorcery  is neither to conceptualize neither to conceive but consists in laying the obsession and the 

passion  bare. As such it is neither realistic nor unrealistic but intends to strip naked the reality who 
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is not muck, cloth-less. What is abstract in Art-Sorcery is what can never be made concrete and yet 

has to be fleshed. The neither-neither taken to its exhaustion while tangling the “nerve”. 

Even in dreams the passion to map and the passion to conceive still make their force felt, “ Sleep?-

This sexual excitement still obtains. Procreation is with more things than women.” 321. Sleep is by itself no 

rest from desire, from sexual excitement to be clothed, no rest from the tyranny of beliefs. There is 

no rest, not even in dying. Sisyphus rolls on and on up and down the slope, still.

Again Aaos will resolve the dream via new sexuality. The whole of the body who is Zos is twin to 

sexuality as a whole, diffusing the distinction, of the I, between the I and the Other. Between the this 

and the that, “The function of the sexuality is not entirely procreation: stranger experiences are promised 

than ever imagination conceived! One must retain-to give birth to will. Behold! my Self-love, thee I pleasure 

too well,-to let slip into other being!”322. The promise of new sexuality is that of experiencing beyond 

conception-nature. Beyond what imagination has yet conceived. 

Crucially, it not a promise of new objects and  it  dismisses the subject as an I. The promise is 

that of an experience. Retaining the zoetic while laying it bare through the intervention of Thanatos 

turns the will to live or the will to power into just free(d) will. With no defined object and no defined 

subject. Maintaining objectless and subjectless the desire whom those wills feed upon, exasperating 

it further in magical obsession, resolves in no distinction between I and Other. Including all as an 

whole, at once. As such, the unavoidable labour of sexuality and desire is no longer for death´s 

harvesting, “sexuality labours, so that death may harvest by desire”323. But to the birth of what needs 

not be, or free(d) will retained. Such will is free to will pleasure through the “transvaluation called 

death”324 from the moment it is no longer will to anything other than itself. Be it to power or be it to 

live. 

The next dream, “Aaos and the undertaker”325, exactly describes the coming into being of Aaos´ 

wiling of pleasure in the face of Thanatos. The dream begins with an half drunk Aaos, alone, 

“wandering without thought”326 in a “dark night”. This initial setting combines the Dionysian 

association to wine with the arbitrariness of no thought, a prelude to vacuity, with the dark night 

associated with the witches´ Sabbath sorcery and with lack of meaning, the dark night of the soul. 

The dream does not start as a dream. There is no prior projection of wish. No incubation of sigil. 

No death posture being spoken of.  It transitions gradually from a threshold moment of waking life, 

the drunken stupor when “leaving the tavern”327, to an hallucination or experience of those “strange 

desires of yet stranger arcana”328 whom Spare considered in the “I and the Arcanum” dream to be what 

Art-Sorcery was intended to bring forth. At the beginning of the dream he could be going home to 
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a slumbered sleep. Or, wandering drunk and with no thought through a dark night, he could be on 

his way to a Dionysian orgy of Zos. Or, to a “cum-brothel”329 experience of dissipating sexuality and 

lust. None of these three options, the slumbered death into the sleep, the orgiastic experience of the 

Dionysian, or even the lust of random sexual pleasure, will be the case. 

Nevertheless, he is alone, and he is “more or less sober”330. There is a Dionysian element more or 

less at play and the company of fellow men has been left behind in the tavern. Further, the gradual 

transition through the waking reality into the emergence of hallucinations calls upon the threshold 

of hypnagogia, a sideways drift into the “dreaming true”, not a full sleep where the body is as if dead. 

The dream is not preceded by soliloquy or by speech, it is not an act of will. Rather, Aaos will suffer it 

unwillingly and to it willingly react. In fact, it seems to be the completion, unexpected, of the wish 

he had set forth in motion in the first of the “Dreams of Aaos”, coming now into fruition: “And this was 

his wish-”In future my dreams shall interpretate themselves as will [i.e. reaction].” For, he reasoned: “Why 

not live asleep all suffering?””331.

What he arrives at, drifting, is “a well illuminated undertaker´s shop”332. Not the wild of nature, not 

a church or place of worship, not somewhere where men would gather to socially interact. “Strange 

desires of yet stranger arcana”333 begins in a place where death is a business and a way of living. A 

trade. The drunken Aaos stops his wandering there, at the undertaker´s door, “Intoxicated, I am 

always curious of the work in such places-so here I paused”334. Aaos had been pausing at death´s door 

for long, by death posture after death posture at the door of Thanatos, at the door of what is “called 

death”335. Oscillating between Zos and Thanatos with no apparent solution to the disjunction. The 

current pause does not happen to him while sober, or while fully awake. It is the drunkenness and 

intoxication of Zos that precedes it, taking him again astride in the contemplation of places of 

death, of decay, of suffering. Slaughterhouse infernos in the midst of “Earth-Inferno”. What now 

occurs differently is that “The door was flung violently open and five drunken undertaker’s assistants 

lurched into me”336.

Aaos is face to face with an unexpected event of violence whose force of surprising reality, 

as felt, surges as a manifestation of dreaming true. An experience who is both of violence and of 

debasement. The experience of a physical assault, “that any resistance or excuses I might offer would be 

unsatisfactory was too apparent”337. When faced with the violent lurching of the assistants of death, 

he aims at pleading away. Regardless of the uncounted moments in which Aaos had approached 
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death´s door in death postures and in dreaming, “I knew these men too well!” 338. The initial assault 

grows  rapidly into a full  confrontation. The option of retracing his steps away from the door, of 

resuming awakened living, or slumbered sleeping, or the life fulfilling Dionysian intoxication, or 

even the “cum-brothel”339 debauchery into oblivion, is no longer viable. Thanatos  grabs its prey. No 

running and no rest are available from sexuality and death. 

The fight first escalates  at the door, “From argument to foul accusations [and what did they not call 

me?]-came blows-I thought it safer not to run away.”340. Standing at death´s door in a frail position, 

following pleas, arguments, and blows, Aaos consciously remains on such threshold. Death´s 

assistants (Thanatos´ kin) would pursue him otherwise. Or he would move on unaware that albeit 

apparently living he would be dead. In that death who is called nature. Safety, towards liberation 

of fear, faith and belief, is in keeping ground, fighting. He is taken in through the door, “Did I fight 

well? I know they did and with drunken humour dragged me into the shop to purchase a coffin. Within, came 

recognition-Alas, too truly they knew me! From then no quarter was given.“341. For Aaos the will to live 

resumes in the will of experiencing that death who is not just death. Aiming for that “transvaluation 

called death”342, “no quarter given”343. 

The confrontation moves on through the door, to the inside of the shop. Despite his previous 

pausing at death´s door, Aaos does not give in gently to purchasing and entering said coffin. He will 

suffer the shattering of all hopes in his “I”, giving up the illusion that is consciousness. And any 

hope in the struggle. For the first time in the dream, his I coils. Death and desire are unavoidable, 

“That drunken fight among the dead and funeral furniture was hopeless for me. I was robbed, stripped, 

spat upon, kicked and bound-what abuse did I not suffer? I think the humiliation and blows rendered me 

unconscious!”344. Debased and unconscious as he was, the undertaker´s assistants could have just 

played him at ease into death in the coffin. If theirs was the ordinary death alone and not the ride of 

the “transvaluation called death”345. 

On the contrary, they wake him up in the dream, a second awakening thus. And proceed to put 

Thanatos face to face with lust and love, in the destruction and creation of woman, “But, I was not 

to rest so easily-they soon brought me back to consciousness for worse things . . . And I was told they had 

recently finished making my wife’s coffin. They then forced me to view her dead body. Even in my pitiable 

state, I thought of the beauty of her corpse.”346. Still beauty and desire kick attachment to bear fruit. 

Desire possesses death as it possesses sleep. Aaos´, and Spare´s, aesthetics, is crucially shown in 

the consequences of this experience. His will not be a pursuit of the beautiful, or of the good. But 
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instead a transvaluation of the under-standing ugly into the ecstatic as a way to incarnating the One. 

Aaos is, at this stage in the dream , faced with a precise  sin to atone  an take account of. Exactly 

that of destroying woman, the “universal woman who lies barren”347 at each turn of conception and 

of dissipated lust. Diminishing the scope of the “inconceivable women”348, from whose bosom Art-

Sorcery grows “strange desires of yet stranger arcana”: “Again, they reviled me because of her: she who, if I 

had not neglected her, would still be living. I, the whoremonger, betrayer of women, and arch-abnormalist”349. 

It is Aaos´ I who is being thus described in the last sentence. That I who still lingers on, albeit blows, 

albeit humiliation, albeit corpses. 

Two options are then given to Aaos. To die alone in flames, a destiny often reserved for those 

accused of sorcery. Or to be buried alive with his wife´s corpse. Either the redeeming through fire, 

or the last flesh to flesh grapple with nature´s corpse of conception,  until breath is shut. Despite 

Aaos´ I being fascinated with the beauty in the dead corpse he chooses the former. To no avail, “After 

much other insult; they told me-my fate. I was given the choice of being burnt to death or buried alive with 

her! Naturally my choice was to be alone. But no such chance was to be mine. I was buried alive with her 

corpse.”350. To transfigure the beauty who turns ugly, sightlessly, into the ecstatic.

Buried in the coffin with the undertaker´s assistants pressing the lid, “their combined weight 

forcing on the lid”351, Aaos believes himself to be finally dead. The belief is strengthened by  hearing  

the “rushing winds”352, a sound  associated by Aaos with the approach of dying when experiencing 

the death posture. That the belief is nevertheless erroneous proves this experience at hand to be  

both of a stronger and radically different nature than the ones he had been tampering with in his 

own version of sorcery. It is an eruption of reality. Of that dreaming true in death where Zos clashes 

fully against Thanatos and there no longer remains. 

As first felt, this acknowledgment fosters a soul-filling doubt towards his previous thought and 

memory based knowledge.  Despite all  his practices and dream wishes, as in the “I and the Arcanum” 

dream, he had not yet met the Nemesis. Being too focused on the orgiastic Dionysian procession of 

the Zoetic his willing of pleasure was not totally entrenched in the horror of suffering, of decay, and 

of death. But still aimed at escaping to a paradise made of paradises. A goal unachievable and vain, 

“I thought I was dead [ for did I not hear the rushing winds?] when doubt crept into my soul. Then realization 

of life dawned when I felt that cold corpse crushed against my body by the tightness of the coffin,-never have 

I realized such horror!”353.  

His erroneous belief is propelled by thought applied to previous experiences. It is propelled 

by the “I was”. Its denial grows doubt in his soul, affecting his I into disappearing. Finally, the 
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realization of life, the “Focus of Life” births by his flesh touching dead flesh, “whatever you touch shall 

touch flesh”354. By sensual groping and tasting of death with the “body considered as a whole” who is 

Zos. Such realization is equated with a ultimate horror never before sensed. Even Zos crumbles to 

Thanatos. It is this Thanatos who shows Aaos the full extent of the coffin lid that is life, that is 

nature, that is conception. An horror who annihilates all pleasurable hopes.

The road ahead and away of it is fuelled by rage. A berserkers’ full gut reaction to horror where no 

thought, no deliberation, and no planning subside. Ultimate anguish is lost by spontaneous rage, 

“With a mighty yell, my after suspiration burst that overcrowded coffin into fragments!”355. An involuntary 

and ultimate rage who is the shouted birth of will, clashed out of Zos and Thanatos struggle and 

violence. Propelled only by the hopeless coming into being of such face to face confrontation. The 

“yell” is the will being birthed by being freed of. But if becoming of pleasure, or of power, or of 

life, or of art, or of sorcery, the yell would remain as nothing but a memory of “I was”. Soon to be 

entrapped in horror. And in the forgetting of the undertaking horror. What is thus to be brought 

a-new, ever present in Art-Sorcery, the detonation trigger, is the up surging of the will-birth act 

whom only Thanatos expells through. 

Busted coffin into fragments, corpse in open air, Aaos  finally meets the Nemesis under a new 

guise, and in the end grasps the willing of pleasure through the birthing of will, “I arose, thinking I 

was alone. But no, sitting by the corpse, amid the debris was-the devil grinning! To be alone and half alive 

with the devil is not a welcome anti-climax ...”356. The God figure here met is no longer Dionysos, or 

Thanatos, but the Devil , the Black Goat of the Sabbath. Unlike Job, Aaos horror is not resolved by un-

winding horror in the arms of God. But by dancing and becoming with the Nemesis. Transvaluating 

it unto guide by willing pleasure. 

The devil begins by mocking Aaos journey so far in the dream. Mocking Aaos´ belief in having 

already willed pleasure. Aaos has done nothing yet than rather obsessively desiring it. Willing it off 

at the door. Only now, will having been birthed, can Aaos will pleasure, becoming Zos vel Thanatos 

as one entity. Up to now he prayed and he suffered, “Then he spoke unto me: “Coward! where was thy 

courage, even against drunken enemies? Ah ah! Thou hast indeed willed pleasure! Who has the power, Thou 

or I? What medicine for the dead Gods! Thou wretched scum of littlenesses-heal thy gaping wounds, thou art 

more fitted to pray than to prey.””357. The Devil´s continued scolding of Aaos reduces him to silence. 

Speeches and soliloquies are terminated. Aaos´ body laying down as shattered as the dismembered 

body of Penteus was laying after being trampled in the Bacchantes’ madness. The word as spoken no 

longer fructifies its sins. Even Aaos´ ears become shut through the scolding. 

What Aaos hears, if anything at all, is but heard through the vibrations  sensed coming from the 

Devil´s laughters, the Devil´s shouts, and the Devil´s incessant trampling of Aaos´ dismembered 

body and dismembered I: ”Much more did he utter, till my very ears closed. With a body torn to pieces, 
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crushed in every part-what was I to answer?”358. Aaos´ I having no more answers to put forth, silence 

ensues. Ears closed to life, closed to nature, closed to conception. No longer wishing for the “more 

beautiful body”. The Devil is by this  true silence led to ask a final question towards Aaos´ destroyed 

body. A body dead to nature, dead to life, and dead to conception. Balancing in frailty through the 

“transvaluation called death”. The question will  trigger the last going through the forge of Aaos in 

his tests to becoming Zos vel Thanatos engaging in Art-Sorcery, “My silence compelled him again to 

speak: ‘Hast thou no complaint?’ In a mighty rage-for this was a worse goad than all my earlier suffering-I 

answered: ‘Curses, no! keep your possessions. -I will pleasure. Do your utmost! this poor thing my body you 

will again replace!’”359. Austin Osman Spare´s, and Aaos´, own version of the devil´s temptations are 

thus vanquished. 

Failing into defeat, admitting no more can be taken in, accepting a comforting touch, 

succumbing to the memory driven complaints of the “I was”, would be a positive answer to the 

Devil´s question, “Cast into demoniacal moulds, human nature is the worst possible nature”360. The 

“mighty rage” vanquishes it. Un-willing man,  denying complaints and anguish. Expelling all that is 

not pleasure. Aiming at all that is not pleasure. Fully riding that Zoetic who undertakes conceived 

body after conceived body. Refusing death for the transvaluation who has death´s name. The Zoetic 

established within, despite its unavoidable crumbling in the face of Thanatos now as  the Adversary 

or Devil, no hopes left and no quarter given, what follows is a full clash with death who is just death. 

The Zoetic precipitates against Thanatos, now guised as the Black Goat or Devil. 

The outcome will surprise even Aaos: “Then I fought the devil and behold,-I became alone! What 

happened? I, in my miserable plight, not even my teeth left-how could I have conquered the devil? Did I 

become a succubus? Perhaps-I became the devil? But this I know-I did will pleasure. And from this day shall 

smile into all men’s faces.”361. A succubus, a creature of dreams, and also this very particular devil, 

adversary, preying upon nature, with his “vampire self”362 engaging in Art-Sorcery through neither-

neither, smiling “into all men´s faces”. Transvaluating into reality (an apt definition of Art-Sorcery 

itself ) the Dionysian suffers a metamorphose , transfigured in Spare´s sorcery of the Sabbath. The 

going forth by night is assumed. Upon awakening from this seminal dream, arrived at by drifting 

awake and intoxicated to the threshold, Aaos  is no longer himself but is the undertaker, “Without 

doubt I am now an-undertaker!”363. Of such transfiguration no doubt remains to fill his soul. It is the 

first certainty. Zos vel Thanatos will do to nature, to life, and to conception, what the Undertaker 

did to Aaos.  

Distilling Art via Sorcery, or Art-Sorcery, works of Art are to be done by preying, in order to 

make nature, life, and conception, yell. The rage of nature, life, and conception, willing pleasure in 
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its midst, willing the “inconceivable women”364 and the “universal woman”365, untangling death over 

death,  is the fulcrum of Art-Sorcery. Of what Art is for Spare. For it, suffering, or Thanatos and his 

kin, is not to be accidental but willed, and willed into pleasure, “What is all accidental suffering but 

reaction from dead loves now become diableries”366, dead loves of the “I was”. Two final sentences of Aaos 

upon awakening from the dream pave the way to this Art-Sorcery and the concomitant assumption 

of Zos vel Thanatos it entails. The first : “Belief and desire are the great duality which engender all illusions 

that entangle the senses [i.e. sexuality] and prevent free will”367.  Neither belief, neither desire. Neither-

neither, not beyond belief and beyond desire. Beyond is nowhere. 

The second: “How much are we sensible of body? Yet the composition of the body is its relationship 

between consciousness and all creation. Without doubt I am now an-undertaker!”368 It is in the body as 

a relationship to be undertaken by sensing the Zoetic and not I-consciousness, “there is no illusion 

but consciousness”369, that the practicality of the path is set forth. By scissoring the relationship. 

Scissoring the I. Scissoring creation. Gordian knotting them.

The next dream, “The Death of Tzula”, reflects on how to approach sexual desire. Aaos meets in 

the  dream a sister he does not remember having when awakened, “for he wondered who his sister 

was”370. The sister asks him for advice on marriage. A possible solution to the “horrible restlessness 

that surprises my habits of virginity”371.  Her “ body is weak from desire”372. Aaos gives her lengthy advices, 

but repents when awakening for having succumbed to belief in her existence. To concern for her 

troubles, “he became sleepy his sister becoming dim and the dream more meaningless, till he felt something 

that made him start with horror-awaking he perceived someone leave his couch.”373. The sister appears to 

act as yet another temptation, almost a succubus, forcing him into considering ordinary sexual 

drive. Aaos enters sleepiness while inside the dream itself and awakes from such sleep into full daily 

vigil with horror and disgust. 

The considerations on the taming of sexual desire by the act of marriage distract him into ordinary 

dreaming and ordinary sexuality. Ceasing the dreaming true of lucidity. Causing anguish, “gnashing 

his teeth, trembling in every limb, and with ghastly visage, shouted: “Alpha and Omega! Thou thyself shall 

throttle that which thou wouldst surpass””374. The whole experience is seen as an unwelcomed detour. 

A dangerous stroll into the “cum-brothel” of “small desires”. One from which Aaos does come out 

reinforcing his recently gained undertaker nature, against the dissipation of sexual desire as Eros, 
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“Verily! again am I the pitiable moralist, the drowsiest of watchman. Sisters were ever deceivers! All virgins 

are foolish; What does their virginity matter?”375. 

Nevertheless, Aaos´s advices to the sister, be it as it may, are on spot with Spare´s feverish use 

of desire in the greater picture of his Art-Sorcery and of Zos vel Thanatos. There is no emancipation 

from desire to be found through an ordinary satisfaction of sexual drives or through marriage. 

There is no effective possibility of denying the full force of desire acting beyond consciousness itself 

as it also is so with the march of unavoidable Thanatos. This  is  shown from the beginning of Aaos´s 

dream speech, “This life force acts and invents from itself; even when the usual channels of expression are 

open. How much more so-when closed and the nature non-moral?”376. No escape being granted, sexual 

desire deserves as much attention as death did. In order for it to become Zoetic and be liberated from 

nature´s grasp, “Resist not desire by repression: but transmute desire by changing to the greater object”377. 

Aaos speaks here of  sexual desire properly. Of lust. Not of an abstract entity called desire. This 

is the procreation leading desire, the “seminal affinities”. Sexual lust is to be exacerbated, “renounce 

half-desiring, much better is it to marry the evil”378, through a voluntary purpose into exasperation. 

Obsessively nurtured as the fuel behind creation, the “erogenous truth”. Simultaneously, sexual lust 

is to be  diverted in thought and act from its procreative function as nature´s survival instrument. 

Its involuntary purpose who towers over and constrains the living, “What is nature but thy past will 

incarnated and removed from consciousness by its further desires? The relationship still living provokes the 

involuntary purpose-thy opposition to which causes disease, and is but resistance of the I to the Self.”379. Sexual 

lust and the desires it fosters, work for the perpetuation of the I, of dual beliefs,  of entrapment into 

conception and nature. Unless it is firmly held in Self-love into Art-Sorcery. His Sister at this light is 

as much a unwanted distraction as an emerging manifestation of Art-Sorcery to be. Not yet a lover 

in the fullness of sexual intercourse, but still only a Sister carrying nature reminding family and 

familiarity ties. Aaos wishes for her “no marriage but the marriage of the greater love”380. To turn such 

an unwanted distraction of ordinary sexual drive into intercourse with the “inconceivable women”, 

the “mistress” of Art-Sorcery.

 Aaos follows on: “Bind thy desire by attention on Thy love of desire-lest it wholly runs away. Prevent 

thy belief from incarnating through this consciousness of the ever present greater desire.”381. Make thy desire 

objectless in terms of conception. Make it focused on what is not and can never be via a neither-

neither fuelled by lust, enacted over and over. The advice can be as much applied to the Sister in the 

dream, as to Aaos and Austin Osman Spare themselves, as to Art-Sorcery as an activity. Condemn 

yourself to an eternal lust of perpetual and ever present greater desire, with no asceticism whatsoever. 
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Whose only resting place and ailment is Art-Sorcery, already forgotten when already experienced, 

“Forestall the inclinations of desire by this and not by other means of exhausting desire.”382, as the “strange 

experiences of yet stranger desires” are relative to those previously experienced. Never absolute and 

never arrived at, “Alpha and Omega! Thou thyself shall throttle that which thou wouldst surpass”383.

The subsequent dream is titled “The Butcher of Those who Follow”. 

Aaos crosses  “the border line”384 in the dream and arrives at “the flat country”385. He is crossing 

back, in fact, to the land of the dead we call the land of the living. By the arrival and inducing of 

this dream, after having disentangled the double nature of the Sister who is lover to be, we became 

aware that Aaos has indeed “willed pleasure” and is no longer engaged in the small beliefs and 

small desires of both ordinary lust and ordinary death. He  is no longer to “come to blows”386 with 

death. There is no struggle,  but simply the parting of ways with a certain aspect of what death may 

represent for the living.  The “borderline” is that of “muck reality”. The “flat country” is the one where 

time predictably progresses in stasis. That country of necessity where ordinary death is the only 

instrument of renovation. Crossing such border he won´t be allowed to remain. Aaos is instead sent 

away, having disengaged himself from it at his core. Wandering in the “flat country” Aaos arrives at 

“the city”. The polis, pinnacle of civilized living, of human interactions, of social contracts, of man 

willing man. Entering “the city” from the borders of Zos vel Thanatos Aaos finds it is no more than 

a “vast slaughterer’s abattoir; an endless shambles of dying bodies tied in sacks. The black mud of the streets 

was streaming blood, the carnal houses bespattered-the very atmosphere pulsating agony”387.

What frightens Aaos, or horrifies him, is not such visions of death, suffering, and decay, used 

to them as he already was in both dreams and waking reality. As far as Aaos is concerned such is 

the underlying truth of life, nature, and conception, unless desire, will, and belief, are freed. 

Hopelessness is at the beginning and end, at the alpha and omega, of Austin Osman Spare´s, and of 

Aaos´s, methods, strategies, and even philosophy. Thus, the mere vision of death and of suffering 

would not elicit fright in Aaos, or even in the Spare who drew countless pictures of world war one 

battle front. Frightening Aaos when he paused to observe, as he had paused before at the door of 

the undertaker´s shop, was “that every victim was already beheaded, but not dead, that they were sheep 

and being bled to death”388. Being harvested alive. Aaos is not the lamb, but neither is he the torturer, 

the devil. The undertaker´s assistants that he faced in the “Aaos and the Undertaker” dream have 

now turned into slaughter men who bleed others dry in half death and half life. Doing so in “ribald 

jesting”389. Bodies of humans whose head is discarded, severed, as of no use to the feeding. Humans 

as herded animals. The living, one following the other. 
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This is the realization that makes the scene unbearable. It is the detailed observation of 

the slaughter men´s glee in their work of lambing the living for the feeding that will lead Aaos 

into meeting the Nemesis figure of this particular dream. As the Devil was that of “Aaos and the 

Undertaker”. Aaos describes this nemesis with:”the scene became more vast, more heathenly impossible, 

when he noticed towering before him a giant shape with gory sheepskin used as loincloth, who, with a shrill 

voice shouted: “Woe unto you that seek this awful place of satiety. I am the guardian named Necrobiosis, 

in order that there may be mobility!””390. Necrobiosis stands for, in laymen terms, the premature 

physiological death of cells. Here it stands for the instrument of life, nature, and conception. Where 

the living even if physically alive in the dealings of the bios and of the polis are prematurely dead 

since  birth. One following the other. Ordinary living, made of experiences and desires who are not 

“strange experiences of yet stranger desires” is equated with a stasis only death can break.

Seeing that it is Aaos who faces him,  the “Guardian named Necrobiosis”391 dismisses his presence 

by sending him away, “Then seeing Aaos he laughed hideously, and addressed him thus: “But why cometh 

Aaos in the close season? Thou old dodger of Time, thou eye winking at all things! For thou canst will love in 

that which is most repulsive. Away O Aaos, Thou too art an arch-slaughterer of sheep.”392. Interaction with 

the guardian is, as it often the case in Aaos´dreams,  concomitant with the emergence of forms of 

laughter to whom forms of rage are very near. Both entangled with sexual lust and omnipresent 

desire. In this case a hideous laughter. “Hideous” being a word assigned to both what is immensely 

ugly to the sight and morally revolting. 

Aaos had previously done way with using a “loin cloth” to cover his passions, his laughters and 

his rages.  Now, the Guardian´s loins are covered in “gory sheepskin”393, the skin of the half dead who 

are the living. The Guardian’s laughter towards Aaos is of the Guardian. But one should note that 

what triggers it is coming sight to sight with Aaos. By being seen, Aaos turns the “ribald jesting”394 

into “laughed hideously”395, an “awful grimace” causing the guardian who is “named Necrobiosis” to first 

change form and then to disappear, “ Then the giant gave an awful grimace and turned his back, snapping 

his teeth and howling like a dog. Becoming larger and larger till of cosmic vastness, thus he disappeared.”396.  

Austin Osman Spare´s ethics and aesthetics mirrors such encounters with the ever-present hideous 

who disappears, thus coiling nature into retreating. The giant says of Aaos that he is a “dodger of 

time”397.  A dodger of necessity, of entropy, of decay, of the learning’s of experience and of living. It 

says that Aaos “winks” at all things. Smiling indiscriminately at them regardless of their underlying 

hideous nature. And, the “Guardian named Necrobiosis”  puts forth the crucible of Zoetic Art-Sorcery 
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by saying that Aaos “canst will love in that which is most repulsive.”398. Which is all of conception when 

seen through Aaos´ lenses . 

Aaos is thus not to fall prey to the Guardian. The “season” is always opened for him . The last 

words the Guardian are “ Thou too art an arch-slaughterer of sheep”399. Slaughtering death by redeeming 

it into “cosmic vastness” Aaos slaughters the sheep-slaughters, becoming archetype and archê. Let 

us compare this title, “arch-slaughterer of sheep”  to the “Zos the Goat Herd” that Austin Osman Spare 

will assume in “Anathema of Zos”, or the cursing of Zos. It is in such tension between the herding 

of the Dionysian goats and the lamb slaughtering of witchcraft,  heathenry regained, “the scene 

became more vast, more heathenly impossible”400, with the latter prevailing in Zos vel Thanatos, that 

Art-Sorcey will be defined. 

Upon awaking from the dream Aaos concludes:  “Beyond time there is a sensation as of awaking from 

the utmost impossibility of existence, from the mad dreams we call reality; the stupidities we call will.”401.  

A sensation. Not a thought and not of words. A sensuality of the “body considered as a whole” being 

precipitated away from time and eluding necrobiosis. The awakening of what it is the sensation “as 

of” being a birth through what is “called death”: “Then Aaos arose to fill his lungs with fresh air and have 

the good of motion.”402. With “The Guardian called Necrobiosis” Aaos did not struggle, nor became  the 

subject of. Aaos´ motion through the “hideous”  is not that of those living it one after the other. One 

following the other. His fresh air is not death´s “stench”. Aaos does not “follow”.

In “The Book of Pleasure” Austin Osman Spare wrote: ”This vain hope to prove finality is death itself, 

so why humbug the “Desire”?”403.  Vanity, uselessness of fore-knowledge and fore-thought, the central 

role of sexuality as “means to will”, compose the next dream, “On the Announcer of Great Events”404. 

Sensation “as of” and sexuality of the “body considered as a whole” becoming aroused in all things are 

the antidote to just dreaming the false dreams of clothed and small desires. To Aaos arising as Zos 

vel Thanatos in “the Desire”. When not made into a sin by considerations of reason and “grammar” 

they are the motion that is “good”. The air that is “fresh”. As in the ending of “The Butcher of Those who 

Follow” dream. 

“On the Announcer of Great Events” begins with Aaos alone traversing “ruins of cities”405 where none 

living is seen. The sky itself “dead and breathless”406. Aaos is “mournfully labouring his way uphill”407 in 

such a landscape, “the air heavy with the stale stench of damp charred wood and mouldeing refuse”408. Alone 
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in a dead world of hopelessness, a “chaos of debris”409, the mournful labour is the labour of work, of 

thought, of deliberation, even the labour of dreaming against the current of those living, aiming for 

a salvation. The slaughterhouse of late, the undertaker´s shop, were livelier. The constant labour of 

proceeding forth leads Aaos to stumbling, to sickness,  to weariness. And finally to pause and rest 

from exhaustion. Again, by pausing the contents of the dream unfold. “The litter of a manuscript” sits 

in the floor, and it reads “I too was once a mighty pleasure garden of all things that enchanted the senses; 

possessing men and women of every desirable form and nationality. All the hidden treasures of nature were 

exhibited with art and cunning accident. No desire could be ungratified. . . . What am I now? A putrid mess 

and dust of dead habitations. An empty wine skin destroyed and gone rotten! O, stranger, what is the cause 

of my desolation?”410.

Willing pleasure, achieving pleasure, manifesting the hidden in conception-nature, were 

not enough to divert decay, death, suffering, and unavoidable pessimism. “The Desire” can still 

be constrained and suppressed into oblivion and misery. The wheel turned back in the realm of 

Thanatos plundered in Necrobiosis´ remains, as Desire does Thanatos´ bidding. The Nemesis in this 

dream is then the full collapse of hope. Merged with the unavoidable destruction of any fixed and 

stable ground upon which to build a more or less predictable outcome or path: “When the very ground 

beneath one’s feet collapses, what is secure? What chance of escape- but fore-knowledge? Would the study of 

grammar, or correct pronunciation of language, save one?”411. Neither foreknowledge, nor grammar, nor 

correct pronunciation will do. 

Fear returns to Aaos instead  as in the shadow  of his exhausted  and sick ridden body another 

shadow grows from within it, a speaking shadow who startles him. That of an “illuminated youth”412, 

“The announcer of great events” itself, demanding of Aaos that he awakes in the dream. That dreaming 

pleasures are but one side of the coin bringing Art-Sorcery into waking reality is what first comes 

of the youth´s speech to Aaos: “All these pleasures were but dreams, which awoke too violently”413. “The 

announcer of great events” prepares thus the “Now for reality”414 with which the book will end. The 

mentioned violent awakening of dreams comes from  the very conscious wish of planning then 

materialized and conceived, afterwards. Through the march of time where one thing follows the 

other. Of thinking them through in conception. Of deliberating to turn them into objects. The youth 

says: “These pleasures now dead, suppressed their own antecedent indulgence by afterthoughts of women”415. 

Gently awakening is by banishing with a laughter merged with self love: ”What is all sexuality but the 

infinite synonyms of Self-love; self created and destroyed?”416. 

Conscious wish is to be released via laughter in Self-love. Or  an obsession who is not magical will 
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betray the pleasure willed. “All original thought, once suppressed becomes volcanic”417, as unavoidable 

as desire and leading to the obsession of blind leading the blind. Pleasures willed are not to be 

procreated directly and consciously as objects in the world. Where nature reigns. Again we are 

reminded that the promise of Art-Sorcery is foremost that of an experiencing whose by-products 

are erroneously called art. 

The interaction with the youth summits with sexual intercourse. Such intercourse is the full 

fruition of what was already sought in “The Book of Pleasure” as “let him imagine an union takes place 

between himself (the mystic union of the Ego and Absolute).”418. Only now it is not just a imaging of  

sexually engaging. Barren to conception, the youth  is Aaos ´s first and primal lover in “Dreams of 

Aaos”. Even so, we see no sexual conflict in the dream. No fear now  of falling in the small desires the 

sister had cad called upon Aaos. It is the first moment when, after the undertaker´s dream ending 

promise of smiling to “all men´s faces”, Aaos actually smiles. And the first time in any of the dreams 

when a character smiles back at Aaos. The first time when loud laughter, “Heaven´s loud guffaw”, is 

turned into a smile.

The answer for gentle awakening of  pleasures willed is to procreate in soil barren to nature and 

conception. Art-Sorcery´s soil: “Aaos, winking his eye, answered: “When asleep, one should procreate in 

barren soil? at which they both smiled.”419. This predictable realization enforced by sexual intercourse  

with the “illuminated youth” is the vanquishing of the nemesis of the dream. And is the answer for 

Aaos´s awakening in it, coming out into awakened reality, but not fully there. That only occurs in 

the very end of “Focus of Life”. The sexual intercourse itself is expressed by a gentle metaphor, “After 

they had surveyed each other, Aaos arose and left the youth”420.

Arising from surveying the youth, Aaos applies the same surveying  search to the landscape 

previously seen as the epitome of all that is dead . Aaos surveys the sky, previously “dead and 

breathless”421. To  now see “the faint glow of the sun struggling through the mists”422. Still dreaming, his 

spoken realization is “Abstinence from righteousness by total indiscrimination, becomes limitlessness. O 

Sun! like thee, I too will kiss all things and sleep alone, so that they propagate my ecstasy!”423. The dream 

awakening leads Aaos to identification with the Sun. Dawning metaphor, after night´s crossing, to 

whom he speaks realizing. Sun who from the start of the dream glowed, or no youth bearing shadow 

would grow from Aaos´ own.Arbitrariness  is via the sun conjoined with indiscrimination, lacking 

afterthought. For the greater love not to remain as one greater love of “I” in a scale of smaller others, 

co-dependent and in relation, “Awake Aaos, This sorry ruin thou didst cause by thy greater love”424. 

Righteousness is to be abstained from. Not exerted, as any moral standard or moral command 
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likewise. Abstaining actively is the neither-neither approach to solving hopelessness and collapsing 

grounds. 

Aaos deals in this dream first with the lack of hope previously stressed as the  correct view, now 

sensually. As death similarly was dealt in the course of the “I and the Undertaker” dream.  He deals it 

via the “body considered as a whole” in sexual intercourse with his Self. The second aspect Aaos deals 

is the swift and unpredictable nature of the collapse experienced. Not a gradual process who could 

be related with aging and concomitant gradual loss of sexual desire or with the gradual gaining 

of a worldly wisdom of acceptance, identifiable with maturity. The collapse is sudden, death like, 

coming at a glance, unpredictable even to an Aaos gone for long in his pleasure willing dreams.  

Reason why the wisdom and knowledge gained through years of living and of discrimination is of no 

avail. Be it the “fore-knowledge” of experience, the “study of grammar”, even the “ correct pronunciation 

of language”425.

The dream´s significance becomes clearer when Aaos actually awakens from it, and speaks to 

“his heart”426. A new interlocutor, following  the previous “goatish beard”, “his self”, his “I”, “lidless 

eye”, and his “body”. Now the “heart” enters into play. Summing up previous interlocutors. Aligned 

with a purpose. The purpose to carry on to waking reality as Art-Sorcery : “Awaking Aaos remembered 

his purpose, and spoke to his heart: “The arcana of desire [i.e. Self-love] would be satisfied with none but 

its original Self-by the unique.”427. Uniqueness and unity, exceptionality, impossibility of any natural 

satisfaction. The ouroboric circle patent since the first “I and the Arcanum“ dream is being regained 

as if new, “Wisdom is a stasis: Knowledge is like the ‘snake of eternity’, constantly eating itself and never 

finishing.”428.

The speech to “his heart” dwells once more into the new sexuality: “As in life, so in sleep-all things 

have a sexual significance, hidden by righteousness. Herein is a mystery and the means to will.”429. The sexual 

significance of things both  borders and bridges waking reality, dreams, and Thanatos. The sexual 

sense and significance in the “body considered as a whole” is the “mystery and the means to will”430. To 

be gained by kissing “all things” as an whole. Redeeming day, night, death, Zos, Thanatos. Crucial in 

the dream is that “all things”, indiscriminate and as an whole, are what  propagates the ecstasy. Once 

their sexual significance is unveiled. Art-Sorcery´s role in regard to art objects.

The unexpected collapsing and cataclysmic nature of the dream´s Nemesis is subsequently 

dealt in Aaos speech to “his heart”: “What is all humanity but one’s own forgotten deliberation-becoming 

restless? The unexpected bark of a dog should not frighten. Neither is medicine taken by pronouncing the 

name of the remedy. Verily, in the time of cataclysm it is too late to pick the right word.”431. The remedy, 
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Art-Sorcery, is incubated in the dreaming. In the death postures over and over until. Gently, daily, 

nightly. In experiences far from ordinary living, ordinary dreaming, small desires, morals and 

customs of man willing man, social and communal . Far from procreations and conceptions who 

are in this sense not “barren”. In isolation: “like thee, I too will kiss all things and sleep alone, so that 

they propagate my ecstasy”432. If not, regardless, Self-love will not be sexually experienced in Zos-

Thanatos. The dream´s Nemesis will not be surpassed. It will always be too late.

The final dream in “ Dreams of Aaos” is “The Dream That Came True”. 

From the start the dream is identified to an experience of pleasure, “One night Aaos was pleasured 

with this dream”433. The centre of the dream is Aaos´ realization of Art-Sorcery as his only road to 

recover a first and final love, and subsequent awakening into reality, “Then in his utmost weariness 

and despair, he thought much more deeply; and at last realized that the dream was the time for magic.”434. 

Besides, the dream is a recollection and a confirmation of the process so far explained: “In his early 

youth, he met a beautiful maiden-famous among men who knew perfection. She was everything desirous, 

even to her name. He became her lover, and knew her . . . to be true.”435. Sexually engaging with the maiden 

is conjunct in the dream´s recollection with knowing her, which aptly describes Austin Osman 

Spare´s methods for Art-Sorcery. And of knowing her as “true”. The truth that matters in Art-

Sorcery´s scope is arrived at by an union of flesh touching flesh where sexuality and knowledge 

become, in its uncovering, one and indistinct.

The maiden is lost to Aaos by the combined plays of doubt, belief, communal friendship, and 

an “evil voice” who speaks words, “Salvation shall be to unsay all things”.436 Distinguishing knowledge 

from sexuality, the “mystery and means to will”,437 thus parting Aaos from the maiden-mistress of Art-

Sorcery to be, “But an evil voice spoke unto him and he doubted her, believing the voice-because it was of one 

he had made his friend. In youth-like rage he cast aside his lover and wandered into marriage of every kind, 

without satisfaction.”438. Disillusioned, immersed in the conjunction of doubt and belief, “ In youth-

like rage he cast aside his lover and wandered into marriage of every kind, without satisfaction. Then the 

evil voice died.”439. Dissipation of desire, ordinary sexuality, aimless drift, compromise, and constant 

unsatisfaction after the knowing of the first mistress follow until the “evil voice” becomes silent and 

dies. One more moment of silencing in Aaos´s dreams. Of pause, as a voice dies when it shuts.

The death of the “evil voice” (remember that a “voice” had asked “hast thou no fear”440, with a 

negative answer propelling Aaos journey through his “dead body” ), prelude to a thought who needs 

not words,  marks the start of a conscious pilgrimage and seeking, still inside the dream, “For years 
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Aaos wandered restlessly seeking, but never finding his lost love: thinking they were both in Hell.”441. Such 

thinking is the superficial non vital thought whom Aaos identifies often with evil , with denial of 

artistry and with denial of the Zoetic, the “reason” and “grammar” of “The Announcer of Great Events”.

The vital thought who merges with sexuality birthing the truth that is willed in dreaming it true 

is expressed in the sentence that follows: “Then in his utmost weariness and despair, he thought much 

more deeply; and at last realized that the dream was the time for magic. And then he willed . . . With the new 

moon his wish was materialized and again he met his first and only love.”442.  Thus meeting the mistress of 

Art-Sorcery who is to be his only Lover, known as true and the truth. That the “sister”  ( whom Aaos 

never had) was already an annunciation of. In dreaming willed via Art-Sorcery, “ at last realized that 

the dream was the time for magic”443. Thus ending the “Dreams of Aaos”. 

Aaos´ last dreaming action is a speech to this first and final lover, made possible for “their 

hearts being still virgin”444, virgin from conception and from nature. The speech sums up the whole 

conclusions of the process Aaos undertook through sexuality and sleep so far. His death redeeming 

journey: “Out of Chaos have I awaked and found thee, O beloved. Death itself shall not part us; for by thee 

alone will I have children.” And they married and were ecstatic thereafter: for in their ecstasy he noticed 

Death smile.”445. Aaos is now fully awaken in the dream who is no longer a dream. 

The next step is to awaken from it into reality, dreaming it true via art-sorcery, merging going 

forth by night and going forth by day, “Aaos then awoke still living their ecstasy, and breathing heavily, 

spake to himsef “446. There is no startling in this last awakening, no violent awakening thus, but a gentle 

transition of continuity, a gentle awakening of Zos and Thanatos osmosis. The immediate speech of 

awakening is to his “Self”, again: “When the thing desired is again incarnated at the time of ecstasy; there 

can be no satiety. ONE! we now part. All things are possible with the original belief, once again found. The 

belief, simultaneous with the desire, becomes its parallel and duality ceases. When ecstasy is transcended by 

ecstasy, the I becomes atmospheric-there is no place for sensuous objects to conceive differently and react. 

Verily, greater will has no man than to-jest in ecstasy: retain thyself from giving forth thy seed of life”447. 

And this speech itself is shut by Art-Sorcery´s challenge renewed, parting away from the 

“ONE” and  from the “completed” self, from self as completion and self as necessity, “Aaos rising 

from his couch-threw away his sword and exclaimed aloud: “Now for reality!””448. The next chapter will 

precisely examine this Art-Sorcery and it´s methods based on the “Sorcery” aspect of the equation, 

to conclude.

441     Ibidem: 139.

442     Idem.

443     Idem.

444     Idem.

445     Idem.

446     Idem.

447     Ibidem: 139-140.

448     Ibidem: 140
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4 - ZOETIC ART-SORCERY AND FINAL 
CONSIDERATIONS

Sin for Austin Osman Spare is not death. Or even restriction, as it was for Aleister Crowley, “The 

word of sin is restriction”449. But suffering and what leads to it: words, concepts and thoughts. And at 

the forefront conception, maiming desire into death´s shackles, ”All conception is a denial of the Kia, 

hence we are its opposition, our own evil.”450. Art and Sorcery conjunct  are at this light unrestricted 

pleasure from ecstasy to ecstasy, not giving in to not pleasuring even in the face of decay, sexuality 

and orgasm turned against conception facing bodily decay and bodily death. But where  there is  

bios, there is death. “Zos” alone, if taken as the course nature’s deployment, is a trampled bios after 

another trampled bios,  species and individuals dead, species and individuals forgotten. 

Coupled with Eros, Thanatos results in suffering and is suffering. Coupled with Zos it stands  

for a  transgression where the Zoetic is to embrace Thanatos for the denial in the Self of the necessity 

death personifies. Eros does not pair there  with Thanatos, at this light. The denial of such necessity 

is contained in Zos itself as only necessitating change, the negation of “completeness in reality”451, 

and not  death. Spare´s Thanatos stands too for what Bataille would call “La petite mort”.  The rigor 

mortis of orgasm when the body spasms. Thanatos, if just death coupled with Eros, stands for 

the “Tears of Eros”452 that Bataille saw in the photos of  a Chinese prisoner condemned to death by a 

thousand cuts. The tears of Eros in the face of  unavoidable Thanatos , unavoidable suffering, the 

spasm in the eyes. Zos vel Thanatos is spasm through spasm death posture through death posture. 

Rigor vivens.

 “Art”, if just Art,  is an object producing manipulation, a craft. “Sorcery”, if just sorcery, a 

childish illusion of mimicry, analogy, sympathy, and belief453. Art and Sorcery conjunct is the self 

creating itself,  dreaming itself, pleasuring itself, destroying itself. Against  the conjunction of 

conception and death , the solve et coagula. Neither one neither the other. Birthing the “New Flesh” 

from closed eyelids. As Blake, Artaud, Lovecraft to a point, Andrew Chumbley, Aleister Crowley, 

Rimbaud to a point, Spare took himself to be a sorcerer. A magician or a seer. Deciding to take as 

possible to be lived what only Zos can grant to the practitioner. What  the bios lacks. A  self made 

of millions in “I” who looks for “the Theocentric in the Egocentric”454, and nowhere else. This magical 

449    In Crowley (1997), Chapter 1, verse 41: “I,41: The word of Sin is Restriction. O man! refuse not thy wife, if she will! O lover, if thou 
wilt, depart! There is no bond that can unite the divided but love: all else is a curse. Accursed! Accursed be it to the aeons! Hell.”

450    Spare, 2001: 49.

451    Ibidem: 35.

452    Bataille came to be a frantic explorer of the same family of issues, amongst Eros, Thanatos, and mysticism, that Austin Osman 
Spare worked on. See Bataille, 1961.

453    Spare, (1998a:230): “Magic is now a quasi-charlatanism seeking victims: magicians have become coprophagists having the most 
corrupt collection of gleanings and remnants ever given that name.” Yet, in the same page : “But, one cannot dismiss modern magicians 
so easily. Yes and no, there is something in most things and little enough in much, if any. Ability to enact is the denominator of our 
Truth. All parasitical longing seeks flesh to feed on... whether by magic or otherwise.”

454    Aphorism 3,(Spare, 1998b:165): “EGO expands by that which evokes mutual effluxes; therefore look for the Theocentric in the 
Egocentric.”
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genealogy and intention cannot be ignored and overlooked. It is as much paradigmatic to the artistic 

and philosophical framing as the already mentioned Dionysian. 

Yet, contrary to those mentioned above one cannot define Spare as mainly a self professed 

magician or sorcerer,  mainly a writer, mainly an artist.  Spare expressed both his sorcery and his art 

with equal commitment, as one. This is what makes him paradigmatic, and one of the reasons why 

I have chosen to name his paradigm as “Art-Sorcery”: conjoining Art and Ritual, or Art and Magic, 

or Art and Sorcery, is the most central drive of Spare´s work in its end results via graphic arts and 

texts, and in its unfolding through his biography, proven by both his texts and graphic art being 

filled with reflections on what is magic, and on what is art as magical, simultaneously.

Spare´s self admitted insertion into esoteric thought and practice is seen in at least three 

superficial  straightforward ways. The first is that he wrote grimoires455 and developed original 

methods uniting artistic practice with sorcery and ritual. The second,  both his deep relations 

with Aleister Crowley and Kenneth Grant, self professed esoterists with a vast literature, filiations 

and influences on such fields, and his very first years love of teosophical literature456. The third his 

extensive use of Dionysian themes, the goat, the satyr, the madness of frenzy,  and of the Witches´ 

Sabbath symbolism as tools for belief, myths to live by and to transmute a-new. His is a fully 

committed art, with no traces of wanting to move away from the space of the doer to the space of the 

viewer. Engaged with itself, as an ouroboros snake to its tail, “Wisdom is a stasis: Knowledge is like the 

snake of eternity, constantly eating itself and never finishing.”457. Such immersion in the elusive nature 

of the creative process, from within, led him to seek references in the grey areas of the esoteric and 

of sorcery.  To perhaps prefer what is inspirational to what is considered as true. 

Those were his stairs, “Truth is not essential to belief, as it always contains sufficient for us to make our 

truth, for if you believe a thing or idea is true, then it will become as truth for you. Therefore, if we deliberately 

attach belief to the meaning we give to a sign or symbol, then when we question that sign in our own way, via 

the subconsciousness, it will answer truthfully.”458. Or even, “Self-love only cannot be denied and is Self-love 

as such when paradoxical, under any condition, hence it alone is truth, without accessories complete.”459.

Spare related with Aleister  Crowley, a self professed magus whose proclaimed leitmotiv for his 

Ordo Templi Orientis group was “We place no reliance on virgin or pigeon, our method is science, our 

aim  religion”. Thereby envisioning systems of attainment ordered from  postulates,  theorems , and 

logically following necessary conclusions to attain “Magick in Theory and Practice”460. The dramatic 

components of Crowley´s scientific method applied then to art as related with ritual needed ( a key 

word): vast conditions to be successfully met; controlled gestures to be gradually mastered;  step by 

455    “Book of Pleasure”, when it comes to Death Posture, Sigils’ use. “Zoetic Grimoire of Zos - The Formulae of Zos vel Thanatos”, as the 
title says. And Spare´s works on divination, as well.

456    See Baker, 2014: 19-40.

457    Aphorism 1, Spare, 1998b: 165.

458    Spare, 1998a: 231.

459    Spare, 2001: 38..

460    The title of Crowley´s magnum opus on magical procedures, rituals, and doctrines, first published on Paris, 1930, by Lecram 
Press. See Crowley, 1994a. 
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step progressions that needed to be done if results were to follow. And extensive correspondence 

charts to be compared with and dully memorized:

 “The whole subject must be studied in the Book 777, and the main attributions committed to memory: then when by 
constant use the system is at last understood -- as opposed to being merely memorised -- the student will find fresh 
light break in on him at every turn as he continues to measure every item of new knowledge that he attains by this 
Standard. For to him the Universe will then begin to appear as a coherent and a necessary Whole.”461

All up to the inauguration of a New Aeon of “Love under Will”.  Of love coupled with conscious 

willing by law,  by  conscious willing controlled,  by conscious willing done ( another key word). 

Magick, and art with it were  of the will  becoming conscious of what is willed , of  willing it with 

full clarity, above all of  succeeding in bringing the willed to fruition. Of doing it: “Do what thou 

wilt”462. Magick and Art were of a rising sun, of a coming into daylight, a “crowned and conquering 

child”463. At a point in Crowley´s system control was to be abandoned  and  the “veil of the abyss” 

crossed into full pledged mysticism. But before, the practitioner had previously willed to interpret 

the most minute details of quotidian living as a necessary sign he had to correctly interpret if not 

to fail. “The vow of the abyss”, properly. Committing to  destroy the meaningless, the arbitrary, the 

non necessary. Banishing randomness as metaphysic ignorance of what there is and how it is. A 

wrong discrimination of what there is, of what was the message being put through by all there is to 

you alone would conduct one into needed to be avoided dementia. Specifically  when coupled with 

the necessity of interpreting everything as a needed to know message for you alone. Egotism was 

extremely dangerous and unavoidable in the long run. As much as lack of knowledge was extremely 

dangerous and knowledge in the long run never enough. The vow of the abyss thus demanded  

calcinations.

Obsessing with such an hermeneutic deliria, a New Word, with a New Voice would eventually 

be willed into the world, proclaimed. To be again submitted to clarification, a new gospel in the 

proper sense of the word. Still, in Crowley´s case, a mythology of the Verb, a glorification of speech, 

of the Fiat Lux light that speaks, a golden verb. Crowley´s Word was, most naturally, “Thelema”, with 

overtones of Rabelais´ “Abbey of Thelema”,  Nietzsche´s “Will to Power”,  Schopenhauer’s “Will”. The 

final surrendering before the proclamation of the word was not a willed giving up of  the needed 

knowing and clarification by abandoning the utmost control needed. Neither was it  permanent, but  

instead a willed sacrificial humiliation of rationality of which the will would survive pure to reign 

and master over love. Becoming pure will, an all powerful will, free from what myths as Tantalus 

and Sisyphus call upon. As Mishima, for example,  built his body stronger to better kill himself with 

it, Crowley would build  reason, and power and conscious willing to  annihilate it in the far ending 

reach via literal humiliation, literal inversion of roles, as for Mishima the body cult gained relevance 

for the suicide that terminated his body. Eventually to literal surrender of what he took as the over 

461    In Crowley, 1938.

462    In Crowley,  1997: I-40.

463    Crowley, 1979: 399.
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most symbol of will, the erect priapic phallus as the literal and metaphoric symbol of the Fiat Lux. 

Advices towards such hermeneutic deliria on pair with reason building are given, for example, here:

1. Let the Exempt Adept procure the Prolegomena of Kant, and study it, paying special attention to the 
Antinomies.

2. Also Hume’s doctrine of Causality in his “Enquiry.”

3. Also Herbert Spencer’s discussion of the three theories of the Universe in his “First Principles,” Part I.

4. Also Huxley’s Essays on Hume and Berkeley.

5. Also Crowley’s Essays: Berashith, Time, The Soldier and the Hunchback, et cetera.

6. Also the “Logik” of Hegel.

7. Also the “Questions of King Milinda” and the Buddhist Suttas which bear on Metaphysic.

8. Let him also be accomplished in Logic. (Formal Logic, Keynes.) Further let him study any classical works to 
which his attention may be sufficiently directed in the course of his reading.

9. Now let him consider special problems, such as the Origin of the World, the Origin of Evil, Infinity, the 
Absolute, the Ego and the non-Ego, Freewill and Destiny, and such others as may attract him.

10. Let him subtly and exactly demonstrate the fallacies of every known solution, and let him seek a true solution 
by his right Ingenium.

11. In all this let him be guided only by clear reason, and let him forcibly suppress all other qualities such as 
Intuition, Aspiration, Emotion, and the like.

12. During these practices all forms of Magick Art and Meditation are forbidden to him. It is forbidden to him to 
seek any refuge from his intellect.

13. Let then his reason hurl itself again and again against the blank wall of mystery which will confront him.464

For Crowley such surrender and it´s building up did imply a masochistic humiliation  (that we 

will find at a different light in Spare´s Sabbath and so is very much relevant to distinguish from),  

in the lines of what in Masoch´s “Venus in Furs” is referred as a cruel but radical healing. Crowley 

accordingly, as the story goes, made himself  repeatedly eat the excrements of Leah Hirsig, one 

of his “Scarlet Women”, in a ritualized context, and  dressed himself as a woman to the point of 

makeup. While repeatedly, with Leah Hirsig´s help, tried to  engage a male ass into raping him in 

the anus. With little avail according to his “Magical Records”465. Spare would  consider this over cared 

mapping and planning of powering the will as a contradictory nonsense, a self defeating  babbling 

of illusions. In the “Book of Pleasure”:

“Others praise ceremonial Magic, and are supposed to suffer much Ecstasy! Our asylums are crowded, the stage is 
over-run! Is it by symbolizing we become the symbolized? Were I to crown myself King, should I be King? Rather 
should I be an object of disgust or pity. These Magicians, whose insincerity is their safety, are but the unemployed 
dandies of the Brothels. Magic is but one’s natural ability to attract without asking; ceremony what is unaffected, 
its doctrine the negation of theirs. I know them well and their creed of learning that teaches the fear of their own 

464    Crowley, 1988b: 241 – 245.

465    See Symonds, 1989: 267-268. 
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light. Vampires, they are as the very lice in attraction. Their practices prove their incapacity, they have no magic to 
intensify the normal, the joy of a child or healthy person, none to evoke their pleasure or wisdom from themselves. 
Their methods depending on a morass of the imagination and a chaos of conditions, their knowledge obtained with 
less decency than the hyena his food, I say they are less free and do not obtain the satisfaction of the meanest among 
animals. Self condemned in their disgusting fatness, their emptiness of power, without even the magic of personal 
charm or beauty, they are offensive in their bad taste and mongering for advertisement. The freedom of energy is not 
obtained by its bondage, great power not by disintegration. Is it not because our energy (or mind stuff ) is already 
over bound and divided, that we are not capable, let alone magical?” 466 

Discriminated  understanding and  control are not a condition for their denial, “Desire seeks 

all essential affixes–the only necessity is sincerity”467. Sanity is a fool´s creed from the start. Dreadful 

egotism is fought by laughing at it, not by going against it with an erect sledge hammer, or by 

self flagellation. Conscious willing in art-ritual, seriously taken, is as a dog with his mouth open 

swimming in a river to drink all the river into its stomach. Exactly what  art and  ritual should not 

be about.  So, Austin Osman Spare can  well end his “Anathema of Zos” with the sentence: ”Let me go 

forth to recreate my sleep”468. And can well call his Sabbath as “The feast of the super sensualists” through 

the  “Quadriga Sexualis”, “omnifarious sexuality”, up to the  original androginity, as hinted at in Plato´s 

Symposium. And in “Zoetic Grimoire of Zos” write: “The ‘a posteriori’ illumination reveals the inter-

sexual correspondences of all things, and great emotiveness becomes... My desires have made a sentient 

soul, an obsession, a vampire, an insatiable negress of pendulous breasts and fatted thighs riding me into 

the abysses of the quadriga sexualis...”469. Not for the tears of Eros in Thanatos. Not for what would 

be a necessary human condition, a finitude to use a philosophical term. But for  the joy of Zos vel 

Thanatos.  

Truth be told, Spare did not always deviate so forcefully from the attempt of a logical and 

coherent exposition of what he understood as magic, mimicking Crowley´s form for a  very short 

while. Most notoriously in “Book of Pleasure”, and in the posthumous “Zoetic Grimoire of Zos”. But 

it indeed stands just as an attempt, soon diverted into other realms  as if he cannot help himself, 

regardless. Those realms being where his Art-Sorcery does thrive. One example is his attempt at a 

propositional explanation  of  the “Complete Thesis and Ritual of Magical Transitivity”470, at a point of 

“Zoetic Grimoire of Zos” :

“PROPOSITIONAL:

That man is a complex of appetites seeking satisfaction–imperative–either ‘copulatio or suppositio’ (or both). 
That by certain arbitrary and deliberate acts he can synchronize desire and event ‘as now’, i.e., as though arbiter.
That any desire, sufficiently dynamic, compressed into a single wish or belief (as ‘question-request’), if arabesquely 
formulated, will fulfil its evolution expediently and return its conative possibility.

466    Spare, 2001:39.

467    Spare, 1998a: 230.

468    Spare, 1927: 35.

469    Spare, 1998a: 228.

470    Ibidem: 235.
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Transference from the conscious to the subconscious is automatic when [the wish is] suppressed and sublated 
by symbols, sigils or glyphs understood either personally or universally. Man is a ratio of his experience, but the 
subconsciousness is all-knowing (limit unknown).
The mind grants limitless power (will), only measured against belief, and indifferent re: ‘quo animo’.
Familiarity breeds all things, including Gods, and Virus, the rare compathy or the commonplace: either we are 
‘arrivists’ or recidivists.
Anyone is capable of anything (will plus belief is ability) if they themselves create the opportune moment and 
incentive. Heaven gives no genius to disbelievers and no vengeance worse than the body denied.
The terrain between pure Ego (mediator) and ego empirical (conative) is the formative, amalgamative and 
rationalizing domain which reveals by symbols and metaphor only, and which answers only by such presentation, 
i.e., a problem, a cryptograph and picturesque arabesques»

The above “propositional” explanation closes with a set of examples of desires metamorphosed 

into “Word-symbols”, and then into “sigils” constructed out of them so that “magical transitivity” and 

wish-fulfilment would obtain. The examples go as follows :

“No. 1: Desire for Truth expressed as a question in word-symbols thus:

 

(“What is consciousness?”) sigillated thus:

No. 2: Desire for Pleasure. Request to realize Ideal tactually: “I desire a large-bottomed woman for social 

congress”. As word-symbols:

As sigil:

No. 3. Desire for unique experience expressed as: “I desire intercourse with a vampire”. Word-symbols:

Sigil:
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No. 4: Altruistic desire, as: “I wish the death of Stalin”.

Word-Symbols thus:

 

(N.B. Names always given as sigils.)

Sigil:

Apart from the above, the rest is symbolic metaphor as an abstract ritual of the thesis, and here the use of 

spatial and expressive language is justified and gives colour and verisimilitude. Onomatopoeic words should 

be used.”471

The quote above aptly illustrates the point while revealing layers in Spare´s understanding of 

Sorcery. The humour, the work on the alphabet and language, sound and phonemes, the role of 

the subconscious, are but evident.  Putting them together with Crowley´s theorems and postulates 

in “Magick in Theory and Practice”472 stresses the differences even further. Precisely in the form of 

presentation as related with Spare´s understanding of magic as art, and not science. Quoting is 

helpful as well to understand  a background in Spare´s mind when discussing magic. His version of 

it, named more properly as sorcery, and eventually as Art-Sorcery. Crowley goes as follows:

“I) DEFINITION.

Magick is the Science and Art of causing Change to occur in conformity with Will.
(Illustration: It is my Will to inform the World of certain facts within my knowledge. I therefore take “magickal 
weapons”, pen, ink, and paper; I write “incantations”---these sentences---in the “magickal language” ie, that which 
is understood by the people I wish to instruct; I call forth “spirits”, such as printers, publishers, booksellers and so 
forth and constrain them to convey my message to those people. The composition and distribution of this book is 
thus an act of Magick by which I cause Changes to take place in conformity with my Will.)
In one sense Magick may be defined as the name given to Science by the vulgar.

471     Ibidem: 235-236.

472     Crowley, 1994a: 128-135.
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II) POSTULATE.

ANY required change may be effected by the application of the proper kind and degree of Force in the proper manner, 
through the proper medium to the proper object.
(Illustration: I wish to prepare an ounce of Chloride of Gold. I must take the right kind of acid, nitro-hydrochloric 
and no other, in a vessel which will not break, leak or corrode, in such a manner as will not produce undesirable 
results, with the necessary quantity of Gold: and so forth. Every change has its own conditions.
In the present state of our knowledge and power some changes are not possible in practice; we cannot cause eclipses, 
for instance, or transform lead into tin, or create men from mushrooms. But it is theoretically possible to cause 
in any object any change of which that object is capable by nature; and the conditions are covered by the above 
postulate.)”473

From this point on I will just quote some of Crowley´s “Theorems”, leaving aside his lengthy 

comments and illustrations on them:

“III) THEOREMS.

1) Every intentional act is a Magickal act. By “intentional” I mean “willed”. But even unintentional acts so seeming 
are not truly so. Thus, breathing is an act of the Will to Live. 2) Every successful act has conformed to the postulate. 
3) Every failure proves that one or more requirements of the postulate have not been fulfilled.4) The first requisite 
for causing any change is thorough qualitative and quantitative understanding of the conditions.5) The second 
requisite of causing any change is the practical ability to set in right motion the necessary forces. [...]10) Nature is 
a continuous phenomenon, though we may not know in all cases how things are connected.11) Science enables us 
to take advantage of the continuity of Nature by the empirical application of certain principles whose interplay 
involves different orders of idea connected with each other in a way beyond our present comprehension. [...]17) 
A man may learn to use any force so as to serve any purpose, by taking advantage of the above theorems.[...] 23) 
Magick is the Science of understanding oneself and one’s conditions. It is the Art of applying that understanding in 
action.[...] 25) Every man must do Magick each time he acts or even thinks, since a thought is an internal act whose 
influence ultimately affects action, though it may not do so at the time.[...]27) Every man should make Magick the 
keystone of his life. He should learn its laws and live by them.” 474   

The Dionysian re-invented as Zos, as stated previously, is the first framing for us to understand 

the Zoetic Art- Sorcery of Austin Osman Spare, as expressed in Zos vel Thanatos, single entity, both, 

and neither. Connecting it with Art, Ritual, and Sorcery. 

It is also clear that a critical gaze on at least western art  history may certainly trace from the 

Dionisyan cult and festivities a dual progeny of  ritual and art mingled or of rite and art at the same 

time. From scenic arts to music, to poetry, to the Eucharist, to whatever gathering whose purpose is 

ritualized towards a more explicit or implicit goal and whose  ritual steps are done in order to entice 

or achieve such goal.  Examples can include  those where the Dionysian is coupled with whatever it 

is seen as opposed to, as  the  ones where it is fully claimed alone. As  even the ones where it is denied. 

Then, to call upon art and ritual  as something to be related together or that is together, is a 

common strand  in much of nineteenth and twentieth century art. Performance, Theatre, Dance, 

Happenings, Fluxus , Actionists, immediately strike us to that extent. But in  literature and  music 

473     Idem.

474     Idem. 
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examples could also be easily collected. They do not illustrate or proof this genealogy as the subject 

matter is too complex to be thus simplified. Neither is it one where irrefutable proofs can be given. 

But it is in many aspects evident, even if not certain, that dramatic and musical rituals, art and 

ritual together, share a Dionysian heritage. Considering the Dionysian and the merging of art and 

ritual will then help us to understand Art-Sorcery as Spare certainly  and willingly stepped on both , 

or on neither-neither ends of the art and ritual spectrum.  Managing thus to bring something new as 

far as both are concerned. From art to sorcery, and back to art again to a point where we are dealing 

with can only be named as art-sorcery. A single entity doomed to fail if either of its  aspects is left 

untouched. 

Spare devised an understanding of ritual, and consequently of art, distant from  mimetic, 

sympathetic, and analogical  procedures. One is not to imitate nature or emulate nature, except for 

occasional craft advancing training purposes. In the subject of the art. In the method to achieve it. 

And in the further aesthetic ideal to be sought.  In ritual, he ill advises against imitation to become. 

A ritualistic goal is not achieved by imitation of what is wanted but has not yet been achieved. This 

would  enforce the feeling of lacking by enforcing belief in what lacks. Leading to a  self delusional 

comedy of errors.

Sympathy towards the object is  not necessary. First in ritual, and then in art. Sympathy 

presupposes beforehand a gap. A duality to be breached between the lover and the beloved, between 

the “I” and the “Thou”. Such duality in its action and complexity of infinite ramifications is the 

obstacle to creation and to becoming the created a-new. Both in ritual and in art the underlying 

path of creation is one of anathema and  blasphemy. Of  transgression towards the completed object 

and the completed subject as they appear to perception and feeling. To subject and object as given. 

Analogy in ritual implies the belief in “as this, so is that”. It asks for various degrees of making the 

different alike. Spare argues that one ought to seek for a purpose who is, to put it bluntly, like no 

other. Analogy is an unwanted delay of the act of doing it. Reality is to be embraced by imagination as 

the faculty of allowing impossible images to be birthed and acted on: “Now,  for Reality!”475. Relations 

of analogy change, are ultimately arbitrary in the long run and prey on what he calls “ a fundamental 

illusion”. That of fostering division.

His understanding of ritual is even independent of  physical enacting. Of any ceremonious 

repetition of one experience after the other: “Know all ritual, ceremony, conditions, as arbitrary (you 

have yourself to please), a hindrance and confusion”476.  It is as much distant from  hope, “to ask is to be 

denied”477, and from  belief, as from conscious willed expectation. It is an understanding which is 

neither a representation of,  not even a presentation of, but dreaming true. Which he  then proceeded 

to unite  with artistic practice, artistic pathos, and artistic ethos. Exactly as a way of becoming 

“New Flesh” for the trampling Dionysian bull to trample milk and honey from. Extracting the  

475     Spare, 1921: 140.

476     Spare, 2001: 125.

477     Ibidem: 37.
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omnipresent self: “the negation of completeness as reality”478. From and towards a “new sexuality”. Such 

an understanding of ritual shapes then his understanding of art,  the methods to achieve it, and the 

end goal behind its results. From the merging and tensions between these two poles, that of art and 

that of sorcery,  a specific philosophy still arises. Not directly sought out, but by itself what remains 

in the shores of the artistic and ritualistic process. Needless to say, one should not turn it into an 

orderly system as it cannot appear as such without intimate betrayal to the spirit it aims to carry. It 

is even very much dubious if it can be presented as such. It certainly moves away from being so in 

the unfolding in time of Spare´s writing. 

Referring to Nietzsche would seem unavoidable when tackling the Donysian in Spare. But Spare 

hardly speaks of him, though he appears to have read and annotated “Zarathustra”. And does not  

do so nicely even when it looks as if he does: “The God of the “Will” is the command to obey, its Justice 

everyone fears-it is a Sword-your desert for obedience! “Will” is the command to believe, your will is what 

you have believed actively willing the belief for you! You think when “it” wishes! “Will” is complication, the 

means of a means.”479.

Correlations with Nietzsche were mostly made by viewers attending his exhibitions, through 

very scarce critical articles. Due to a supposed similitude in style in some of his writings, most 

notoriously “Anathema of Zos”. Even so, such similarities are much less relevant than actual 

differences. And they occur not only and not particularly with Nietzsche but with a plethora of 

other artists. Such correlations were probably made in order to better understand and present Spare 

to a general public who had such references easily available, and none on Spare. The same sort of 

correlations followed through regarding Freud, and regarding the surrealist movement480. When 

Spare speaks of a “Primal Id”, or of the “Unconscious” and the “Subconscious”: 

“Why is the subconsciousness always cryptically symbolic and mainly manifests in sleep? As usual, there is more 
than one answer: 1) Why do the stars only show at night? And, ‘hold your hand in front of your face and you 
cannot see the Sun’, i.e., our foreconsciousness is mainly from outside and therefore precludes inner vision. 2) The 
subconsciousness discloses slowly and latently, because by our limitations we can realize only so much at any ‘one 
time’. 3) Any full disclosure and the whole need and purpose of existence would be unnecessary.“481

Spare actually drank on Freud, but took very little concerns for fidelity and with strong critiques 

overall dismissed the growing science of psychology. Thus, understanding Freud would not 

significantly help at understanding Zoetic Art-Sorcery. As to Surrealism, he  draws and writes much 

before the surrealist movement was going full throttle, having no contact whatsoever with it.  In both 

cases, Nietzsche and Freud, we may more precisely speak, at most, of possible side contaminations, 

never of direct influences. Certainly not the most relevant  to understand the specificity of what we 

are dealing with. With Surrealism a parallel track, at most.

478     Ibidem: 35.

479     Ibidem: 59.

480     See Baker, 2014: 116; 165-187.

481     Spare, 1998a:231.
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Arrived here, it is useful to recall a fragment of Eubulus482, where Dionysos, the God, speaks of 

the original Symposium drinking gatherings: 

“For sensible men I prepare only three kraters: one for health (which they drink first), the second for love and pleasure, 
and the third for sleep. After the third one is drained, wise men go home. The fourth krater is not mine any more—it 
belongs to bad behaviour; the fifth is for shouting; the sixth is for rudeness and insults; the seventh is for fights; the 
eighth is for breaking the furniture; the ninth is for depression; the tenth is for madness and unconsciousness.” 483

Spare´s Zos vel Thanatos takes the road after the fourth krater: the krater where  the bios leaves 

or coils in anger and depression. Up unto after the tenth, in  pleasure, for non “sensible men”, “Then 

follows a short perverse communion, then a symposium with suggestive exhibitionism, libidinous stories and 

abreaction of sexual fantasies–developing into the real thing.”484. Thus upturning the accepted Dionysian 

remains in the polis, these being theatre and  sensible symposium. As if both were not the experience 

of the God, in reality, but  mere corpses of the God, mere  hints of the God,  mere symbols of the God. 

Somehow, Alcibiades ends up playing a similar role in the end of Plato´s Symposium. If nothing 

else, Dionysian ritual was  filled with women, as Zos vel Thanatos is. Where theatre and symposium 

were  matters  predominantly of men. 

The joy, or pleasure through sleeping death, that Spare is so keen on, still framing it via this 

initial Dionysian understanding of Zos vel Thanatos, can be too directly related to the ending 

chapter of Bonanno´s “Armed Joy”. Where it appears in the context of  insurrectional anarchism : 

“ Let us sit for a moment on the ruins of the history of the persecuted, and reflect. The world does not belong to us. 
If it has a master who is stupid enough to want it the way it is, let him have it. Let him count the ruins in the place 
of buildings, the graveyards in the place of cities, the mud in the place of rivers and the putrid sludge in the place of 
seas. The greatest conjuring trick in the world no longer enchants us. We are certain that communities of joy will 
emerge from our struggle here and now. And for the first time life will triumph over death.”  485

Spare was neither a committed anarchist nor a communal creature, “There is nothing simpler 

than speaking to your inmost self, and nothing more difficult. The first conditions are Secrecy, Silence and 

Solitude.”486.  He was not of the community of men´s issues with men, at least, “I believe in ‘strangerhood’: 

the trouble with ‘brotherhood’ as an ideal is that man’s present behaviour is too bloody for words.”487.  The 

only exception his description of the Witches´ Sabbath as also a communal practice: “This is always 

secret, communal and periodic; an enforced consummation for almost unlimited wish-fulfillment by lengthy 

voluntary abstinence, repression and sacrifice until release by mass sexual saturation, for one purpose: the 

exteriorization of a wish by a great saving and a total spending.”488. Nowhere else is there any reference 

482     For a complete overview of Eubulus´ work, see: Eubulus, 1983.

483     Eubulus, in  Peters, 2009: 36.

484     Spare, 1998a: 220.

485     Bonanno, 1977: 55. 

486     Spare: 1998a : 223. 

487     Aphorism 160, Spare, 1998b: 173.

488     Spare, 1998a: 219.
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to communal practices. The Sabbath at times, as he sees it, is but the exception that confirms this 

rule, “always secret, communal and periodic“. Ritualized, thus, in Art-Sorcery, “grand-scale hysteria or 

saturnalia”489.

But the quote from Bonanno he could understand as the banishing of what he called “Earth 

Inferno”, the inferno of the normal. Most certainly would confess “Zos vel Thanatos” as hand in hand 

with the triumph the last sentence expresses,” And for the first time life will triumph over death”. If 

in the present tense, not where it appeals to the future or to any belief becoming faith, “To cast 

aside, not save, I come. Inexorably towards myself; to smash the law, to make havoc of the charlatans, the 

quacks, the swankers and brawling salvationists with their word-tawdry phantasmagoria; to disillusion and 

awaken every fear of your natural, rapacious selves”490. For what does not belong to us, or is not of us, in 

art-sorcery, he would have included the whole natural order of procreation to death. Conception as 

procreation, to be sacrificed. It is her own son, Penteus, that the mother kills, “Brutally shall I teach 

the gospel of soul-suicide, of contraception, not preservation and procreation”491.

For what words count, and Spare did interact with Crowley, he proclaimed from the start the  

“sacred word of ambivalence”, “neither-neither”, “does not matter-need not be”. Inaugurating  methods 

of Omni-presenting such unity of not being either. Methods at moments even  pseudo-logical (sets 

of instructions) but never logically necessary or algorithmic. More like formulas of divination and 

hint, gut feeling methods. If something is remotely necessary, apparently necessary in fact but not 

logically necessary at all, that is the neither-neither  device. Apparently necessary is, also, to follow 

the advice in one of Crowley´s reference books, the “Book of the Sacred Magic of Abramelin the Mage”, 

“inflame thyself with prayer”. The mentioned book is Crowley´s inspiration for the most relevant of 

his pre-abyss rituals, the invocation of  the “Holy Guardian Angel”: “the Single Supreme Ritual is the 

attainment of the Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel. It is the raising of the complete 

man in a vertical straight line.”492. 

But the stress is on the inflaming, not  in the prayer. Jean Genet would end his essay on the artist 

balanced on a rope493 ( a leitmotiv that starts in Nietzsche’s Zarathustra in fact, and where not to fall 

is not really the point of the matter) with a similar injunction : “Il  s´agissait de t´enflammer, non de 

t´enseigner.”494. Spare adds, crucially, that after the  inflaming, inflaming should  be forgotten, put 

behind, put to sleep, “Sleep has many depths and death is but a ‘reparative becoming’, for we are of eternity 

in time”495. That  prayer is useful for nothing but exhaustion. To  exhaust and to forget, to  obsess into 

forgetfulness. To  diminish, and not to grow. Prayer, or anything of the sort, has only a negative use. 

That of  destroying via exhaustion the belief it stands on. To set the desire behind it free, and to set 

489     Idem. 

490     Spare, 1927: 24.

491     Ibidem: 18.

492     Crowley, 1994a.

493     Genet, 1979: 107-127.

494     Ibidem: 127.

495     Spare, 1998a: 219.
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it as object free, so that  the self comes to know that it desires nothing but the self itself in Zos vel 

Thanatos. The self who is millions, that is legion, “I am God, and all other gods are my imagery. I gave 

birth to myself. I am millions of forms excreating; eternal; and nothing exists except through me; yet I am not 

them–they serve me.I am inconceivable because I make the conceivable as I so will. I am beyond Law, for my 

casualness rationalizes all things to my pleasure. I am the stranger, ever.”496.

The idea behind is not new. It can even be found in some of the Cabbalistic works and/or 

traditions that were dear to Crowley, but whose particulars he did not choose to enact as much as did 

the formally ritualistic ones. Abraham Abulafia´s Temurah is what comes to mind. But, all things 

together, prayer as prayer is of little use. As is asking, ask and you shall not receive. What is meant 

here by prayer is not just religious prayer. Do not  pray. Do not hope. Do not  ask. Do not  follow 

the “if-then” logic,  never believe (unless deliberately, “Our belief must be fixed and be-lived, at least ‘as 

if ’.”497) in the truth of whatever you place as antecedent. Replace it with  “as if ” and “as now” followed 

by  no consequent. And then followed by “neither-neither”. One cannot help but to trace parallels 

with Konstantin Stanislavsky´s reformulation of acting technique, his “magical if”498. Whatever it 

comes, Art-Sorcery grows from attracting without asking, “Magic is but one´s natural ability to attract 

without asking”499, the opposite of  “ask, and you will receive”. 

Spare´s methods include what he named the “Death Posture”, who doubles as a set of techniques 

conjoining sexuality, dreaming, and body positions in inner movement, and as a foundation 

experience of ecstasy when it is no longer just a posture: “By means of the Death Posture, total 

transportation of consciousness into the sex-centre occurs. This brings about pure aesthesis and the creation 

of a new sexuality by autotelic concept: the subsequent ecstasy is a sublimation. Because every other sense 

is brought to nullity by sex-intoxication, it is called the ‘Death Posture’. Everything is ‘a priori’ to the 

act.”500. Finally, the Death Posture triples as an ideal on approaching the living conflict of beliefs and 

desires: “From that idea is the formula of non-resistance germinating “Does not matter- please yourself.””501.

Spares gives three almost concrete examples (“There are many preliminary exercises, as innumerable as 

sins, futile of themselves but designative of the ultimate means.”502) on how to induce this elusive entity 

to manifest and initiate it´s process. They were to be combined in practice. 

The first is similar to corpse laying, seeming as a quite personal variation of the yogic Shavásana 

pose: “Lying on your back lazily, the body expressing the condition of yawning, suspiring while conceiving 

by smiling, that is the idea of the posture. Forgetting time with those things which were essential- reflecting 

their meaninglessness, the moment is beyond time and its virtue has happened”503. Conceiving here means 

496     Ibidem: 228.

497     Ibidem: 237.

498     See Stanislavsky, 2008.

499     Spare, 2001: 39.

500     Spare, 1998a: 228.

501     Spare, 2001: 65.

502     Ibidem: 68.

503     Ibidem: 67.
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engaging in masturbation (“hindering belief and semen from conception”504) while simultaneously 

yawning, sighing, and smiling, and reflecting on meaninglessness. Of what is to happen in the 

mind Spare says little. Just that it ought to turn meaningless what is usually taken as essential. 

Everything related to the “I was”, “Query to great arrivism: behold everything in the self. Thou art this and 

all that exists–but here’s the catch–never at one time. Mind is universal and includes; Ego separates. ‘That art 

Thou’ never is... always. I was or may become this, and only ‘I am’ in Ego, often losing self-consciousness.”505.

The second is physical exertion via a contortioned stance to exhaustion and collapse, “Standing on 

tip-toe, with the arms rigid, bound behind by the hands, clasped and straning the utmost, the neck streched- 

breathing deeply and spasmodically, till giddy and sensation comes in gusts, gives exhaustion and capacity 

for the former.”506 It stands in the family of many such trance inducing techniques where the body 

is pushed to limits. The stretching on the neck gasping for hair deeply and spasmodically closely 

recalls voluntary hanging or choking, with the corresponding sexual erection associated with such 

practice and its corresponding states.

The third is a form of mirror gazing with visualization until laughter, “Gazing at your reflection till 

it is blurred and you know not the gazer, close your eyes (this usually happens involuntarily) and visualize. 

The light (always an X in curious evolutions) that is seen should be held on to, never letting go, till the effort 

is forgotten, this gives a feeling of immensity (which sees a small form), whose limit you cannot reach. This 

should be practised before experiencing the foregoing. The emotion that is felt is the knowledge which tells 

you why.”507. This last example seems previous to the other two. It enacts the myth of Narcissus in 

its own way, through the pool of the Self. Spare´s examples of Death Postures, being dynamic and 

engaging prior-to-the act sexuality, are far removed from Crowley´s recommended initial postures 

to tame the body, four asanas of yoga whose aim was to attain perfect stillness:

1. You must learn to sit perfectly still with every muscle tense for long periods.

2. You must wear no garments that interfere with the posture in any of these experiments. 

3. The first position: (The God). Sit in a chair; head up, back straight, knees together, hands on knees, eyes closed.

4. The second position: (The Dragon). Kneel; buttocks resting on the heels, toes turned back, back and head 
straight, hands on thighs.

5. The third position: (The Ibis). Stand, hold left ankle with right hand, free forefinger on lips.

6. The fourth position: (The Thunderbolt). Sit; left heel pressing up anus, right foot poised on its toes, the heel 
covering the phallus; arms stretched out over the knees; head and back straight.

7. Various things will happen to you while you are practising these positions; they must be carefully analysed 
and described.

8. Note down the duration of practice; the severity of the pain (if any) which accompanies it, the degree of 
rigidity attained, and any other pertinent matters.

504     Ibidem: 69.   

505     Spare, 1998a: 229.

506     Spare, 2001: 67.

507     Ibidem: 67-68
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9. When you have progressed up to the point that a saucer filled to the brim with water and poised upon the 
head does not spill one drop during a whole hour, and when you can no longer perceive the slightest tremor 
in any muscle; when, in short, you are perfectly steady and easy, you will be admitted for examination; and, 
should you pass, you will be instructed in more complex and difficult practices. 508

Spare´s Death Postures demand physical tension towards a goal, inner movement and not 

stillness, and  auto-eroticism literal or volitional. The “body considered as a whole” is included as a 

key element participating and conducting the experience, “Importance lies in things ‘as now’. Flesh 

exists to be exploited. It is in all things and all things will be through it. All emanations are through the flesh 

and nothing has reality for us without it”509. Not just as an unruly entity to be tamed before breath and 

mind are on turn controlled too, as was the case in Crowley´s curricular progression. Spare wrote : 

“We are not the object by the perception, but by becoming it. Closing the gateways of sense is no help”510. The 

body was to be tamed in Crowley´s curricula so that complex visualizations could be engaged in 

assumed physical postures for long with absence of any distractions coming from it. An example:

1. Now let him resume his former posture. Two and twenty times shall he figure to himself that he is bitten by a 
serpent, feeling even in his body the poison thereof. And let each bite be healed by an eagle or hawk, spreading 
its wings above his head, and dropping thereupon a healing dew. But let the last bite be so terrible a pang at 
the nape of the neck that he seemeth to die, and let the healing dew be of such virtue that he leapeth to his feet.

2. Let there be now placed within his egg a red cross, then a green cross, then a golden cross, then a silver cross; 
or those things which these shadow forth. Herein is silence; for he that hath rightly performed the meditation 
will understand the inner meaning hereof, and it shall serve as a test of himself and his fellows.

3. Let him now remain in the Pyramid or Cone of Light, as an Egg, but no more of blackness. 511

Spare´s methods also include Sigils, written or drawn, to bypass conscious consciousness, 

“Conscious desire is non-attractive. The mind quiet and focussed, undisturbed by external images does 

not distort the sense impressions (there is no hallucination; it would end in imaginative fulfilment), 

but magnifies the existing desire, and joins it to the object in secret.”512 and to turn the familiar (as in a 

practical silogism) belief-desire conundrum into a mysteric abstraction, “Within the Alphabet lies all 

the arbitrary abracadabra of our knowledge.”513. The process is somewhat technical. It basically implies  

stating a desire formally in written form, to operate on the writing re-arranging or eliminating 

letters as to produce a  seemingly meaningless sound, incantation or mantra, and a drawing from 

the abstracted automated drawing of the letters. An evocation drawing as the vevers from voodoo,  

to better understand, but with no direct symbolical connotations. 

The end result of sigilization is to be a strange corpus of sounds and drawings bearing  no 

508     Crowleys, 1994c: 593-601.

509     Spare, 1998a: 230.

510     Spare, 2001: 113.    

511     Crowley, 1994b: 587-592.

512     Spare, 2001: 104.

513     Aphorism 20, Spare, 1998b: 165.
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resemblance to, or visible reminder of, the desire-belief that gave birth to it. That strange corpus 

is what  death postures and the usual magical paraphernalia of invocations and evocations are 

then applied to at given moments, “Hence let him wait for a belief to be subtracted, that period when 

disillusionment has taken place . Verily disappointment is his chance. “This free entity of belief ” and his desire 

are united to his purpose by the use of Sigils or sacred letters. By projecting the consciousness into one part, 

sensation not being manifold, becomes intensified .” 514. From  sigils and  with sigils  Alphabet(s) of Desire 

are to be formed where  basic units are sigilized raw emotions. Leading to  complexes of emotions 

or other mental/physical/mostly sexual states (of homo,  hetero, and  autoeroticism combined) who 

make do of the  traditional daimonic and angelic creatures, incubus and succubus, and familiars: 

”All desire, whether for Pleasure, Knowledge, or Power, that cannot find “Natural” expression, can by Sigils 

and their formula find fulfilment from the sub-consciousness. Sigils are the means of guiding and uniting 

the partially free belief with an organic desire, its carriage and retention till its purpose served in the sub-

conscious self, and its means of reincarnation in the Ego.” 515.

Behind all of Spare´s methods is too the pivotal notion that all fornicates endlessly, “’Fornicatus 

benedictus! (...) Lead me into all temptations of my flesh so I may trespass greatly into thy ways by my 

desires: for thou art all sex-seeking unity, thou mighty genitalia of creation that knoweth no satiation–

grant thou my wish, for thou art all power, ecstasy and actuality. Amen! “516. The notion that all desires 

are consummated one way or the other as everything is endlessly fornicating for a desire to be 

conceived, one way or the other. That the metaphysical substrata of  what there is in the Zoetic and 

in the  Bios-Thanatos conjunction is what could be called Genetic Libido or Generational Libido. In 

the howling of cats in heat. In the  mating dance of  Scorpions. In the  hungry female Spiders and 

Mantis post coital appetite. In the voracious multiple orgies of snails. And in the  intumescing male 

and female organs through sexual arousal, erogenous “truth”: “Let us desire no better pantheon than 

the zoomorphic in which to find a place: better to venerate our animal ancestry (until fully human), then 

the least attainable and most unknowable will disclose our next step.”517. According to Spare, and to the 

Dionysia of course, mostly in Woman. He goes so far as to say “Man is dead. Only Woman remains.”518, 

or  “Woman is Sigilized Desire”. This obsessive desire stands for the primal (foundational, as in the 

first relata) nature of Desire itself. Its uncompromising, and blind, extreme nature much further 

away than the mere individual whims and  conscious affirmations. 

Still in Spare´s methods, such desire has to be  recognized as paramount in the body as an 

whole. Metaphysically speaking one could say it is a univocal energy who knows no negation.  And 

subsequently freed from belief or specificity of practices where it is constrained by procreation 

or morals. Even by full fruition.  Accepted and nurtured as pure obsession of desire, or Zos,  

514     Spare, 2001: 104.

515     Ibidem: 127.

516     Spare, 1998a: 220.

517     Aphorism 29, Spare, 1998b: 166.

518     Spare, 1927: 33.
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“Thou insatiable peripheral quadriga of sex”519. Launched into the vacuum, and forgotten until a 

consummation grows those children of obsession one has incubated to be born via  desiring them/

with them and via “self loving” them/with them, “Contact with reality: the impact of flesh on flesh by 

every illogical means is the only logical thing.”520. This Desire is as the first outing of Magnum Chaos. 

Lorenzo Lotto has a particularly striking representation of Magnum Chaos, where one eye ( with no 

head) and hands and feet are seen bursting forth. 

Lovecraft places in the centre of his Pantheon the mythical Azathoth, who can also help for 

us to approach this  ever apriori desire, “Mind, body, ego and all things are formulated from desire; to 

desire forever…”521. Lovecraft describes Azathoth, in “Dream Quest of Unknown Kaddath” as: “Outside 

the ordered universe is that amorphous blight of nethermost confusion which blasphemes and bubbles at the 

center of all infinity—the boundless daemon sultan Azathoth, whose name no lips dare speak aloud, and who 

gnaws hungrily in inconceivable, unlighted chambers beyond time and space amidst the muffled, maddening 

beating of vile drums and the thin monotonous whine of accursed flutes.”522. The Dionysian background, 

far from just the third krater, is pretty much evident. As it is in the  Spare who writes in “Logomachy 

of Zos” that “Abortive and extreme metamorphoses occur when Man slips into excessive evil or good.”523, and 

“Man cannot be surpassed until he manifests all his suppressions. Having fulfilled all evil he still possesses 

great potentialities.”524.

Yet another reference can be the Akephalos (The image chosen to illustrate the magazine 

of Bataille is worth a look) that Battaile speaks of. But that Crowley spoke of too (ironically, 

he seems to have taken it as the Holy Guardian Angel), and many have spoken of. Akephalon 

or the Bornless one, Headless One, who births the rest. Head cutting is a major theme in 

mysticism. Either for isolating an eventual  seat of the soul (the skull), or the opposite, to 

take away the lid so that the fountain may burst. These are the first lines of Crowley´s Bornless 

One Invocation, the underlining is mine: “Thee, that didst create the Earth and the Heavens: 

Thee, that didst create the Night and the Day. Thee, that didst create the Darkness and the Light. 

Thou art Osorronophris: Whom no man has seen at any time. “525.

The full ritual has many words, as Crowley devised it, and several “barbarous names” - 

seemingly meaningless utterances, in various degrees, to be vibrated and shouted,  “I invoke 

Thee, the Terrible and Invisible God: Who dwellest in the Void Place of the Spirit: Arogogorobrao: 

Sochou: Modorio: Phalarchao: Ooo: Ape, The Bornless One: Hear Me!Hear Me: Roubriao: Mariodam: 

Balbnabaoth: Assalonai: Aphniao: I: Tholeth: Abrasax: Qeoou: Ischur, Mighty and Bornless One! Hear Me! 

I invoke Thee: Ma: Barraio: Ioel: Kotha: Athorebalo: Abraoth: Hear Me! Hear me! Aoth: Aboth: Basum: Isak: 

519     Spare, 1998a: 221.
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Sabaoth: Iao”526. To understand Spare, one could consider the words as ornament, and the barbarous 

names as fundamental. Perhaps a similar process could be followed with Artaud´s glossolalias. 

Perhaps when Desire, as Spare sees it, is near, language as speech explodes into “barbarous names”, 

or into Art-Sorcery.

Spare urges us, still in what methods are due, with the  sentence - “Be ye Mystic”527. And  couples 

this urge by defining the Mystic as the one who knows, in the Gnostic sense of “carnally” (sexually 

for Spare) experiencing, more than what is possible to articulate. Silence, or alternatively  the doing/

enacting of the inarticulated ( Art-Sorcery) become the sole roads ahead to progress in. If  fleshing 

Desire through Thanatos, and not just to  dissipate or breed small desires in the bios, is the experience 

to live in the flesh, as if-as now. Zos, as Desire, must destroy what of Desire born is no longer Desire. 

The living, the  bios, the  “material”,  nature as multiple. As Desire is  univocal, bornless,  seen as one 

point, a dagger tip where all lines converge and burst from. When Gnostics speak of the “Living One”, 

much attention tends to be given to the first word “Living” when the crucis may be in the second, 

“One”. Living One then, not living multiples, is this Desire. Spare´s inarticulate Desire shares many 

traits with the One as expressed (a contradiction in terms) in the “Apocrypha of John”. Though father 

would be replaced by mother, light by heat, and perfection would not make sense. And, even though 

not seen, touched it may certainly be for Spare. But many things do apply:

“The Inexpressible One
The One rules all. Nothing has authority over it.  

            It is the God.  
            It is Father of everything,  
                        Holy One 
                        The invisible one over everything. 
It is uncontaminated 
            Pure light no eye can bear to look within.

The One is the Invisible Spirit. 
            It is not right to think of it as a God or as like God. 
            It is more than just God.

Nothing is above it. 
Nothing rules it.  
            Since everything exists within it 
                        It does not exist within anything. 
            Since it is not dependent on anything 
                        It is eternal.

It is absolutely complete and so needs nothing. 
It is utterly perfect 
Light.

The One is without boundaries 

526     Idem. 
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            Nothing exists outside of it to border it 
The One cannot be investigated 
            Nothing exists apart from it to investigate it 
The One cannot be measured 
            Nothing exists external to it to measure it

The One cannot be seen 
            For no one can envision it 
The One is eternal 
            For it exists forever 
The One is inconceivable  
            For no one can comprehend it 
The One is indescribable 

            For no one can put any words to it.”528

The conceptual way of preserving such an experience of bursting univocity in its origin of 

indescribable free roaming Zoetic desire is in Spare´s methods the neither-neither device. Where 

no affirmative (substantial) belief is left to  hold for long,  hold forever,  hold alone without it´s 

contradiction materialized. To do better justice to Spare´s intent,  not a conceptual device per se  but 

a sexualized bodily conception who denies and destroys  conception as procreation for conception 

as creation. It can be grasped as analogous to a constant dismembering and consumption  of the  

body of Penteus. When the mother kills the son. 

The Zoetic is thus conceptually asserted by systematically refusing, through time and in 

time, moment by moment, the truth asserting of what consciousness stands facing into. Not by  

suspending judgement- by an epoché- but by asserting whatever is to be judged as neither-neither 

while sexually engaging with it. Ever a denegation who admits no  theoretical synthesis but   whose 

resulting obsession would force Art and Sorcery, both together, to unexpected manifestation and 

surprising actuality. After  the forgetting of desires allows Desire to act. 

Crowley wrote in the end of “Book of the Law” chapter 1: “ The manifestation of Nuit is at an end.”529. 

Spare could say that manifestation is neither yet at a start neither yet at an end, and then that it is 

neither {neither yet at a start} neither {neither yet at an end}. If needed be, when a given belief is 

overwhelming the agent so engaged ought to  express/enact/firmly be-live with the body as an whole 

(as if  and as now, now) in its opposite. Forcing anathema and recursive blasphemy to the original 

fixed belief, until banishing with laughter is realized. Laughter is the alphabet of desire unit that 

opens and releases any action unit , “The conception of ‘I am not’ must of necessity follow the conception 

of ‘I am’ because of its grammar, as surely in this world of sorrow night follows day. The recognition of pain 

as such, implies the idea of pleasure, and so with all ideas. By this duality, let him remember to laugh at all 

times, recognize all things, resist nothing; then there is no conflict, incompatibility or compulsion as such”530.

 What is meant here, easily linkable to the Epistemological Anarchism Paul Feyerabend would 

528     Barnstone & Meyer, 2003: 139-140. 

529     Crowley, 1997: I – 66. 

530     Spare, 2001: 65.
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later stand for and be ostracized for, is not  the often repeated leitmotiv of “Nothing is true, 

everything is permitted”. But, perhaps:

“Epistemological anarchism differs both from scepticism and from political (religious) anarchism. While the sceptic 
either regards every view as equally good, or as equally bad, or desists from making such judgements altogether, the 
epistemological anarchist has no compunction to defend the most trite, or the most outrageous statement. While 
the political or the religious anarchist wants to remove a certain form of life, the epistemological anarchist may 
want to defend it, for he has no everlasting loyalty to, and no everlasting aversion against, any institution or any 
ideology. Like the Dadaist, whom he resembles much more than he resembles the political anarchist, he ‘not only 
has no programme, [he is] against all programmes’, though he will on occasions be the most vociferous defender 
of the status quo, or of his opponents: ‘to be a true Dadaist, one must also be an anti-Dadaist’. His aims remain 
stable, or change as a result of argument, or of boredom, or of a conversion experience, or to impress a mistress, and 
so on. Given some aim, he may try to approach it with the help of organized groups, or alone; he may use reason, 
emotion, ridicule, an ‘attitude of serious concern” and whatever other means have been invented by humans to get 
the better of their fellow men. His favourite pastime is to confuse rationalists by inventing compelling reasons for 
unreasonable doctrines. There is no view, however ‘absurd’ or ‘immoral’, he refuses to consider or to act upon, and 
no method is regarded as indispensable.”531

Neither is it mere scepticism as just refusal of existence commitment to the object of a belief. 

And/or  careful weighing of reasons not to assert it. Belief is made  reference free and  unrelated 

with any object of belief. As not an attitude towards an x, but as a recursive function (almost) of 

desire for the purpose of Art Sorcery´s paradox, “Truth is emergent and levels our necessities of direction 

(general or specialized). The function of truth is coherence, it indirectly forms our beliefs and values. We 

are all specimens of self-evident truth, i.e. audient and endemic as the intermediacy of pure Ego (informing 

agent) and empirical Ego (conative), conscience being the nexus (emotional value): all Knowledge is of one 

thing through another.”532. It is meant that it  is a/ the characteristic of “truth” that everything can 

be true for some time only, “If the Absolute relates to non-absolutes and all antitheses, then we lack only 

the ‘conjunctionalism’ for infinite inter-relatability and self-identity.” Such grandiloquent notion as the 

“True”, or any belief,  is but a temporarily fixed belief who is both temporal and ever contextual, “Any 

fact or fiction has no difficulty in finding relatables as supporting evidence because everything has a ‘point of 

connection’ and a period of reality when instantly and simultaneous to time and place. Our difficulty is to re-

evoke ‘as now’: so we accept semblance of (i.e. make-belief, religion or faith) as substitute of real belief (which 

needs no other reality than its own: what you cannot conceive as yourself is yourself (as another reality).”533.

Consequently nothing is necessary, needed, nothing needs to be. And, crucially,  possibility 

itself falls as defined in contraposition to what is  either necessary or impossible. The word to 

be uttered is “needs-not-be”, “When the denial of a proposition is incapable of being conceived, then the 

proposition is to be accepted as necessary or true: when you find such a proposition, there will be no necessity 

for it.”534. Nothing corresponds to needing to be, “The greater the contrasts we encounter the greater our 

531     Feyerabend, 2000: 114.

532     Aphorism 77, Spare, 1998b: 167.

533     Spare, 1998a: 229.

534     Aphorism 88, Spare, 1998b:  168
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reality: Truth is all contrasting.”535. One  heritage to be then taken out of Austin Osman´s Spare work 

is that to this “all contrasting truth” of the artistic reality any method towards art, for art, within 

art, or any eventual approach between philosophical aesthetics and art as exception, would have to 

pay homage. If wanting/desiring to understand  what in it stands as mysterious and/or irreducible. 

What in it stands as “Zoetic”, “Is the Truth necessary? The need is for our own Truth: lack of integrity 

makes for sterility and is meaningless. Things more necessary than Truth are expressed through our efforts 

to render such.”536. That what is actual needs not to be actual, that  what is potential needs not to be 

neither potential neither actual, “Truth is everywhere, there is nothing untrue anywhere; it may appear 

so, because we cannot accurately relate it.”537. Relating it, is Zoetic Art-Sorcery.

Those who Spare addresses with it and it´s methods are those who would dive  in the fleshing of 

unnatural dreams, on the dreaming-true after the kraters of sleep, on the dreaming to be through 

death. The ones who are committed to  neither just acting out nor to just dreaming dreams but to 

quite literally giving birth to them and being born as them and with them, madness being a road 

to its progression “All psychoses etc., have their origin in normality, they are not inherent but acquired; 

indeed at one stage, madness itself is a resolute choice—preferred. When we turn over the obverse of reality 

we must accept the reverse: autism may be just as satisfying as reality, because it has greater psycho-

somatic parallelism. It becomes a faculty—a circularity: ‘wish, suppositious deed’; a work of artistry, not 

of nature.”538. This is what he ends up blazing a trail for, and what stands for his truth, “Some things 

are far distant in time and space; we journey by relatability (whether fictional or non-fictional, either will 

serve).”539. The conclusion of his practical Syllogism is not doing, but being. Not  “Do what thou wilt”, 

but more on the lines of - Be that which never needs to be. His Art-Sorcery, then, is to be taken as a/

the tool-vehicle for not having to restrain the “Zoetic” in a succession of doings of the  dying Bios 

whose only immortality and identity lies in memory. 

To this purpose his methods grow forth.  Methods to increate in, to excrete out, and to be-live 

upon, be-lie. Not methods  as a  progression of concepts to be theoretically tasted. Not as an after-

fact understanding of an object the consumer/receiver/thinker faces to analyse as alien to him. But 

a method for the one who is or desires to be creating. In this sense  his Zoetic Art Sorcery is also an 

“ethic” and needs an ethos that transgresses  morals as much as  nature.  It is a method to create and/

or to become (so, art-sorcery)  that presupposes  the full desire of both to create and to become as  a 

minimal condition for any wisdom on what is referred to as art or ritual. And it must presuppose 

that the desire is obsessively inflamed enough to be so. It is neither a hermeneutics per se, nor  a 

dialectic per se. At first, the method is more of a general nature of how to (need not)  Be. Here we 

can find the  technique of Sigils, the   Death Postures, the  Alphabet of Desire,  Automatic Drawing, 

the  Neither-Neither,  reflections on Desire (The chief notion)-Belief-Will, as stated. Works as “Earth-

535     Aphorism 90, Spare, 1998b: 168

536     Aphorism 124, Spare, 1998b:  171

537     Aphorism 139, Spare, 1998b: 172

538     Aphorism 73, Spare, 1998b: 167.

539     Aphorism 95, Spare, 1998b: 168.
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Inferno”, “Book of Pleasure and Self Love”, “Focus of Life”, “Anathema of Zos”, progress in the carving of 

this esoteric magical and philosophical corpus. Later, such method(s) turn fully into the Sabbatical 

Witchcraft ( cf “The Zoetic Grimoire of Zos) road he aptly names as Art-Sorcery (of Zos vel Thanatos).

And as such it has influenced both artistic and magical currents . 

The turn into Sorcery, or from the individual “Sorcery” to  full throttle Sabbatical Witchcraft 

under Zos vel Thanatos should not come as too big a surprise. A sort of literary sorcery was much 

in vogue in the age, joined with the Witch Mythos and Sabbath Mythos: Huysmans, Michelet, 

Nerval, Baudelaire, etc. Then,  the God Dionysos was also named “Sabbazius”. And, to further, in the 

Sabbath thou shall not  “work”. Thou shall  desire and excessively be ridden by the desire.  Remember 

Rimbaud “le voyant” proclaiming that he shall never “work”, the “up-rising of the senses”, the colour 

of vowels. Remember   the connotations the term Sabbath gained through  the middle ages and in the  

decadentist and symbolist imagination. Remember the more recent Bonanno proclaiming in “Armed 

Joy” that by “abolishing the logic of production”540, or “work”, one “enters revolutionary reality directly”.541 

There is much of ontological Anarchism in Spare. Of a philosophy of simulation conjoining with 

truth, itself  neither simulated neither true. It´s the neither- neither who effectively dismisses mere 

fictionalism: fiction is just one of the neither(s). 

Where the Dionysian rituals and the mythological Sabbath of Witches he drank on do  split apart 

is that  the first were physically enacted, eventually becoming theatre while the second is said to be 

not physical but “dreamt” in night flight. The Dionysian procession could be taken as a paroxysm 

of Life. The Sabbath of Witches is to be taken as  a gateway through Death and Sleep. Not at all a 

fertility cult,  a spring or summer festival and this is paramount to grasp what Spare is talking about 

when it comes to  nature,  conception, and  sexuality. Spare is keen to stress that  evolution (natural) 

demands conception via procreation but that  conception as procreation is not the best for us if 

and when the desire to roam through the Zoetic inhabits the Bios that is bred by natural evolution. 

He asks for the biological (bios) future to be sacrificed so that  the present fractional path of now, 

now, becomes filled with all the past-future and  with all the possibilities the past-future could give 

birth too. The “million of selves”. Method(s) at this stage call to a philogenetic convocation of the life 

forms that were. Of animals, of beasts, of  retrogression going hand in hand with   a denial of the 

teleological to-be in procreation and multiplication. His “Atavistic resurgence” propelled .

One other aspect of his Zoetic Art-Sorcery, the one where sensible men leave in Eubulus 

fragment, still framing it through the Dionysian, is  also closely related to rage and destruction. To 

the stomping thrust of the bull and the  Maenads’ tearing of flesh, to the  violence and voluptuousness 

to destroy, now assumed as ecstatic. Once more, Bonanno is useful: “Joy emerges from the play of 

destructive action, from the recognition of the profound tragedy that this implies and an awareness of the 

strength of enthusiasm that is capable of slaying the cobwebs of death. It is not a question of opposing horror 

with horror, tragedy with tragedy, death with death.It is a confrontation between joy and horror; joy and 

540     Bonanno, 1977: 22.

541     Idem. 
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tragedy, joy and death. “542. Above all, it is closely related to Woman under this light, the Fiat Lux light 

that breeds not the Bios who is there for the encasement of Zoetic, disguised under a multitude of 

ill shaped individuals whose biographic death is a certainty, but as the breeder of a New Flesh and 

New Sexuality that asks for destruction of the limited and completed self of the “myself ”. Love in 

“Self Love”  thyself who is not “myself ” and thus  destroy yourself. The self that mothers of nature 

give birth too. To this Fiat Lux, very far removed from Crowley´s  Priapic phalicism as the leitmotiv 

of will, he calls the “All Powerful Woman”, “All Prevailing Woman”. The mother of dreams who is no 

longer mother of flesh, “Out of the flesh of our mothers come dreams and memories of the Gods.”543. 

The phallus is to become a slave that Woman is to control as not to impregnate more of the 

flesh but better of the Dream. See (underlining is mine) : “The Sabbath is an inverse-reversion for self-

seduction, an undoing for a divertive conation. Sex is used as the technique and medium of a magical act. 

There is not only erotic satisfaction; the sensualist is made detached and controlled until final sublimation; 

his whole training is submissive and obedient until, by cold amoral passion, he can transmute control and 

divert him- or herself where desired.”544. And:”The hypereroticism induced by this grand-scale hysteria or 

saturnalia has an essentially sado-masochistic basis. Previous to the ceremony each celebrant has his or her 

allotted part, although it usually ends promiscuously and chaotically. The initiates are trained singly in 

their own parts and in the response expected of them. They play a passive role, for the promise of untold 

ecstasy. The Witches take the active part throughout: thus the symbolic levitation by besom-handle.” 545.  

Again, “ Man is dead. Only woman remains”. 
The phallus of conception is an instrument of death, breeding death´s march through the 

womb. Simultaneously, the Priapic Phallus of  Will is of little use to give birth to Zoetic Art-Sorcery 

as it does not spend itself, “an enforced consummation for almost unlimited wish-fulfillment by lengthy 

voluntary abstinence, repression and sacrifice until release by mass sexual saturation, for one purpose: 

the exteriorization of a wish by a great saving and a total spending.”546. The birthing of dreams has to 

pass, conception denied, through those who can give birth to flesh, by no longer being mothers of 

procreation and of the bios. Such is not to be done by pessimistic denial or willed asceticism towards 

that with which “seminal affinities” hold. These are not mothers of nature, then, as the muses of 

Goethe, but mothers of transgression to nature. Mothers of that particular hubris of transgression 

and inversion of the sensible and necessary, both of  society, “the ethical criterion of all acts is whether 

they are anti-social or so motivated.”547 and of   “natural” visible nature. 

Neither are they  nurturing or do  conform with any canonical or classical description of what 

Beauty and  Muses stands for: “ The Witch so engaged is old, grotesque, worldly and libidinously learned 

and is sexually attractive as a corpse; yet she becomes the entire vehicle of consummation. This is necessary 

542     Ibidem: 39-40. 

543     Spare & Carter, 1916: 27.

544     Spare, 1998a: 219.

545     Idem.

546     Idem.

547     Idem.
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to transmute the personal aesthetic culture.”548. These mothers demand transmutation of the ugly into 

a new aesthetic of the ecstatic, as “he who transmutes the ugly into into a new aesthetic has something 

beyond fear”549. Not at all to train the will to consciously engage with the grotesque, but to engage 

the heart. To be done but with hand and touch, not with the distanced gaze of appreciation and 

contemplation or fruition. The ugly (Thanatos) is to become, and is, ecstatic when felt skin to skin. 

It is not surpassed as ugly via an act of will as was the case with Crowley´s multiple and systematic 

sexual intercourses with handicapped and or deformed women and men. Thanatos becomes Zos, 

Zos vel Thanatos as a single entity in Zoetic Art-Sorcery. The sadomasochism present in Spare´s 

Sabbath is  the humiliation of vision as the privileged tool to enter in intercourse with the world. It 

does not  lead into a humiliating experience to stoically follow through: the ugly is not, as such, but 

is the ecstatic. 

It is from the consumption of the mothers of nature, eaten as Penteus was, that Zoetic Art-

Sorcery may be born. Penteus, who was murdered by his mother, must as well  eat his own mother. 

One cannot help but think here on  Kali, on the apocryphal Lilith mother of demons, even on Maria 

Naglowska, up to much of twentieth century feminism. Woman should not be, nevertheless, too 

literally understood as “women” ( recall that Dionysos is said to have destroyed the Amazons550). The 

notion borders much more to  Animus and Anima, to the Myth of the Androgynous, to the  figure of 

Baphomet. Or to the   “making of two into one” that the gospel of Thomas speaks of: “When you make 

the two into one, and when you make the inner as the outer, and the upper as the lower, and when you make 

male and female into a single one, so that the male shall not be male, and the female shall not be female: . . . 

then you will enter [the kingdom].”551. 

Art-Sorcery travels in the Gnostic idea one can sum up as “nature”, while natural, is the product 

of a lesser demiurgic god. Redemption becomes dancing to the tune that is “not of this world”: not 

of “this and that”, but of “neither this neither that”, un-worshipping the Demiurge´s creation. 

Resurrection as the consequence of nailing through the (visible) world of Thanatos until it bleeds 

from the heart and breathes itself out. To not be born neither of known mother neither of known 

father, as Art-Sorcery, “Let others await involuntary immolation, the forced redemption so certain for 

many apostates to Life. Now, in this day, I ask you to search your memories, for great unities are near. The 

Inceptor of all memory is your Soul. Life is desire, Death is reformation . . . I am the resurrection . . . I, who 

transcend ecstasy by ecstasy, meditating Need Not Be in Self-love . . .”552.

Fact to be stressed is that both Sabbath and Dionysia are Sexualized narratives, both place Women 

in a key role( Maenad´s and Witches), together with  a Godly/Daemonic figure ( an androgynous child 

in the Dionysian, a Horned Devil in the other) and Wild Animals in the centre of the “narrative”. The 

Dionysian Bull being, which is worthy of note, a creature between the domesticated and the savage. 

548     Idem.

549     Idem. 

550    See Nonnus, 1940.

551     Barnstone & Meyer, 2003:  50-51.

552     Spare in Grant,  1975: 197.
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This being said, while one is of the day, the other is of the night. The so called “Sabbath of Witches” 

is a going forth by night, a dreaming Saturnalia. Both, however, can/ought to be approached as 

taking literally the sentence of Aristotle  in which what is not “social” is either a God or Beast, to go 

forth as Gods and Beasts among Gods and Beasts in the woods and/or in dreams. Art-Sorcery comes, 

in this sense, from no  natural-to-humans breeding, and from no  “common” language-of-humans. 

Upturning  will and belief into Desire. 

To the will as a central driving force in this breeding, be it the  will to power, the will to live, 

or  Crowley´s Thelema, Spare opposes  desire and surrender through obsession - emotional within. 

Not to immediately achieve but to  expand into inner non natural conception. The genitalia not of 

this (day) world are made into instruments to annihilate the turning of Zos into Bios, the “Earth-

Inferno”. Through the transmutation and face to face with Thanatos, “Zos” becomes “Zos Kia”, 

“Kia: The absolute freedom which being free is mighty enough to be “reality” and free at any time: therefore 

is not potential or manifest (except as it’s instant possibility) by ideas of freedom or “means,” but by the 

Ego being free to receive it, by being free of ideas about it and by not believing. The less said of it (Kia) the 

less obscure is it. Remember evolution teaches by terrible punishments-that conception is ultimate reality 

but not ultimate freedom from evolution.”553. It becomes “The Atmospheric I” who, not being eternal, is 

infinitely possible. Neither-Neither is applied to Zos vel Thanatos [neither Zos neither Thanatos ], 

single entity, both, and neither. The ecstatic from ecstasies to ecstasies transcending via the neither-

neither device all the possible Latin significations of “vel”.

 William Blake, who Spare appears to have thought himself as a reincarnation of, spoke of 

the weak desire of those who are able to restrain it. Spare would better speak of the desire whose 

restriction is  it´s turning into a  one pointed fixed belief “as is”. Into  any belief who is being fixed 

towards becoming a completed necessary truth. Unrestricting it is but via a neither-neither that does 

not become “solved” except through Zoetic Art-Sorcery. And must be again be doubly denied into 

a never ending liberation via obsessive desire in neither-neither again. Belief must be in everything 

and towards everything, an “inclusion before conception”554. A philosophy of art , to exist here where 

Spare wishes to speak from,  stands neither in  the subject that creates neither in  the created object. 

But in an “in-between” where the former precipitates into the latter, single entity, both, and neither. 

An  “in-between” in which the subject puts himself in a position where the object imposes itself 

to come into manifestation via that unchartered territory one speaks of when one has to speak of 

sorcery and paradox. 

Spare could have stated that  Art, as such, demands sorcery. That the being of art demands 

sorcery as much as  the “truth” of art demands the impossible to be possible, while demanding it 

to be experienced as not possible to be impossible. An impossible truth. A base line assumption 

can be then that art, if anywhere, lies in such an “in-between” who breeds that to whom we can call 

Zoetic Art-Sorcery. For when  the subject is as a creator the object is still not there. When  the object 

is there the subject has done its part and can be eliminated from what is. Both are dead realities to 

553     Spare, 2001: 32.

554     Idem.
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grasp  how a subject gains intentionality towards a work of art and  how a work of art can come out 

of an agent looking forward to produce/create/become it. Both miss out the only “explanatory gap” 

able to explain, what  happens in-between in neither-neither. That neither-neither logic of the “in-

between”, it´s logos, it´s ways, it´s direct relevance. 

The point being made is that the “truth” of art that demands philosophy to think on and pull 

through, if any,  is not  in the object, that in itself is something ontologically apart from any other 

or describable as such. Not in the  subject who is an agent and in itself is what it is, or describable 

as such. But in the  space of that elusive neither-neither (non) procreation “in-between” where,  

something incomprehensible and hardly fully describable  is bordering to be brought into now. 

And  has to be brought through to the world, “Now for Reality”, or that  “space” in-between was not 

there and will never be here as it needs not to be.

For the study of Art not to be the autopsy of dead pieces of bios whose  nature of art is not shown in 

their slashing, as neither does the soul, if it is said to exist, or the life in a dead corpse, or  its  “truth”, 

if it is said to exist. Philosophical Aesthetics, if it is to make a bridge between herself and “Arts” 

cannot  thus ignore the dreams of visionaries for what does matter.  Or go against them towards a 

clarification of what are no longer visions but just corpses or simply moral/fleshless ghosts, or  cut 

them through via  “this”, “that”, “and”, “or”, “not”, “if-then”, for what does matter. It has at least to  

approach them as if not possible to be impossible (false) and as “neither-neither” in the dreaming 

true they border on, also filling her mouth with unreasonable sorceries and preposterous barbarous 

names, eating away its own origins as “critic” or “synthesis”, for some time becoming (not) sane, 

and be-lie, for what “need-not-be does not matter”. Zoetic Art-Sorcery, where “by this illuminism or 

ecstatic power, a functional activity expressing in a symbolical language the desire towards joy unmodified-

the sense of the Mother of all things-not of experience.”555.

Hugo Calhim Cristóvão

555     Spare & Carter, 1916: 29. 
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